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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

“The Idea of Slavery: Abstraction, Analogy, and Anti-Blackness” 

By 

Sara-Maria Sorentino 

Doctor of Philosophy in Culture & Theory 

University of California, Irvine, 2018 

Professor Jared Sexton, Chair 

 

“The Idea of Slavery: Abstraction, Analogy, and Anti-Blackness” retheorizes the history 

of the idea of slavery by illuminating the interplay between the three poles that make up my 

subtitle. Instead of conceiving of slavery as “timeless,” or as historically particular, I highlight the 

effects of the historical abstraction of slavery (from the contingency of social status to the necessity 

of ontology) and trace the origins of this abstraction in the materialization of anti-blackness and 

the increasing analogizing of slaveness. In my survey of “the timeless slave,” from Aristotle to 

Arendt and Agamben, I argue that Aristotelian philosophy only elaborated anti-blackness as a 

“virtual” problem. Blackness, both inside and outside the modern vortex, comes to function less 

as the negation of sovereignty or subjectivity than as an absent form whose “figurative capacities” 

sustain the state, the commodity form, and the institutions of civil society. By mobilizing Marx’s 

concept “real abstraction,” I provide a window into the centrality of slavery for the consolidation 

of the modern episteme, and because this window prefigures our interpretative frameworks, I shift 

the totality from capitalism to anti-blackness. The black slave toggles the abstraction of slavery, 

registering the modern materialization of metaphor and bearing what appear to be constitutive 

aporias. 



 

viii 

 

My first chapter, “The Natural Slave,” thus marks attempts to return to the Greek concept 

of the political as gestures immanent to the problem and development of anti-blackness, rather 

than solutions to it. Subsequent chapters take up an intellectual field (political theory and political 

economy, respectively), situate racial slavery at that field’s conditions of emergence, and trace 

figural distortions to slavery, refracting attendant methodological, political, and philosophical 

questions through contemporary debates on the status of race and the potential of republicanism 

in the Atlantic world. These key discursive fields offer up theoretical objects—the “political 

slavery” of tyranny and the “wage slavery” of capitalism—whose symptomatic orbit around 

blackness generates modern man, fashions his racial variants, and comes to mediate the formal 

complexities of time, space, being, representation, and death.  
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INTRODUCTION: 

The Timeless Slave 

  

 

[A]s concretely material as the ‘institution’ was, as a natural historical sequence and as a 

scene of pulverization and murder, ‘slavery,’ for all that, remains one of the most 

textualized and discursive fields of practice that we could posit as a structure for attention.1 

 

Much of the scholarly work on slavery is, indeed, a search for metaphor.2 

 

 

Among its many critical tasks, black studies interminably re-orients “racial slavery” at the genesis 

of modernity, as “the foundation stone not only of the Southern social structure, but of Northern 

manufacture and commerce, of the English factory system, of European commerce, of buying and 

selling on a world-wide scale; new cities were built on the results of black labor, and a new labor 

problem, involving all white labor, arose both in Europe and America,”i “the historical and 

enabling point of ‘dis/integration’ for the paradigms of Western modernity,”ii “the interpellative 

event of modernity in general.”iii The task is seemingly interminable, Sisyphean even, because of 

its radical implications for thought: racial slavery circulates in every proposition—critical or 

otherwise. It is a nexus more than the sum of its parts. The trans-Atlantic trade is not simply an ad 

hoc orchestration of financial interests, although this dimension, and its economic boon for 

capitalism, itself has staggering purchase.iv Rather, racial slavery requires a fundamental expansion 

of our very sense of interest, intention, and economy, taking us deeper than even those cutting-

edge Marxists now attempting to reconcile the demands of materialist production, narrowly 

conceived, with post-structuralist problems of subjectivity and desire.v Neither does racial slavery 

emerge from a purely ideal organization of consciousness, as the Hegelian dialectic might have it. 

                                                      
1 Hortense Spillers, “Changing the Letter: The Yokes, the Jokes of Discourse, or, Mrs. Stowe, Mr. Reed,” in Black, 

White, and in Color: Essays on American Literature and Culture (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2003), 176–

202; 179. 
2 Jennifer Morgan, “Gender and Family Life,” in The Routledge History of Slavery, eds. Gad Heuman and Trevor 

Burnard (London: Routledge, 2011), 138-152; 143. 
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This claim is more complicated than it might first appear—something like a master-slave dialectic 

does become idealized into an antagonism transformative of consciousness. The truth of this 

abstraction, however, will not be clarified by historical contextualization alone, nor by historical 

materialism for that matter.vi Racial slavery complicates history: it was not an event in the past 

with causal implications for the future. It persists, indeed perfects itself, beyond its abolition.vii Its 

“afterlife”viii saturates the present so thoroughly that its tense is, as this dissertation will elaborate, 

called into question. History fails to make sense of such violence—is itself complicit. More than 

historical recognition, more than financial reparations, more than political reform, reckoning with 

the “immeasurable contours and incalculable duration” of the middle passage requires reckoning 

with the very coordinates that yield life and meaning.ix Racial slavery’s tandem configurations—

beyond economic enterprise, historical event, or perennial problem of power—cannot be 

synthesized with any known version of the world, not without breaking the world itself. Its 

abolition, Jared Sexton clarifies, follows “the rule of inverse proportion”: “how radical a 

reconstruction you seek relates to how fully you regard the absoluteness of power…In short, 

slavery must be theorized maximally if its abolition is to reach the proper level.”x 

In conversation with black studies, my dissertation aims to contribute to the project of 

theorizing racial slavery maximally, or to a limit whose shortcomings can themselves be grist for 

the interminable mill. To do so, I complicate the methods developed and employed by social 

scientists and historians of slavery by retheorizing abstraction and analogy as not merely problems 

for thought but as problems of an anti-black materiality. For standard scholarship, the maximal 

theorization of slavery most often means either 1) mapping slavery in its broadest scope by 

employing a series of typologies (“slave societies,” for instance, or “socieities with slaves”) in a 

dialectic with (conflicting) determinations of its essence; or 2) excavating its most granular details, 
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such that an empirical gathering of lived experience might concurrently reveal slaves as subjects 

and expose the inhumanity lurking beneath the slave status.xi These debates are generally framed 

as examples of broader methodological trajectories in social theory. As such, slavery might be 

considered a case study that intersects with perennial philosophical questions of method and 

analysis. Are the origins of slavery material or metaphysical? Is slavery past or present? 

“Timeless” or historical? Distinct or derivative? Should we approach its reality as an objective 

structure or through the subjects that constitute it? Deploying an immanent critique of early 

modern meaning-making, my dissertation instead approaches these questions by turning the 

intersection of slavery with philosophy inside out. This analysis may be considered a long-form 

meditation on Dionne Brand’s powerful question “what if the cognitive schema is captivity?”xii  

The problem of abstraction, of our captive cognitive schema, is at the heart of the 

historiographical debate on slavery. Social scientists consider abstraction an intellectual necessity 

for clarifying and interpreting historical swaths of data. Abstraction, in this rendering, is a powerful 

technique of the scholarly mind. The first line of Orlando Patterson’s magnum opus Slavery and 

Social Death announces its abstraction, “social death,” as a solution to the historical and 

definitional disunity of slavery as a concept: “There is nothing notably peculiar about the 

institution of slavery,” he declares.xiii Patterson instead conceives of slavery as ubiquitous, 

spanning time and place, from ancient Greece to late old English society through the European 

Middle Ages, the Renaissance, across to the Islamic World and regions of precolonial Africa. By 

triangulating fragmented and divergent visions of slavery, Patterson nonetheless argues that 

slavery is different in degree (of power) and kind (of coercion), and thus, “distinctive as a relation 

of domination.”xiv While “social death” as intellectual abstraction helps identify slavery’s distinct 

features—natal alienation, general dishonor, gratuitous violence—as metaphor, social death has 
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also functioned as a metacommentary on the evacuation of slave experience from historical 

consciousness. “Social death” promises to both explain what slavery is and why its study has 

proved so intractable. 

However, for a significant number of historians, attuned to the reverberating echo between 

presupposition-laden models of universality and early racial meaning-making, abstraction 

represents a failure of imagination that does disservice to the “actual lived experience” of slaves, 

and indeed has been cast as an “axiomatic denial of social existence to both the slavers and the 

individuals enslaved.”xv The concept-metaphor social death, in particular, is charged with reifying 

history, mystifying the political import of slave sociality and vitality into a misguided specter of 

withdrawal and negation. the presiding assessment of Patterson as not properly historical, as 

producing an Historian Vincent Brown has cautioned us to remember that social death is an 

invention of Patterson’s own mind, an intellectualism, a “distillation…a theoretical abstraction 

that meant not to describe the lived experiences of the enslaved so much as to reduce them to a 

least common denominator that could reveal the essence of slavery in an ideal-type slave, shorn of 

meaningful heritage.”xvi The implication is that the efficacy of social death has a negative 

correspondence to its emphasis, that a heightened presumption of pathology is in opposition to the 

real work of political recovery. Only an ethnographic edge, Brown presumes, can cut through 

Patterson’s “totalizing” tendencies. The scholarly abandonment of the “essence” of slavery in 

favor of the “existence” of slaves can provide texture to the institution, to lives lived under erasure, 

but can this approach discern the origin and structure of slavery, its constitutive continuities and 

charged transformations? Is knowing about the experience of slaves enough to halt the repetitive 

trauma of the institution?  
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Historians, although characteristically careful readers of human actions, overwhelmingly 

end up side-stepping the constitutional question, instead implicitly imputed slavery’s generative 

causes to apolitical and ahistorical philosophical, to “timelessness” manifest as narrow economic 

motive.xvii Brown’s history of death in Jamaica is featured as just one instance of the “historic 

changes” generated when the quintessential relations between the living and the dead “emerge as 

the source of struggle.”xviii Fitting into the problem of the common, the same, the general, in “other 

times and places”—something about his “mortuary politics,” like Patterson’s “social death” 

remains stable throughout history.xix Likewise, when Joseph C. Miller, another of Patterson’s 

prominent critics, replaces the “social death” with the processual “way of death,” his self-

advertised “privilege of eclecticism”—the “hole” in his theoretical structure—gives way an origin 

story of slavery as the symptom of when the “greed present in us all” that supposedly “breaks 

through the constraints of culture and becomes historically significant as slaving.”xx To seek an 

approach that can account for the splintered ubiquity of the concept social death—denounced 

(actively so) in the discipline of history, and celebrated (but amorphously so) in social science—

is to be plagued by the gaps and elisions, within Patterson’s work and slave historiography more 

broadly, concerning the question of an epochal break or epistemic rupture of slavery through race. 

Brown wants to tell his story without “metaphysical speculation,” but at the base of Brown’s 

project is a metaphysical assumption about finitude’s transcendent frame.xxi If death is seen as “the 

driving force of a sociohistorical process,” then what might happen if we see death as the driving 

force of transatlantic slavery in the first instance (if something like a first instance can be 

speculatively gauged)?xxii 

Miller, meanwhile, wants to avoid what he identifies as the “originary fallacy”: the 

“ahistorical trap of seeking simple causation by sequencing decontextualized abstractions,” where 
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race is thought to “cause” slavery, or the other way around, but he has no account of how race (or 

slavery, for that matter), emerged qua abstraction.xxiii This alignment between the aversion towards 

abstraction and the problem of origin is telescoped in the century-long chicken-and-egg debate in 

early Virginia. The absence of a codified concept of race has been taken to mean that blacks in 

early Virginia, barring any legal claim of ownership, were de facto indentured servants until laws 

in the mid-1600s began to adjudicate relations of slavery.xxiv Slavery, as such, would be a merely 

a profit-driven activity and race but a retroactive and super-structural justification for the 

socioeconomic institution of slavery. This oddly idyllic version of the past, uniting slaves and 

indentured servants under the banner of exploitation, can then be mobilized as either a redemptive 

reprieve, anchoring the liberal desire to align the contemporary with post-racialism, or a cautionary 

tale, vindicating the Marxist desire to identify capitalism as the ur-totality. Scholars have rebutted 

this broad historiographical consensus by sifting through the anti-blackness of “documentary 

scraps,” those deeds, wills, and litigation (and later literary texts and missionary journals) 

suggestive of sharp distinctions in prices, punishments, term-length, and political participation.xxv 

David Eltis’s important historical counter-factual helps turn the presumptive economic base on its 

head by examining how, by the late Middle Ages, Europeans (who by his accounting would have 

made more profitable slaves than Africans) ceased considering themselves “eligible for 

enslavement.”xxvi When paired with the broader global context—the Atlantic ascendancy of 

“slave-sugar complex” predating Columbus,xxvii the transmutation of Africa into an “economic 

annex” for slaves and raw materials, the transformation of not only practices of navigation and 

commerce but also the space of Africa, the comprehension of the globe, taste and sensibility in 

generalxxviii—these racialized undercurrents, antecedent to both the establishment of the American 

colonies and the philosophical or biological codification of race, suggest alternate and more 
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obdurate dimensions to the trade’s momentum and from which one can conclude that the problem 

of race has not necessarily withered away with the formal abolition of slavery. Still, the problem 

of origins—the strange rhythm of the always already, in which the quintessential slave appears to 

always have been black, making of this marking a mold—remains. 

Instead of relativizing race in relation to a timeless slavery, an alternative approach has 

been to historicize slavery, or to multiply its origins and constitution relative to broader upheavals 

in the world—secularism, the nation-state, capitalism. Instead of presupposing, as Seymour 

Drescher does, that “modern” slavery is, “institutionally and economically the direct heir of 

medieval slavery,”xxix we might instead follow Blackburn’s caution that slavery is both woven 

from the bonds of its time and also productive of “something quite new.”xxx Such newness puts 

pressure on “slavery” as a conceptual or definitional unity, leading prominent anthropologist and 

slave scholar Claude Meillassoux to assert that slavery “is a notion…that has no theoretical 

status.”xxxi  Robert Padgug, in extrapolating from this provocation, has inquired how to make sense 

of slavery’s time and space when it has come to be bound up in something like a totality: “To what 

degree,” he asks, “can we even speak of ‘slavery’ as a single institution with its own specific 

features when its appearance in history is associated with the most varied social and economic 

system?”xxxii Distinguishing broadly between “patriarchal” slavery and “commodity” slavery, 

Padgug renders the latter form markedly complex, rebounding to complicate any notion of the 

whole: “Unlike the so-called Asiatic societies or those of classical antiquity, those which arose as 

a result of the expansion of Europe are not independent units of analysis. They belong to the wider 

world of capitalist development and it is only in the context of their relationships to that world that 

they can be understood.”xxxiii  
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While my research shares this historicizing problematic, I argue that to present a “history 

of ideas” of slavery but retain its dominant critical paradigms (capitalism or history) is to preserve 

the origin of racial slavery as an effect of capitalism or history. It renders slavery a problem in the 

history of capitalist totality, not a problem of totality. Instead of applying a historical or historical 

materialist mode of analysis to the “rise” of race and the transformations of slavery, my dissertation 

is informed by black studies’ critical-theoretical disruption of the very presumptions of time and 

space, capital and sovereignty, as ultimate horizons for theorization. With racial slavery, we 

cannot, Nahum Chandler has argued, analytically presuppose “the system in which the 

subordination occurs,” and then insert white or black subjects “into this pre-established matrix to 

engage in their functional articulation of the permutations prescribed therein.”xxxiv Doing so almost 

always leaves in place an unquestioned origin—the predetermined, pure subject—against which 

blackness is posed as “nonoriginary and displaced, and as resistant to subordination and creative 

in practice.”xxxv This analytical presupposition of a system, the consequence of which is the 

situatedness of blackness in a reactive position, is true not only for those describing the world of 

power, but for those discourses that go “under the guise of recognizing the agency of African 

Americans in the making of some social text.”xxxvi Take the tools of the historian: the ritualistic 

interface between free actors, contingent events, and social forces facilitates the metabolization of 

being as and in presence and posits the achievement and awareness of man’s freedom as the mark 

of modernity, its distance from the past, and its possibility for the future. History, as a project 

trumpeting freedom from religious necessity, might be conceived as a weapon in modernity’s self-

conception.xxxvii The periodizing that history permits is how, with the waning efficacy of 

theological structures of meaning, one can still account for human genesis and make sense of one’s 

place in the world.xxxviii Once activated this “periodizing drive,” as Jordana Rosenberg calls a mode 
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of abstraction that can only be made by authorizing subjects, seems inescapable.xxxix It tinges how 

we think of the origins of racial slavery—as a return of an archaic structure to be abolished or a 

fundamental feature of humanness unhinged—as well as its end. The centuries-long project of 

abolishing slavery in Europe and the Americas, while not perfect, becomes a sure step on the way 

to recovering slaves as historical subjects endowed with self-determination. But this freedom is a 

chain, a “double bind” in Saidiya Hartman’s theorization,xl ensnaring slaves in a foreclosed 

subjectivity, never meant to contain them, always constructed to fail. To be free from events in 

history, it seems, we are indebted to historical presuppositions all the more.  

This diagnosis enables us to ascertain, however dimly, that even theorists who recognize 

racial slavery as an epochal break, and who recognize its breaking as a foreclosure in the same 

gesture, in/directly produce a recovery internal to the onto-epistemological coordinates 

purportedly up for contestation.xli Even the claim that modernity is coincident with or, more 

precisely, emergent from the anti-blackness of racial slavery reduplicates the modern 

preoccupation with siphoning the old from the new, the speciously concrete with the appropriate 

abstraction able to grant reality to modern “self-assertation” and self-presence.xlii The detection of 

an epochal break, that is, might itself be a resource of this break. One risks, in this doubling, 

remaining conceptually dependent on the resonant modes that are, arguably, slavery’s most 

generative products—the free, self-determined subject, the progressive march of time, the 

enveloping globe, the commodity form, the “transcendental aesthetic.”xliii This returns us to 

abstraction. Just as racial slavery relied on “abstracting” slaves and reducing them to quantities, 

historians, Stephanie Smallwood charges, “have described the slave ship’s lethal nature the same 

way the slave traders did.”xliv The historian’s counter-imperative to avoid the “originary fallacy” 

and the quantification of slaves by filling in the concrete presence of slaves, however, might not 
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correct this process of abstraction, which has come to occupy our mode of coordinating being 

against non-being, presence against absence, now against then. Instead, the corrective of the 

concrete, the contextualization of absence, might leave the fundamental structure intact and, 

considering the post-racial celebration of irreducible individuality that marks our global imaginary, 

even extend and entrench it all the more.  

Such a redoubled, recalcitrant, riven philosophy of history not only repositions the origin 

(of global modernity) and the structure (of the institution and metaphysics of slavery): racial 

slavery’s “epochal rupture” (Wynter), its “tear in the fabric of the world” (Brand), more distinctly 

suggests a derangement effected on all modes of organizing and representing beings-in-time, such 

that historical representation and philosophical inquiry itself is in crisis.xlv We might ask whether 

there something unrepresentable about slavery—about the deaths of slaves, their experiences, their 

longings, their fears, their prayers, their grammar of suffering—about slavery’s institutional logics, 

its epistemological appearance and historical rupturing. Is this why death enters not only as an 

object for historians but also as an interpretative schema?xlvi Colin Dayan intervenes to query 

whether the negative appraisal of social death as an “academic artifact” may be “relevant to the 

historiography of slavery, but not to the powerful mythology that underlay it.”xlvii Taking Dayan 

further, we may try to understand the historiography of slavery as inescapably within the 

“mythology” of slavery, insofar as the mythos we now take for granted is a historical artifact. Is it 

because both death and slavery represent limits in a certain imaginative enterprise that they are 

drawn together? If, as Brown admits, “the dead serve to make an ineffable abstraction like death 

more immediate, personal, and knowable,” then are death, slavery, and blackness connected 

because of an analogous “unspeakability”?xlviii If this unspeakability is located within a social 

process, then the historical structure of analogy itself has a history, and the slave historian would 
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be tasked with uncovering this fantasmatic interplay, and further still, tracking the ways that the 

legibility of the analogy may have been written in the incipient gestures of slavery, a condition of 

possibility for the structuring of slavery itself. Does the (very political) division between life and 

death reflect other divisions like white and black, master and slave, present and past, or work to 

sustain (and even generate) social positionalities and possibilities?  

By identifying black studies as a project twinning a critical philosophy of history with a 

critical history of philosophy, I suggest the need to return to what goes under the heading of “first 

principles”: the first principles not of an already formed essence or phenomenon, but of the 

conditions that make any analysis of “race” or “slavery” possible.xlix These first principles will be 

repeatedly renamed and reformulated throughout this study—from Brand’s “cognitive schemas” 

to Hortense Spillers’ “American grammar,” Denise Ferreira Da Silva’s “modern text,” Sylvia 

Wynter’s “the science of the word,” and Afro-pessimism’s “political ontology”—and refocused 

through the problematic of the “abstract slave.” The abstraction of slavery, I argue, is not merely 

an intellectual reification. It is neither methodological necessity nor failure. Instead, it is an anti-

black protocol that dictates the realization of the abstract slave, both in practice (from a particular 

problem to a problem of ontology) and in thought (as an increasingly analogic figure divorced 

from relations of race). My argument, then, does not simply substitute an ahistorical “timeless 

slave” with a historical-materialist “abstract slave.” Instead of presuming a universal coherence to 

both “race” and “slavery” and calibrating their inter-relation within a pre-established frame, my 

analysis registers the ways that the questions of slavery (what is our relation to a sovereign and 

how do we justify our mode of social organization?) and the questions of race (what is variety and 

how do we determine its telos?) cannibalize each other.l When slavery connects with discourses 

of race, the elements that may have sutured the piecemeal, inchoate rendering of slavery in its 
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particular contexts now facilitate new technologies of capture—no longer needing a reason for 

enslavement (debt, self-sale, war captivity), slaves can be acquired without justification and for 

the express purpose of sale; and an unlimited scope to violence, capturing not only slaves and 

masters but all beings, all relationality, in a delineation of being.li If I follow the centralization of 

anti-blackness as a more expansive frame than racism,lii signaling that the conditions of racial 

slavery are ultimately in (ontological and epistemological) excess to “race” and “slavery” as 

discrete universal formations, I also warn that the “abstract slave” poses a challenge to all 

representational or discursive access to racial slavery as an object for thought. 

“The Idea of Slavery” confronts this challenge through an immanent critique of immanent 

critique. Taking political theory and political economy as illustrative (and compounding) 

topographies, I explore how it is at the excesses productive of the intersection of race and slavery 

that the projects that characterize our foundation—concerning sovereignty, secularization, and 

civil society; labor, value, and the commodity; history, origin, and structure—can most fulsomely 

be comprehended and critiqued. These key discursive fields, even in their most critical guises, 

offer up theoretical objects—the “political slavery” of tyranny and the “wage slavery” of 

capitalism—whose orbit around blackness consolidates the shape of modern thought, suturing 

would otherwise be impervious crises for a world grappling with ruptures in symbolic authority. 

Political theory presages race by producing a threatening, unstable indeterminacy to be captured 

under the sovereign logic of self-preservation; while political economy crystallizes value and the 

wage laborer by obscuring the productivity of the black slave. Both inside and outside the modern 

vortex, blackness appears in these texts less as the negation of sovereignty or subjectivity than as 

an absence whose “figurative capacities”liii sustain the commodity, the state, and civil society as 

ways of comprehending temporal movement and transcendence. As slavery spins away from itself 
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to become a metaphor of relationality for the self-determined modern subject, the black slave 

becomes arrayed as the reflexive conceptual and visual marker for violent indeterminacy, in need 

of unbridled, ceaseless constraint, not ethical or political determination.  

Taken together, these discourses appear to be an object-lesson in impossibility. The 

proliferation of metaphorical slaveness reveals, as with psychoanalytic accounts of dreamwork, a 

revelatory condensation, one requiring a method of reading and historical interpretation that banks 

on neither resuscitating historical fact nor achieving understanding.liv Indeed, there is likely no 

methodology that can fully make sense of their anti-black textual residue—a tangled mixture of 

open violence and active indifference, rhetorical elision and historical protrusion, blithe acceptance 

and maddening denial. Nonetheless, this collection of what Frank B. Wilderson III identifies as 

“ruses of analogy,”lv does provide differential access to the roots of abstraction. The analogical 

mystification of slavery—where the distinction between racial slavery and slavery in general 

collapses, where the specificity of black suffering is morally and politically leveraged to transcend 

widely divergent structural positions—is not just a ruse because it promiscuously deflects the 

specificity of suffering. It is a ruse because it conceals nothing. At the violent site of some of 

modernity’s densest analogical impulses, racial slavery only ever appears legible when affixed to 

the forms that refuse it: a psyche, a coherent political project, an ethnography, a restitution, a past, 

a present, a future, a demand, a promise.  

But this does not mean it is not “real.” The slave’s apparent aporias, straddling the real and 

ideal, the historical and structural, metaphysical and metaphorical, are stabilized by the emergent 

dictates of a species-division that appears to operate, as Sexton puts it, “as if it were a metaphysical 

property across the longue durée of the premodern, modern, and now postmodern eras.”lvi The 

crux of the critique of what goes under the heading of Afro-pessimism turns precisely the status 
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of this “as if,” the abstraction at its heart. For Afro-pessimism, blackness, as “the position of the 

unthought,”lvii is assessed as an absence that, even as it constantly revivifies discourse, cannot be 

recovered by culture or history; this absence is not error (to be filled in with social or cultural 

context) but the condition of its being. For Lewis Gordon, however, there is a distinction between 

the premise of “an antiblack world” and conclusion that “the world is antiblack.”lviii In his 

dissension from the Afro-pessimist currents that continue to find resonance with his work, Gordon 

evokes the historian’s eschewal of abstraction to insist that the “world is an antiblack racist 

project” and should not be mistaken for its “historical achievement.”lix Gordon would agree with 

Neil Roberts’s assessment that “The metaphor of slavery is a trope in the Western imagination that 

overextends itself, the metaphorical eclipsing the experiences of the real.”lx Of course, from the 

lines between political treatises to the virulent racism of personal letters, symptomatic projection 

of popular culture, the stitch that would join blackness to slaveness is nowhere demonstratively 

secured. But Gordon takes this contingency as a failure of critical theory to apprehend reality: 

although black personhood may be existentially entangled with death and slavery, black people 

are not still slaves, nor did their slaveness ever reduce them to social death. If anti-black violence 

were to have been achieved, if social death were generalized and slavery abstracted into being, 

there would, Gordon contends, be no black position whose appearance could ever matter, and “the 

basic premises of the Afropessimistic argument” would be “locked in performative 

contradictions.” For how can nothing enunciate itself? Gordon does concede that Afro-pessimist 

claims “have rhetorical force.”lxi But by rhetorical force, Gordon means simply the fact that its 

analytic has attractive intellectual and political weight. The metaphorical valences of anti-

blackness and black critique, its “as if” quality, are diagnosed as bad faith overextensions into our 

metaphysical and material worlds. A false abstraction. 
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By insisting, as Wilderson does, that “we need a new language of abstraction to explain 

this horror,” we diverge from the empirical and experiential lenses that characterize socio-

historical studies of race precisely because anti-blackness composes a challenge to the reality that 

would undergird such an access.lxii Granted, slavery is stuck in a catachresis: always aiming to 

represent an idea which it is not. But the structure of rhetorical retroaction and interpellative 

disavowal I find in early modern texts has material force. As slavery becomes more metaphorized, 

its implicit connection to a range of Enlightenment era ideas, and their critics, becomes more 

condensed. In service of this changing world, slavery’s abstraction from social status into 

metaphysics is forgotten, dissolved into an anti-black totality that mediates negativity, the measure 

of the human, and its history. As Spillers contends, “The captive body…brings into focus a 

gathering of social realities as well as a metaphor for value so thoroughly interwoven in their literal 

and figurative emphases that distinctions between them are virtually useless.”lxiii “Given back to 

me sprawled out, distorted, recolored, clad in mourning,”lxiv the slave analogy works most as a 

ruse because the literal term of reference—“actual existing slavery”—does not exist except in its 

semantic transfer of meaning, from blackness to slave of the tyrant or capitalist.lxv For Zakiyyah 

Iman Jackson, this may indeed be “the fundamental violation of enslavement: not any one 

particular form of violence—animalization or objectification, for instance—but rather coerced 

formlessness as a mode of domination and the unheimlich existence that is its result.”lxvi Blackness 

is without analogy because it is analogizable all the way down.lxvii 

Insofar as anti-blackness signifies nothing, the ruse of analogy is most fundamentally the 

regenerative operation of anti-blackness, its very constitution in motion. Blackness is, insofar as it 

is semantically and gratuitously captured and substituted. Nothingness spins into namelessness, 

formlessness, lawlessness, propertylessness, as well as caricature. When propositioned by space 
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and time, it can be framed as excess, motion, immanence, stasis. Indeed, the anti-black modality 

of the “as if” dictates the discernment of slavery’s origin and the assignment of its categories—

universal or historical; past not present; event not relation; effect not constitution; material not 

representational. That is, it is precisely because of this rhetorical traffic that racial slavery, as an 

object for thought, can be assumed and slavery in general can be thought. This is true both of 

proponents of slavery and abolition, of racists and anti-racists, of historians who seek to find the 

concrete lives behind the abstract death, the something behind nothing. In this sense, even in its 

failure as a project, the black slave represents the abstraction of slavery, registering the modern 

materialization of metaphor and bearing what appear to be constitutive aporias. 

Although this dissertation focuses on slavery as an obfuscating metaphor, “race” itself is 

entwined in the “ruse,” taking on a leveling function that shrouds its structure and genesis.lxviii It 

becomes a figure that, by mobilizing a shared root (racial oppression, discrimination, exclusion), 

highlights a universal structure that misses the specificity of its emergence and the violence of its 

intersections. If race is a metaphor, complexly figured through slavery, race is not, to follow 

Spillers, “simply a metaphor and nothing more.”lxix Insofar as the concept of race emerged as a 

thought project to consolidate the teeming contradictions unleashed by racial slavery, blackness, I 

argue, should be studied in its specific (non)relation to race. Slavery violently forces blackness 

into a historical form—“race” and its offshoot, the human—such that the overwhelming infusion 

of racial ordering inhibits any pure retrieval of what may be its creative and empancipatory 

capacities. Blackness, then, is not one node on a continuum of racial oppression. Even as blackness 

is racialized as the lowest link on a developmental scale, blackness, the “zero degree of social 

conceptualization,” simultaneously operates as the constitutive outside of scaling itself.lxx By 

navigating an order of power whose temporality is askew, the black slave marks an incompleteness 
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in subjectivity itself. In between the impossibility of subjectivity, finally realized as a reflective 

and generalized object for thought, and the impossibility of slavery, which is almost never 

theorized and instead always assumed, lies the violence of anti-blackness. Racial blackness, we 

can say, represents the materialization of this formal impossibility—of time, space, being, 

representation—whereas anti-blackness, antecedent to explicit racial ideologies and exclusions, is 

the violent formal strategy in the pursuit of pure being, constructing modern man and fashioning 

his racial variants to protect him from modern crises in meaning.lxxi  

 

Outline of Chapters  

My immanent critique begins conventionally, with Aristotle. Through a provisional mobilization 

of Karl Marx’s methodological innovation—“real abstraction”—my first chapter, “The Natural 

Slave,” challenges the generic dialectic of the “political animal” and “natural slave” and 

complicates the transcendent recuperation of the Ancients for critical theory. Natural slavery 

remains a central starting point for theorizing slavery and freedom in large part because, as 

Jonathan Lear has argued, “Aristotle was the first political thinker to realize that slavery needed a 

defense.”lxxii The necessity of such a defense is commonly considered to be an aristocratic 

reflection of the social world; after all, an expedient legitimation of the institution is most necessary 

when slavery persists in a social tradition committed to justice. Dominant interpretations of 

Aristotle not only attribute to natural slavery an apologist function, they also inscribe natural 

slavery with a transcendental epistemic efficacy. The degree to which slavery is determined to be 

in/essential to the history of democratic theory and practice, its dialectical charge with the 

flourishing of virtue and freedom, continues to frame not only the success and future of political 

philosophies, but the very governing terms of what counts as political. Despite the presumption of a 
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“timeless” quality to slavery, the actual prevalence and purpose of slavery in the Ancient world—

the status of its persistence—is recurrently contested, as data concerning the slave’s role and 

function is sparse, pieced together from largely incidental references in literature, philosophy, and 

legislation.lxxiii  

Moreover, Aristotle’s concept itself is riddled with ambiguities. When Aristotelian nature 

is theorized as dynamic and changeable, how could natural slavery ever represent a static category? 

My first chapter indexes natural slavery as a symptom, conscious or not, of the injection of political 

activity and particularism into Plato’s transcendent forms.lxxiv In Aristotle’s turn from idealism and 

towards plurality, natural slavery represented less a problem of difference (which Aristotle could 

incorporate by conceding to a diversity of political forms) than a projection from the excess that 

remains even after difference was accounted for, put in its place. Political philosophy, Aristotle 

seems to be saying, needed slavery. While Marx conceptualizes slavery as the historical limit to 

Aristotle’s reflections on the significance of labor for value, I contend that race is the historical 

limitation to the philosophical development of slavery, and, in turn, value and labor. When natural 

slavery was taken up in the 16th Century, right when early modern thinkers were reworking their 

relationship between the ideal and the real, there suddenly was a ready population primed to 

materialize this excess. In attempting to retrieve the legacy of the ancients, then, one need be 

attentive to how an epistemic shift—the overdetermination of slaveness as black and with global-

ontological consequence—infuses the methods and modes of our backward retrieval. Without this 

reckoning, one ends up relying on 1) an impoverished philosophy of history; 2) an anemic vision 

of the human, the political, and freedom; 3) a merely analogic understanding of the relationship 

between blackness forms of difference like womanness, labor, and indigeneity. Through a 

rehabilitation of Patterson’s “social death,” I conclude by elaborating how interpretations critically 
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emboldened by the “political animal,” such as the work of Hannah Arendt and Giorgio Agamben, 

are also those that freeze the natural slave into a post-racial emblem whose logic is timeless but 

whose historical pertinence has somehow passed.   

The “timeless slave” I adduce in Aristotle, Patterson, Arendt, and Agamben is a cautionary 

thread that establishes the parameters of the remainder of the dissertation. Subsequent chapters 

take up an intellectual field (political theory and political economy, respectively), critically situate 

racial slavery at that field’s conditions of possibility, and trace the relationship between the 

rhetorical resourcing of the black slave, as when slavery is diffused into subjection to a tyrant or 

to capital, to the development of thought. Chapter Two (“The Political Slave”) diverges from the 

critical approach to slavery as a “contradiction” for political theory (in which a theorist’s concrete 

investments in the slave trade undermine more lofty propositions for freedom) and instead draws 

attention to the double-movement in early modern thought between the proliferation of 

metaphorical slavery and the absence of the black slave. Practicing a close reading of natural law’s 

uneven mobilization of three figurations of the slave—the natural slave, the war captive slave, and 

the voluntary slave—I track how slavery morphs from being one, important figuration among 

many in mapping sovereignty (Grotius), to the very template of sovereignty (Hobbes), to the 

negative measure of man (Locke). At the positive or oppositional constitution of the state and 

subject, the productive ascendency of the abstract slave, I argue, marks the achievement of anti-

black abstraction of slavery. Natural law enlists its readers in this vision most when they are 

required to imagine from abstractions to empirical reality—like post-racialism today, the power of 

the abstraction is in its abstraction, an ahistoricism necessitated by natural law’s promise of 

geometric order. This is why it is impossible today to disentangle discourses of rights from the 

institutionalization of transatlantic slavery: those readers of abstraction acknowledged as the 
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proper collective of the social contract are carved out of an empty space retroactively reified as 

permanently chaotic and violent at its core. 

If “The Idea of Slavery” begins with a Marxist critique of Aristotle, it ends in Chapter 

Three, “The Wage Slave,” with an Afro-pessimistic critique of Marx. While slavery sounds off in 

political theory as a question of contradiction, political economy engulfs slavery in a problematic 

of transition, enabling Marx’s critical apprehension of capitalism’s historical evolution and its 

characteristic relationship toward violence. Divested of the constitutive problem of slavery and 

blackness, the slave only analogically reappears as theoretical ammunition in a comparative 

explication of capitalist materiality. I find that even when Marx, Marxists, and critical race thinkers 

attempt to situate slavery as “coeval” to capitalism,lxxv the content and form of slavery is not 

usually up for debate, only the status of its interaction with capitalist circuits. Marx, who 

historically thought the empirical reality of slavery appearing together with capitalism, but 

theoretically unthought the significance of the conjuncture slavery and capitalism, comes to 

separate “abstract domination” from “concrete domination,” the value-form from force, 

sequestering his profound insights into the genesis of subjectivity from the problem of race and 

formalizing freedom and the fulcrum by which capitalist fetters might be overthrown through 

labor’s historically specific social representation. Mirroring the Marxist methodology of rising 

from the “abstract” to the “concrete,” this chapter moves to substitute the abstraction of labor with 

slavery and closes by restaging the concrete development of “real subsumption” through the 

problem of abolition. In deconstructing Marx’s method, I situate slavery’s transposition to brute 

force and race’s reduction to false consciousness as the productive source not only of commodities 

but of the capitalist form of value itself.  
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If these chapters appear to make a circular argument, if each chapter repeats, in structure 

and argument, a similar set of concerns, one intention of this dissertation is to leave open the status 

of the homology. It bears emphasizing that my attempt is not meant to be exhaustive. I do not 

claim to fully represent all the varied traditions of modernity, and less still the well documented 

instances of what are heralded as “alternate modernities.”lxxvi Rather, by deferring, as much as 

possible, to a categorical prescription—racial slavery at every structure and register of being-in-

the-world, as the very quantum level of reality and the frame for our cognitive coordinates—I hope 

to demonstrate the explanatory power of this perspective to elaborate a critique of critical thought. 

This means that, against a dialectical telos, a more loosely progressivist narrative, or even a 

historical one, for that matter, I linger in the discursive reoccupation of questions. Certainly, these 

chapters do correspond to sequential, albeit overlapping timelines. It may be that in the 

displacement from ancient philosophy to natural law to civil society (and my larger project will 

encompass political theology and psychoanalysis), the same problem is simply historically 

addressed from different registers, that of god, the sovereign, and capital, each seemingly spiraling 

down to earth in what some might designate as an enlargement of knowledge. While I provide 

interconnective tissue and interpretive signposts along the way, I hope to also encourage reading 

between chapters for resonances and dissonances that enact disruptions of disciplinarity, 

transparency, and historicity. By interpreting the textual distortions effected by iterative figurations 

of slavery, both in their generativity for elaborating systems of thought and their ethical-political 

impotence in confronting racial slavery, I intend to bring materialism and metaphysics into a 

complicated and unresolved orbit.  

But if my explicit ambition is to stay open to disruption and a mode of multiplicity, I am 

also driven to address how slavery changed forms and why different registers emerged to do the 
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work of dispersing anti-blackness into a materialized metaphysics. As Wynter contends, “shifts in 

epistemes were not only shifts with respect to each episteme’s specific order of knowledge/truth, 

but were also shifts in what can now be identified as the ‘politics of being’; that is, as a politics 

that is everywhere fought over what is to be the descriptive statement, the governing sociogenic 

principle, instituting of each genre of the human.”lxxvii If there appears to be a resemblance between 

the analogizing of slavery and its generative outside that extends from political theory to political 

economy, I find that there is accumulating strength and elasticity of the analogy’s mode of 

mediation, in the way the “politics of being” encodes the “cathedralization” of slavery into the 

invisible ether of ontology and its categories.lxxviii But because it is at this juncture—the occupation 

of thought and history by the “abstract slave”—that my critical capacities are revealed to be my 

limits, it may be more accurate to say that my introduction of a new abstraction—“abstract 

slavery”—is conflicted, in form and content, between the displacement of capitalist totality with 

anti-blackness and the displacement of totality.lxxix 

Lastly, I will caution that anyone familiar with the black radical tradition will likely find 

nothing new in these pages. My move to make the problems of modernity internal to racial slavery 

has always been a central project of black studies. I am not, that is, going for shock value. Nor am 

I hoping, necessarily, to gain converts from philosophers, political theorists, or Marxists. By 

stitching together a series of immanent critiques, making “black critique” legible where it might 

not otherwise be, I do aim to accentuate an already ongoing re-configuration of the world and, 

perhaps, wear down its anti-black intellectual gears of motion. However, my deployment of 

immanent critique does not mean I ultimately believe in its capacity. For how can Marx’s political-

philosophical lessons, on the production of knowledge, the movement of history, the genesis of 

subjectivity and the objective social world, and the potential for freedom, retain their theoretical 
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promise when Marx’s scope leaves the slave unthought? Demonstrated in the very form of the 

immanent critique that is Capital, Marx’s great hope is that social contradictions can be resolved 

by overthrowing regressive fetters and realizing a transcendental possibility. But shoring up 

contradictions do not point to a dialectical overcoming when the world’s resources retain within 

them the negativity of the slave. The danger of immanent critique is the likelihood that its 

recuperative faith in an “inside” will not only absorb but erase black critique. Insofar as I may very 

well exemplify the failure of an immanent leveraging of the world’s collapse, the argument 

becomes something of a methodological and metaphysical spectacle, as I am also writing myself 

into destruction. 
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CHAPTER ONE:  

The Natural Slave 

  

 

As a rule, the most general abstractions arise only in the midst of the richest possible 

concrete development, when one thing appears as common to many, to all. Then it ceases 

to be thinkable in a particular form alone…Here, then, for the first time, the point of 

departure of modern economics, namely the abstraction of the category ‘labor,’ ‘labor as 

such,’ becomes true in practice. The simplest abstraction, then, which modern economics 

places at the head of its discussions, and which expresses an immeasurably ancient relation 

valid in all forms of society, nevertheless achieves practical truth as an abstraction only 

as a category of the most modern society.1 

 
But before ‘race,’ something else has happened, both within the context of ‘race’ and alongside it.2 

 

 

In an important crystallization of Capital’s method, Karl Marx explains why the “great 

investigator” Aristotle could not deduce the substance of equivalence between otherwise 

incommensurate things and, thus, value from commodity exchange. Although correctly identifying 

the necessity for commensurability in his prototypical exchange of a bed and a house, Aristotle 

comes to the conclusion that equivalence is only made possible by human manipulation, and is 

consequently artificial—“only ‘a makeshift for practical purposes.’”i Marx explains that Aristotle 

fails to find a more synthetic solution not because of a logical error or intellectual deficiency; 

rather, the “historical limitation inherent in the society in which he lived prevented him from 

finding out what ‘in reality’ this relation of equality consisted of.”ii That is, beds cannot be made 

truly equivalent to houses in the Greek historical context because the “secret of the expression of 

value”—homogenous labor—requires formal freedom and equality, ontological capacities 

overshadowed by the ancient Greek dependence on slavery and inequality. Marx’s example does 

                                                 
1 Karl Marx, Grundrisse: Foundations of the Critique of Political Economy, ed. and trans. Martin Nicolaus (London: 

Penguin Books, 1973), 104-5, emphasis added. See Stuart Hall’s aim to “inaugurate a ‘reading’” of the 1857 text, 

“Marx’s Notes on Method: A ‘Reading’ of the ‘1857 Introduction to the Grundrisse,’” Working Papers in cultural 

Studies, no. 6 (Birmingham: University of Birmingham, 1974), 1. 
2 Hortense Spillers, “‘All the Things You Could Be By Now, If Sigmund Freud’s Wife Was Your Mother’: 

Psychoanalysis and Race,” in Black, White, and in Color: Essays on American Literature and Culture (Chicago: 

University of Chicago Press, 2003), 409. 
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historical and theoretical work by destabilizing universal pretenses to epistemology and indexing 

instead that abstractions like value and labor are “real,” gaining traction in the sociality of their 

relations.iii For Marx, the trans-individual homogenization of labor, irreducible to how labor 

qualitatively appears to various subject positions, is a historically new and specific form. Although 

labor “seems a quite simple category,” and is, “in its general form…immeasurably old,” Marx 

insists that “‘labour’ is as modern a category as are the relations which create this simple 

abstraction.”iv While capital’s differentia specifica may appear to be reflected in certain social 

practices of antiquity, notably the rise of money in Greek exchange, capitalist production 

inaugurates a qualitative shift in which labor is no longer “mediated by social relations but, rather, 

constitutes itself as a social mediation.”v As such, labor is only realized supersensibly through the 

long-term practices that disintegrate hierarchical relations and establish formal equality. Equality 

thus takes on a fetish-character: we misrecognize its source, instead attributing it to the immediacy 

of essence.vi  

If the problem of value can be historicized in this way, I propose that we exert similar 

pressure to other operative categories in Aristotle’s thought (here, I take “natural slavery” as key), 

Marx’s thought (the primary subject of Chapter Three), and, by extension, thought as such. By 

deconstructing the assumptive logic behind what I have identified as the “timeless slave,” I submit 

“slavery,” and with it, that other abstraction, the human, to a methodological reconstruction of 

“historical abstraction” (or what Alfred Sohn-Rethel elaborates, in the spirit of Marx, as a “real 

abstraction”).vii Blackness is isolated as a “practical truth,” the mode by which the slave, the 

laborer, and the human concurrently come into view. I approach this reconstruction by assessing 

the historicity and hermeneutics of Aristotle’s theorization of “natural slavery,” encircling 

questions of 1) the category’s function—is natural slavery mobilized as a critique or defense of 
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the institution of slavery?; 2) its historical purchase—is natural slavery, in its dialectic with the 

citizen, representative of Athenian politics?; and 3) its mediating power—is natural slavery 

synonymous to or distinct from other categorizes like woman, barbarian, or laborer? Because the 

Greek example continues to return as utopian resource or a dystopian cautionary tale, reflected in 

the neo-Republican celebrations of democracy that mark the founding of the United States, as well 

as in critical interrogations of it, the answers I find disrupt assumptions of perception, punishment, 

and the political at the heart of what Sylva Wynter calls “genres of the human.”viii  

In relativizing natural slavery as a “virtual” problem, only materialized through racial 

slavery, I am not merely submitting political theory to political realism, although, as Niall 

Mckeown claims in his deconstructive approach to ancient slave methodology, it bears repeating 

that “The way we choose to interpret ancient slavery has much to do with the way we want to 

interpret it.”ix My interpretation, aimed at addressing the longue durée of anti-black violence, 

situates the reification of “race” as the historical and interpretative limit to any definition or defense 

of natural slavery. Natural slavery thus remains an ambiguous proposition whose imputed 

timelessness requires problematization, as does the background of inequality that supposedly 

blocks Aristotle’s insight into value. The instability of this backdrop, as Chapter Three will 

elaborate further, also poses problems for Marx’s presupposed shift from the inequality of the slave 

mode of production to the formal equality of capitalism. Instead of granting this historical 

progression and its implicit generalization of slavery to all subjectivity—a relation referred to as 

“wage slavery”—I follow black feminists to argue that it is only the blackening of slavery and the 

ungendering of reproduction, with its changing technologies of capture, forms of violence, and 

methods of categorization, that promises to resolve the previously paradoxical premise of natural 

slavery and primes the emergence of formal equality.  
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This chapter critically unpacks the historicity of the “natural slave” through two tendencies 

in contemporary theory that most assume its coherency. On the one hand are theorists of slavery, 

exemplified by Orlando Patterson, whose oft-cited conceptualization of slavery as “social death” 

has as its rallying cry the charge that “without slavery there would have been no freedom.”x Despite 

this incisive inversion, Patterson rearticulates the same timeless theorization of slavery that 

naturalizes racism as generic prejudice, instead of according it any transformative capacity in the 

constitution of the modern subject. I interrogate how Patterson’s intellectual and theoretical 

production nonetheless reveals blackness as his unspoken elaborative possibility, the position from 

which he pivots to centralize slavery in the story of freedom. “Social death,” that is, captures the 

material and conceptual culmination of natural slavery and explains, I contend, why slavery 

becomes frozen in a functional relationship with race. After re-positioning natural slavery and 

social death as mutually entangled “real abstractions,” this chapter closes with a cautionary 

complication of the anti-black horizon of two political critics of political freedom (Hannah Arendt 

and Giorgio Agamben) who, despite their contributions to the critique of contemporary violence, 

remain dependent on the link between a timeless version of slavery and Aristotle’s “political 

animal.”  

 

Aristotle’s Ambiguous Defense 

Aristotle’s natural slave is both theoretically indispensable and thoroughly ambiguous. From the 

opening lines of Politics, the polis is displayed as the telos of the natural life of the household 

(oikos). There, slaves, women, and children can be considered the constitutive outside of political 

life. They subsist in an originary war-like realm of inequality and hierarchy where sovereign 

violence reigns, in contrast to, but sustaining and supporting, the good life of that other realm, the 
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political (bios).xi Slavery can thus be seen to privatize the Greek city state, subsidizing the freedom 

necessary for citizens to realize and embody that which is most distinct about humanity: equality, 

virtue, speech, and deliberation.xii As Aristotle muses, “there is a need for leisure both with a view 

to the creation of virtue and with a view to political activities.”xiii  

The importance of virtue is that it does not, as with the slave’s techne, serve an end outside 

of itself; virtue instead is most manifest in activity (theoria and praxis) in which “doing well is in 

itself the end.”xiv Aristotle takes citizenship to be the culmination of philosophic virtue because as 

participatory, collective activity, it shapes the institutions that guide self-determination and 

activate the deliberation (phronesis) of human actualization. Although historically consequent 

from the individual and household, Aristotle reasons that the self-sufficient city logically precedes 

it for, like a body is to a hand, “the whole must of necessity be prior to the part.”xv Living well 

means acting with common purpose to sustain the whole, “for a city is the partnership of families 

and villages for a complete and self-sufficient life.”xvi This is why, for Aristotle, value is not given; 

it is decided and acted upon. The same is true for his deconstruction of Parmenides in the Physics: 

being is not one but plural because, he argues, its predication is part of the performance of its 

being.xvii Unlike merely social beings—“any kind of bee or herd animal”—political man’s singular 

capacity for speech, manifest as “voice,” enables the discrimination of “good and bad and just and 

unjust.”xviii Those who are “without a city through nature rather than chance”xix are like the part to 

the whole, not only “defective” but, more strikingly, “either a beast or a god.”xx Because “justice 

is a mean…an intermediate condition, whereas injustice is about the extremes,”xxi the political 

animal embodies justice in modulating the exalted and the base, the godly and the mere animal.  

Lacking deliberative capacities, and, thus, an important part of the soul,xxii the slave 

certainly exemplifies a deviation from human politicality that analogically aligns with the 
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animal.xxiii “[L]ike the soul from the body or the human from the animal,”xxiv their work is 

constrained to the “use of the body” while “the work of the human being is the being-at-work of 

the soul.”xxv Given that Aristotle defines the slave as “not only slave of the master but…totally 

part of him,” in other words as “animate equipment” and “assistant for things of praxis,” the 

master’s use of the slave body is part of furnishing the soul’s activity.xxvi Although reduced to use 

(chresis) and body (soma), the slave facilitates between body/use/praxis on the one hand and 

soul/energeia/poesis on the other.xxvii The slave’s remainder in the realm of the household—their 

economic-domestic subordination to dominance and necessity characterized by “command over 

the soul and the body”—serves as the threshold for politics, a paradoxical source of virtue.xxviii  

Aristotle instructs readers in this arrangement through a peculiar methodology. Unlike 

Platonic formalism, Aristotle’s standard is a posteriori, beginning by surveying the existence of 

phenomena, only after moving on to a consideration of essence.xxix With the question of virtue, for 

example, Aristotle begins with its existence and emphasizes its non-inheritable elements, given 

the tendency of aristocratic families to produce rogues and layabouts. Only after does he then 

determine the trifold features of virtue: “people become excellent because of three things…nature, 

habit and reason.”xxx Indeed, for Aristotle, habit is the surest way to access ethical virtue.xxxi With 

the natural slave, however, this movement from the known to the unknown, from the sensible to 

the metaphysical, is reversed: Aristotle first provides an overview of the slave’s essence prior to 

delimiting its existence.xxxii  

His eventual foray into slave existence is cast in opposition to generic arguments for and 

against slavery, dispensing with both the critical Stoic stance that men are made slaves by human 

custom, not naturexxxiii and the conservative defense of slavery that claims that “there is no force 

without virtue,”xxxiv i.e., that might is right. Contrary to the nomos that “things conquered in war 
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belong to the conquerors”xxxv and that slavery originates on the battlefield (what I will examine 

under the heading of the “war slavery doctrine”), Aristotle argues that the right of the victor does 

not always license the enslavement of the vanquished, especially given his premise that the 

“beginnings of wars are not always just.”xxxvi It is entirely probable, even likely, he muses, that the 

natural slave does not correspond with the legal slave. The legal slave, then, designates the 

condition of becoming adrift from the city by contingency, not nature. Despite foreclosing the 

possibility that all who are enslaved are so justly, Aristotle returns to reinstate slavery’s justice. 

Although “nature indeed wishes to make the bodies of free persons and slaves different as well as 

their souls,” Aristotle laments that bodies don’t correspond to slavishness, as the visible detection 

of the depths of the soul proves impossible.xxxvii This non-correspondence, like the 

incommensurability between the use-value of commodities, initiates an unraveling of the 

presuppositions of nature. More sweeping statements like “It must be admitted that some are slaves 

everywhere, others nowhere” are followed immediately by vacillations on nature’s authority: 

while nature may wish that “from the good should come someone good, just as a human being 

comes from a human being and a beast from beasts,” it is “often unable to” guarantee such an 

outcome.xxxviii The absence of such a guarantee places the status of slaves and citizens alike in 

contention. Nonetheless, after this string of precautions and exceptions, a general rule of natural 

slavery persists: “the distinction does exist for some, where it is advantageous as well as just for 

the one to be enslaved and the other to be master.”xxxix  

The justness of slavery is then grounded in a feature not of birth but of individual 

advantageousness in the use of the body. While this advantage seems to go both ways, even 

including friendship, it only does so “incidentally”: “Mastery, in spite of the same thing being in 

truth advantageous both to the slave by nature and to the master by nature, is still rule with a view 
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to the advantage of the master primarily, and with a view to that of the slave accidentally (for 

mastery cannot be preserved if the slave is destroyed).”xl Because the unity of the slave and master 

is dictated by the needs of the master first, the relationship is a hierarchical composite. Like “the 

part and the whole and for body and soul…the slave is a sort of part of the master—a part of his 

body, as it were, animate yet separate.”xli The slave’s usefulness validates Aristotle’s schema—

with politics presupposed as meaningful, virtuous speech, the slave is (as the hand to the body) a 

conduit for the self-actualization of human phronesis. Slavery can only be just, then, if its benefits 

are both mutual and directed towards the soul who could most be actualized.  

This circular reasoning begs its own questions.xlii If a citizen’s essence is predicated 

primarily on their existence, such that the very activity of practicing citizenry is what makes 

someone a citizen, then what makes someone a slave? Is the slavish deficit nature or habit, 

permanent or mutable? If the slave “participates in reason only to the extent of perceiving it, but 

does not have it,”xliii if the slave, then, may not be completely human but can participate in reason 

enough to appear human, can slaveness in role ever be definitively proven as slaveness in nature? 

Given the centrality of war to the building of politics, one might wonder whether natural slavery 

was ever Aristotle’s concern or, rather, whether it is a small-scale foil or structural prelude for his 

later assessment of deviant political forms—tyranny among them.xliv  

It is through an additional categorical relay that political rule (arche politike) becomes 

distinct from household rule (arche despotike). In Aristotle’s household, the soul lords over the 

body (as “it is according to nature and advantageous for the body to be ruled by the soul”), but 

because political participation presupposes participation in the soul, political difference divides 

the soul further into the distinction between reason (nous) and emotion (orexis).xlv The foundation 

for varying forms of freedom, the most robust of which is democratic rule, is made relative to the 
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proportion of reasonable or passionate participation. If slavery seems to represent the deficiency 

of deliberation (the “beast”), tyranny (the “god”) tends toward its excess. What distinguishes the 

tyrant from the virtuous political ruler is too much passion, an overactive investment in mastership 

“in accordance with their own will” and to the disadvantage of their subjects.xlvi This is Aristotle’s 

rejoinder to the Platonic thesis that there is a single virtue of ruling, for the household slave 

mastership should not be conflated with political tyranny, “as if each of these differs in the number 

or fewness of those ruled and not in kind.”xlvii But if these relative investments in reason and 

passion are united in kind, do they indicate differences in role, habit, or nature?  

On the one hand, Aristotle proposes that “For by nature there is a certain people apt for 

mastery, another apt for kingship, and another that is political, and this is both just and 

advantageous.”xlviii In the next breath, he then turns to assert that “Nothing, however, is naturally 

apt for tyranny, or for the other regimes that are deviations: these cases are contrary to nature.” 

The injustice of tyranny as distinct from household slavery seems to lay in a natural disposition 

against being ruled; as Mary Nyquist has succinctly assessed, the deviance of political enslavement 

“lies not in slavery per se but rather in the attempt to enslave those who patently ought not be 

enslaved.”xlix If the difference between those who can legitimately be enslaved (under the 

despotism of the household) and those whose enslavement is always unjust (under the tyranny of 

political rule) is not in number but in kind, we are still left with the puzzle of the requirements of 

that kind. Why does Aristotle seem to reject the transcendent god/tyrant, but give his stamp to the 

slave/beast? In the cross-hairs of the question of the ideal, slavery seems symptomatic of the 

dilemma of immanentizing and diversifying Platonic unity without abandoning a sense of the 

justice of a political-philosophic whole. 
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Interpretations on whether or not the theorization of natural slavery constitutes a defense 

of the institution usually deflect from this para-philosophical problem and can be split into two, 

loosely schematized camps: one casts Aristotle as an apologist whose pragmatic metaphysics 

legitimizes the status quo and the other makes him out to be a moralist whose Politics should 

instead be positioned as a subtle condemnation of slave-owning societies.l With the first, more 

commonplace interpretation, we find what some call “an intellect in the service of injustice”: 

Aristotle implicitly begins with the world as it appears—the political community —and finds ways 

to defend its appearance, throwing up contradictions to resolve them in support of existing social 

formations.li For Orlando Patterson, for instance, slavery confronts us with a “strange and 

bewildering enigma”: “are we to esteem slavery for what it has wrought, or must we challenge our 

conception of freedom and the value we place upon it?”lii Aristotle could openly submit that the 

full realization of the political animal has been built on an unfortunate, albeit necessary, 

contradiction—the sacrifice of mere life for virtuous life—such that slavery’s benefits for all 

overrule the incidental injustice of enslavement for some. Instead, Aristotle smooths the scales of 

justice with a circular argument that sutures slavery to a deficit in virtue: though slaves may partake 

in virtue to the extent that they avoid “licentiousness or cowardice” there is difference in the virtue 

of the ruled and enslaved that corresponds to what by nature is “a ruling and ruled element.”liii 

These elements reinforce the advantageous qualification because they mirror the structure of the 

city—if what is good for the ruled is good for the rulers, then the very fact that some are slaves 

establishes their natural fitness for slavery, despite any appearance to the contrary. As 

“phenomena,” slavery adheres to “the received and reputable (endoxon) views of what was or what 

ought to be the case as presented in philosophically acceptable form by the prudent or reasonable 
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Greek male citizen.”liv As Aristotle ends up insisting, “For he is a slave by nature that is capable 

of belonging to another—which is why he belongs to another.”lv  

This argument also puts significant stock in Aristotle’s climatic theory as the linchpin 

between nature and capability. In a key series of passages, Aristotle positions high-spirited and 

thoughtful Hellenics at the geographical and collective middle between the deficits and advantages 

of two sorts of barbarians, the unsociable and unintelligent Europeans, and the docile and 

enslavable Asians: “barbarians are by nature more slavish in their characters than Greeks (those in 

Asia more so than those in Europe) that they put up with a master’s rule without making any 

difficulties.”lvi Aristotle’s link between barbarianism and enslavement, if based on a climatic 

conception of character, not only disrupts his vision of a mutable nature; by subsuming a whole 

people as enslaveable, it goes a step further in collapsing the difference between household rule 

and political rule: “The barbarians…have no naturally ruling element; with them, the community 

of man and women is that of the female slave and male slave. This is why the poets say ‘it is fitting 

for Greeks to rule barbarians’—the assumption being that barbarian and slaves are by nature the 

same thing.”lvii Given the earlier argument that some undetermined few can be unjustly enslaved—

“no one would assert that someone not meriting enslavement ought ever to be a slave”lviii—

Aristotle’s double-talk has been assessed as “ideologically motivated,” a politically savvy safety 

measure against any encroaching enslavement of Greekslix—especially at issue given the Persian 

Wars and the enslavement of Thebes by Philip of Macedonlx—that simultaneously permits a 

qualified defense of the institution (and potentially justifies absolute rule).lxi Natural slavery is thus 

conceived as a manipulable category. 

Against Aristotle the Hellenic supremacist and slave apologist, counter-interpretations run 

with the critical spirit of Politics as a whole to contextualize the category of the natural slave as a 
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thought-experiment, borne from what is actually an implicit critique of slavery as it existed in 

Aristotle’s time.lxii Aristotle, this more rehabilitative vision suggests, sets up such strict standards 

for enslavement that none can in fact justly embody this category. (The inverse of this 

impossibility, which appears in Hobbes, is that perhaps everyone, and especially those who make 

use of their body for their own sustenance, may be conceived as a natural slave).lxiii One can, by 

staying true to Aristotle’s wider system, attribute his imprecision on this matter to his philosophy 

of the mutability of nature itself. Nature is more “force” or “influence” than essence: “With us, 

though presumably not at all with the gods, there is such a thing as the natural, but still all is 

changeable.”lxiv Although those consigned to slavery make inadequate use of their powers of logos, 

slavery—premised on the changeable, dynamic state of physis—can be reversed by the 

actualization of latent capabilities and mobilization of new skills.lxv In this instance, slavery is 

“equal opportunity” and could befall anyone whose actions are not virtuous: “Certainly the good 

man and the statesman and the good citizen ought not to learn the crafts of inferiors except for 

their own occasional use; if they habitually practise them, there will cease to be a distinction 

between master and slave.”lxvi Any citizen, then, is potentially vulnerable to the lapses that lead to 

slavery, just as any slave can favorably revise their status.lxvii This may be why Aristotle holds out 

manumission as a promise for all slaves.lxviii 

Here, the neat dialectic between the political animal and the slave dissolves—the mere fact 

of having a slave does not guarantee one’s virtue, it only frees one for action. In fact, natural 

slavery not only exposes the enslaveability of Greeks, it might also turn mastership into a form of 

slavery, by creating “in the master a kind of desire that turns him away from his obligations as a 

citizen.”lxix Given these threats, it may be possible to overturn the configuration of the oikos and 

polis, if those that “can engage in politics and philosophy” use their powers and technology to 
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liberate man from the necessity that binds them.lxx If bios, that is, set out to complicate zoē, politics, 

rather than nature, would stand as the guarantee for hierarchy.lxxi Indeed, in Aristotle’s only explicit 

example of slavery, the Asian barbarians “have souls endowed with thought and art”; as such, they 

don’t seem essentially doomed for enslavement, instead representing more simply a taxonomic 

variation of monarchy based on law and descent.lxxii Aristotle even relativizes Greek achievement, 

as “the nations of Greeks display the same difference in relation to one another. Some have a nature 

that is one-sided, while others are well blended in relation to both of these capacities.”lxxiii His 

didactic message seems more in tune with thinkers like Herodotus who posited a connection 

between Athens’ past tyrannical rule and military weakness, citing democracy as the source of its 

current military force.lxxiv In this account, freedom needs to be continuously earned. This might 

mean, as Eugene Garver supposes, that what needs to be changed is the presumption of 

“institutional slots” that aims to assign a vision of hierarchy to existing social bodies.lxxv  

In neither of these two interpretations is it assumed that Aristotle has hit upon a stable 

substance uniting the category “slave”—in both, nature is politically amenable. Natural slavery is 

somehow a response both to the problem of slavery in the world and to the problem of Platonic 

philosophy. By complicating Marx’s method of “real abstraction,” I wish to hold open, rather than 

resolve, this hermeneutic tension. If it is true that categories gain salience historically, perhaps the 

ambiguity surrounding Aristotle’s suturing of slaveness and nature against war and contingency 

has to do with his historical limitations. For Marx, the political arbitration of slavery in the ancient 

world is considered the given that curtailed the development of formal freedom.lxxvi But what 

happens to Marx’s method and totality when the background of slavery and freedom are in 

contention? The remainder of this chapter and the next will shift the speculative totality from 
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capital and labor to anti-blackness and slavery, and examine natural slavery as a virtual 

anticipation to the material processes that secularization and racialization attempts to answer.  

 

Aristotle’s Speculative Sociology  

Given Aristotle’s ambiguous defense and peculiar methodology, there is already significant cause 

to view his “natural slave” as more speculative than sociological. The virtuality of the natural slave 

has been further highlighted by historiographical interventions on the question of slavery’s origin, 

its field of influence, and possibilities for emancipation. First, despite what a flurry of 

contemporary commentary on natural slavery might lead readers to believe, the theory was never 

representative of an ancient worldview.lxxvii There was no sure way to definitively demonstrate 

who was justly enslaved because, although features of “proto-racism” existed in the ancient 

world—especially in the consolidation of the term “barbarian” during the Persian Wars to refer to 

a generic group of outsiderslxxviii—there was no operable concept of race that could corroborate 

the teeming variety of “nature” with the inner depths of the “soul.” Collective belonging was 

signaled by concepts like ethnos, genos, phylon, or laos, but those indices of genealogy and descent 

were employed to plural, overlapping, and instable effect.lxxix And, while the relative fluidity of 

Hellenic identity may have had caps based on ethnic appeals to birth, the color of freedom was 

never reified as whiteness. Greeks’ use of leukos and melas, for instance, did not uniformly value 

lightness over darkness, and “white-skinned” specifically signified weakness.lxxx The pseudo-

Aristotelian Physignomica, meanwhile, appealed to a chromatic middle ground: “Those who are 

too black are cowards, observe Egyptians and Aithiopians. And those who are too white are also 

cowards, look at women. The color that favours bravery is between the two of them.”lxxxi  
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Pertinent divisions were civic, not climatic; status was primarily a problem of virtuous 

achievement rather than nature.lxxxii More typical, especially with the Stoics, was a discourse of 

slavery originating in unhappy fortune: that is, humans, being born equal, were thought to be 

enslaved as a result of their bad choices in the world (a view that came to be complemented by 

Christianity).lxxxiii This postulate of equality means that the eternal fallenness of slaves was not an 

enduring feature of slaveness, which was instead posited as a more worldly fall resultant from debt 

or war.lxxxiv A rhetoric of warring violence continues to dominate discussions of the origins of both 

the slave condition and the institution. Legible enough in the justifications of the ancients, where 

it was “repeated like a litany,”lxxxv and, for Orlando Patterson, empirically verifiable in the 

practices of “kin-based or tribal societies,” lxxxvi war has been mobilized in such a wide range of 

texts that Mary Nyquist has provided us with a synthetic concept to trace its vexed reappearance: 

the “war slavery doctrine.”lxxxvii While 16th century just war theorists would come to debate the 

relative justness of war, the demonstrable connection between war and slavery is certainly more 

persuasive, if less permanent, than nature. Aristotle does attempt to suture war to nature, under the 

rubric of advantageousness: “the art of war is a natural art of acquisition, for the art of acquisition 

includes hunting, an art which we ought to practice against wild beasts, and against men who, 

though intended by nature to be governed, will not submit; for war of such a kind is naturally 

just.”lxxxviii But in the crosshairs of the two targets of war—wild beasts and unruly rulers—still 

stands the unresolved figure of the natural slave. Although the bestial word for “slave,” 

andrapodon (“man-footed thing”), came from slave conquest alongside tetrapoda (“four-footed 

things” such as cattle), the frequency of intra-Grecian war often meant enslaving other Greeks 

which destabilizes any sure animalization of slaves via war.lxxxix  
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Many historians submit that the natural slave is better conceived as one figure (albeit a very 

polarizing one) in a continuum of dependence where contingent degrees of virtue, not nature, are 

what separate the free from the servant.xc Although it is typically assumed that Aristotle considers 

citizens and those who work for a living as mutually exclusive, Politics offers a range of mediating 

roles that indicate a more capacious range of exclusions and inclusions.xci When it comes to labor, 

for instance, Aristotle likens the “vulgar craftsman” to a “kind of delimited slavery,” as dependence 

on the will of another ultimately can “debase the mind and deprive it of LEISURE.”xcii This social 

position, established first by birth and then maintained by habit, historically represents a 

conjunction of freedom and dependency that falls short of both the optimal ideal of leisure and the 

preconditions for natural slavery. Aristotle accepted that some may have to work to sustain 

themselves, but only trades that permit leisure and cultivate virtue—not labor itself—can be 

virtuous, in that they approximate, even if they don’t achieve, the ideal of the polis. If Aristotle’s 

categories reflect anything, then, it may be negotiations with the free citizenry.xciii Aristotle allows, 

for instance, that free land owners are self-sufficient enough to participate in democracy, a telling 

concession considering a historical background that may very well warrant the designation “class 

antagonism.”xciv  

Indeed, according to Ellen Meiksins Wood, unlike pre-capitalist societies generally 

maintained by “extra-economic, political, juridical, military domination,” the Athenian material 

base might be “free and independent labour” and not agricultural slavery, as generally supposed 

by prominent historiographers like Michael Jameson and G. E. M. de Ste. Croix.xcv Mobilization 

by the masses had, in the centuries before Aristotle, brought key reforms to Athenian assemblies. 

Implemented by the likes of Solon, Cleisthenes, and Ephialtes these changes centered on 

broadening democratic participation and personhood by decentralizing many of the barriers to 
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office holding. What culminated in a transition from traditional allegiances of “kinship to 

locality”xcvi also generated new ideological means of inclusion into citizenship and its freedoms. 

No longer were Athenian citizens only rich landowners and aristocrats. This revision of historical 

modes of production could redefine Marx’s assessment of Aristotle, and Marxist methodology 

more generally. If the general category of labor did exist in ancient Greece, Marx’s insight into 

real abstraction may be over-stated, if not wrong. 

But does the possibility of an ideologically united working class mean the realization and 

enactment of labor in the abstract? Even if there was a unique class of peasant-proprietors whose 

“love of industry and labor” was key, the focus remained on the artistry of craftsmanship and on 

the particular production of goods, in which different trades necessitated different practices of 

exchange.xcvii Freedom was not built into the base of exchange which means, at least according to 

the value-form theory derived from Capital (the subject of Chapter Three), that although 

commodities, money, and markets existed in the trading periphery of Greek Antiquity, the 

commodity-form was in no sense “the universal form of the product of labour,” nor was “the 

dominant social relation…the relation between men as possessors of commodities.”xcviii Marx 

castigates those “philologists who speak of capital in antiquity, of Roman, Greek capitalists”: “If 

the concern is the word, capital, which does not occur in antiquity then the still migrating hordes 

with their herds on the Asiatic high plateau are the biggest capitalists, since capital originally 

means cattle.” xcix And, it is worth emphasizing, the ideal of the Aristotelian polis is not that of 

capital, for the pursuit of wealth without limit becomes degraded into the pursuit of a life of bodily 

enjoyment.c Even Wood herself admits that “the evidence suggests that production for exchange 

was limited even at the height of Athenian prosperity.”ci  
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It is more adequate, perhaps, to situate the partial and uneven liberation of labor in Athens 

in the transference of freedom from what Orlando Patterson conceives as the “individual-personal 

domain to the public.”cii This newly expressed civic consciousness or public freedom (which 

entailed obligations to the state such as military service) should not be conflated with the 

realization of formal political freedom that follow the rise of discrete owners of exchange-value 

under capitalism. Indeed, most historiographical evidence suggests that key offices and the 

executive function in general remained concentrated in the hands of the elite, especially those who 

resided in or had capacity to travel to the city.ciii Aristotle’s manipulation of these facts is fairly 

transparent: he can philosophically emphasize a “farmer’s democracy” that permits median 

participation to peasant-citizens, but only insofar as his continual reinstatement of the divides 

between ruler and ruled aspirationally guards against anything representing full-fledged economic 

equality and political participation.civ If anything, then, freedom and equality were offered as 

super-structural leverage to quash demands for redistribution of resources, importantly land, and 

only granted measured access to political inclusion.cv We can agree with Marx that, unlike the 

“economic mystification” of capitalism, “the actual community and its conditions” of the Greek 

polis “presents itself as the basis of production…its reproduction of this community being 

production’s final purpose.”cvi If this smacks of an Aristotelian sublation of production to praxis, 

it is because labor was still being determined by socio-political forces, rather than the other way 

around. The bodily necessities of the natural world (use-value) were instead metabolized through 

a variety of valorizations which Aristotle insists could only be rendered just by the ideal polis. The 

fetishization of the political was not in service of the fetishization of the commodity and nor did it 

facilitate the expanded reproduction of commodity exchange.cvii  
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There are overlaps between Marx and Aristotle. In representing the movement from labor 

in the “instinctive” and animalistic sense to the form that stamps its “exclusively human 

characteristic,” Marx appears to be Aristotelean—man “develops the potentialities slumbering 

within nature, and subject the play of its forces to his own sovereign power.”cviii But whereas 

Aristotle’s political animal mobilizes “practical wisdom” to mediate justice, Marx’s species-being 

is more minimally conceived as the sheer capacity for self-determination. It is this intentional, 

inventive interiority that for Marx “distinguishes the worst architect from the best of bees,” for 

“the architect builds the cell in his mind before he constructs it in wax.”cix Indeed, as Ruth Groff 

has elaborated, “this very capacity for freedom entails that we cannot know ahead of time what 

the governing norms of the Marxist analogue of a proper Aristotelian polis will be.”cx Marx does, 

however, have a critique of the estrangement that is “abstract labor”: it deactualizes our energeia, 

even as it actualizes formal conditions for freedom and justice and provides a distinctive 

perspective into a broader anthropology.cxi Aristotle might agree that capital, or what he calls the 

increase of “money without limit,” is a perversion, but it is because unvirtuous men deviate from 

nature in their disproportionate pursuit of excess.cxii His constitution of the political animal gives 

us the justice of “proportionate equality,” and vice-versa. But because justice is decided in 

advance, Aristotle fails to understand how the mediation of value could be both arbitrary and 

objective. 

Marx’s assessment of Aristotle’s limits to labor also pertains to justice, considering the 

imbrication of the value-form and legal-form. Aristotle is the first to define crime, as Marxist legal 

scholar Evgeny Pashukanis notes, as an “involuntarily concluded contract” in which a person with 

free will (notably excluding children, idiots, the mentally ill, and individuals in a state of ecstasy) 

elects to take away the dignity or property of another.cxiii With justice more broadly conceived as 
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a mean between taking too much and taking too little, rectificatory justice, which “manifested in 

the adjustment of balance in transactions between man and man,”cxiv would restore the imbalance 

caused by crime, which might involve life imprisonment, capital punishment, or slavery. If gods 

and tyrants expose the arbitrary element to this decision, abstract labor sublates it. For Marxist 

theorists of law, labor time becomes the key to equalization of punishment, insofar as it can 

measure the value of stolen commodities. Incarceration, in particular, develops the abstract 

criminal in tandem with the abstract laborer.cxv Under capitalism, the state is able to appear as a 

sufficiently abstract apparatus, devoid of contaminating moral sentiments and capable of 

exercising justice over equal bearers of exchange value. If that punishment is a payment meant to 

rectify injustice, and if only the emergence of value could normalize punishment, then justice 

becomes a glaringly ambiguous value in Aristotle. Because some crimes, like murder, are not 

based on a preceding voluntary contract, but instead are “transactions independent of any consent, 

in which one party has wronged the other,” resolving these crimes become especially contentious 

without having established a priori freedom.cxvi  

I propose that this triangulation, between justice, labor, and species-being, is a historical 

limitation that extends to Marx’s “thin Aristotelianism.” Historically, incalculable modes of 

punishment—the corporeal—were typically reserved for the slave. Demosthenes wrote that the 

slave differs from the free man because the slave is “answerable with his body for all offences.”cxvii 

This prohibition against bodily punishment mirrors a major element of Athenian political reform: 

the abolition of debt-bondage for Greeks through the Solonian seisachtheia (“shaking off of 

burdens”). While merely having a slave guaranteed the ground for virtue (though not virtue itself), 

not ever being able to become a slave could become a guarantee of a different sort. In the context 

of Greek democracy, freedom within the polis was extended to freedom from intervention and 
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freedom over others.cxviii Reflecting a fear of enslavement that permeates classical literature 

(Apuleius’ Golden ass is exemplary to this end),cxix to be non-Greek seemed to be subject to be 

enslaved, just as to be Greek was to be non-enslaved. If Aristotle at times seems to echo these 

sentiments, with his climatic speculation of difference and quips that barbarians are lacking a 

“natural ruling element,” he just as equally admits that Greeks vary in their dispositions and 

“display the same difference in relation to one another.”cxx Although framed as a compromise with 

peasants for their acquiescence to the state, what was eliminated was not only “enslavement for 

debt” but more broadly all forms of “pledging the body as security.”cxxi The body could not be 

used as payment for punishment, nor could it be leveraged as a form of capital.cxxii  

Insofar as the reduction to slavery could be imposed as restitution far outweighing the 

crime, the prohibition aims to curtail otherwise groundless features of justice and punishment 

exposed by slavery and amplified by its uncertain categorization. Indeed, the legal distinction 

between the fully free and fully enslaved in the Greek context was constantly upset in practice, 

with freed men easily passing for citizens and citizens being accused of slaves.cxxiii The “Old 

Oligarch” warned that “if it were customary for a slave (or metic or freedman) to be struck by one 

who is free, you would often hit an Athenian citizen by mistake on the assumption that he was a 

slave.”cxxiv Seneca the Younger claimed the Senate once proposed to have slaves wear distinctive 

clothing—until they realized how dangerous it would be if the slaves could enumerate their 

masters.cxxv As Kostas Vlassopoulos clarifies, “since it was impossible to differentiate who exactly 

was a citizen and who was a foreigner, a freedman or a slave, it was prudent to abstain from 

aggressive behaviour in general. Thus, the unintentional effect of democratic citizenship was that 

slaves, freedmen and foreigners were often protected by association.”cxxvi Because of this 

associative crossing, the protection of freedmen from the punishment of slavery extended to the 
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protection of slaves from the punishment of slavery as a permanent condition. Enslavement, 

especially among the Romans, ultimately functioned more as a provisional process of mobility and 

incorporation than as an inheritable exclusion.cxxvii 

This is my preliminary corrective to Marx. If Aristotle is constrained from finding the true 

medium of equality because of hierarchy, it is also the case that he is constrained from finding the 

medium of hierarchy because of a degree of associative equality.cxxviii Because, as Eugene Garver 

points out, “not everyone unqualified for civic life is a natural slave, and not everyone capable of 

living independently ought to be a citizen,” the line between slavery, laboring, and civic activity 

shifted “from constitution to constitution.”cxxix Although it often may be in the benefit of the city 

to possess slaves, because Aristotle cannot ontologically bind the practice of freedom and virtue 

to slavery, it also may be even more crucial to relieve not only the permeance but the very 

possibility of slavery. With the slavery ban, new citizens were free from the arbitrary dangers of 

justice, but they were also “free” in the negative sense from the rewards of distributive justice, the 

“distributions of honour, wealth or whatever else is divisible among those who enjoy citizen 

rights.”cxxx Sociologically, then, Aristotle’s speculations on natural slavery condense pressure from 

“free” peasants whose struggle to claim meaningful citizenship is animated by the uneven, insecure 

actualization of law, justice, and virtue. His hesitant concessions do not merely propose to grant 

citizens a foothold in freedom from natural slavery; they endeavor to build a middle-class culture 

whose deliberative “mean” can cultivate virtue and justice without disrupting the order between 

the ruler and the ruled, reason and emotion.cxxxi The superficial resemblance between Greek 

exchange and capitalism dissolves into neither the difference of Marx, where slavery in actuality 

limits freedom in potential, nor the sameness of Wood, where free labor reigns across history. 

Rather, the potentiality of slavery germinates the potentiality of freedom.  
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Beasts, Gods, Natives, Women 

Although never actually taken up by the ancients, natural slavery re-appears as a viable concept in 

16th century theological debates over the status of colonized Native Americans. Following the 

Spanish Dominican theologian Francisco de Vitoria, a consensus emerged that decided against 

assigning Native Americans to the category of natural slaves.cxxxii To be clear, it was the 

application of natural slavery that became open for debate, not its relative truth, which suddenly 

was assumed. While these debates will be subject to further scrutiny in the following chapter, I 

want to assert here that natural slavery re-appeared as fact because blackness had already become 

reified as unquestioned slaveness, a truth “hardly doubted.”cxxxiii What was at issue with the 

“intermediary subject” of the Native American was not slavery but conquest, not an enslavement 

ideology but a colonial ideology.cxxxiv Unlike the voluminous attention paid to the status of Native 

Americans, deemed by Lewis Hanke as the “dawn of conscience in America,” and blazingly staged 

in the 1550 debate between Bartolomé de las Casas and Juan Gines de Sepúlveda,cxxxv no 

theological or legal treatises appeared concerning the black slave’s status until the 18th 

century.cxxxvi Indeed, in a 1546 letter, Vitoria unequivocally supports the continued Spanish and 

Portuguese purchase of Africans without “any scruples” as to the justice of the slave’s original 

procurement.cxxxvii 

But what is the origin of this immaculate conception of anti-blackness, which precedes 

what most critical race scholars identify as the emergence of race discourse by at least one, if not 

two centuries? Although we can see its apparent need in Aristotle, I want to caution against what 

Frank B. Wilderson III calls “the ruse of analogy.” Vitoria’s reflections on the political possibility 

of the Native Americans were drawn from Aristotle’s ethnos, who were supposed to be children 
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whose adulthood was yet to come. Standing in for originary, natural hierarchy, household slavery 

can illustrate what Aristotle imagines to be the pre-political ethnos, those alliances and federations 

not yet joined in commerce and common values. Unlike oikos, ethnos is the germ of political 

potential and purpose—it encompasses both natural and contingent criteria for who a people could 

be if ruled by a virtuous hand.cxxxviii  

In order to differentiate between the permissible diversity of the political and impermissible 

variants of the political animal, Aristotle presupposes natural slavery as a negative outside and a 

political pre-history. But he does so from within his political positionality, especially as his polis 

retains theoretical and practical interpretative priority.cxxxix Seen through the prism of the natural 

slave, Aristotle’s categories—zoē and bios, oikos and polis, body and soul, use and energeia—are 

most significant not in their priority to the polis but their persistence within it. By positing their 

persistence, they seem to provide evidence of a prior hierarchy and for a natural order, a “before” 

(palai) and “now” (nym) that mediates the distinction between essence and existence.cxl But while 

the ethnos of barbarism is explicitly a signifier of difference within politics, the oikos of natural 

slavery remains a vacuum, a being that doesn’t exist, with no essence except as the negative of the 

human—only entering the scene as exorbitant deficiency and excess—around whose orbit is 

presupposed a natural economy of an outside to politics. Slavery, then, doesn’t simply mediate 

between freedom and unfreedom, but between now and then, actuality and potentiality, politics 

and nature, human and animal, being and nothing. 

My next chapter, “The Political Slave,” addresses how this indeterminate position becomes 

occupied by the black slave, who becomes figured as not only outside of subjecthood but inimical 

to it, the violent figure the modern political calls itself into being to protect. Already, creeping into 

is Aristotle is the assumption of the slave as not only lacking in reason but a threat to reason, whose 
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incarceration as slave can equalize and establish virtuous life and justice; can substitute for murder. 

But absent the meaning-making the abstraction of slavery through blackness enables, the 

coherency of natural slavery, and the vision of man and justice it dialectically subtends, crumbles. 

Physiology and metaphysics languish in a proximity that is only speculative at best. Politics, and 

attendant questions of value, virtue, and punishment reach similar aporias. Anti-blackness, then, 

is virtual in Aristotle; it is as if it had to be invented. It represents those philosophical paradoxes 

that protect themselves through the bio-cultural mapping of race. 

With the historical arrival of the figure of the black slave comes not only the material and 

intellectual flourishing of democracy and Republican values, but also the intensification of their 

contradictions as the economy is said to usurp the political or, rather, exchange-value supersedes 

use-value. When we consider that racial slavery deals not simply with the problem of use (the 

reduction of need to bodily limits) but with the circulation of the presuppositions of exchange 

(freedom and equality), the “abstract slave” represents a challenge to Marx’s “abstract labor.” 

Aristotle believes that commodities retain their nature after exchange, but for Marx, this nature is 

retroactively re-totalized by the two-fold character of the commodity under capitalism.cxli 

Commodities are considered commensurate and “acquire a socially uniform objectivity as values, 

which is distinct from their sensuously varied objectivity as articles of utility,” according to Marx, 

“only by being exchanged.”cxlii But undergirding this transubstantiation into exchange-value is not 

only the commodification of labor but the capture of being. Racial capitalism frees labor through 

the alchemy that yokes natural slavery to blackness, that frees freedom in wild proportion to the 

groundless actualization of the slave.  

While a more robust rethinking of the relationship between Marx, labor, and slavery will 

wait until Chapter Three, I can provide an additional “ruse of analogy” that clarifies the question 
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of this reproductive outside: that between the slave and women. There are several ways to think of 

this analogy—the first would prioritize Aristotle’s naturalization of differences between men and 

women as the “master hierarchy,” that is then relayed through the “social differences” between the 

free and slave.cxliii The second, more common procedure, is to equalize the suffering of the slave 

and the woman, which plays out as a functional equivalence between race and gender. Lewis 

Gordon, for instance, theorizes a parallel between gender in “Aristotle’s world” and race in the 

“anti-black world.” In Aristotle’s world, “there was simply one gender: male. What we call female 

was in that world, simply not-male. Race, in that world, simply meant genus.”cxliv An anti-black 

world retains this oppositional logic but claims a negative identity with respect to race: one’s 

humanness no longer means “to be gendered and to avoid being nongendered,” but “to be raceless 

and to avoid being racialized—that is, black.”cxlv  

I want to propose instead that the black woman, whose labor Saidiya Hartman refers to as 

the “belly of the world,” offers a more capacious starting point to think genres of the human, from 

gender to labor to indigeneity. It is true that much of my critique of the speculative elements of 

natural slavery applies to Aristotle’s “ideologically charged” construction of gender, in that a 

deconstruction of the nature/culture binary also upsets the sex/gender binary.cxlvi Both Thomas 

Laqueur and Anne Fausto-Sterling have, for instance, addressed Aristotle’s ambiguity on this 

front: on the one hand, Aristotle naturalizes gender roles; on the other, he is indifferent towards 

genitalia or bodily functions and prioritizes the “heat of the heart.”cxlvii Nonetheless, even virtually, 

slaveness differs from gender and sexual difference for two reasons. First, because while slaves 

lack a soul, women participate in the soul, but lack reason.cxlviii Their emotion makes them 

quantitatively distinct to men, but not qualitatively so. Laqueur clarifies that for Aristotle, women’s 

“adaptations were not the basis for ontological differentiation. In the flesh, therefore, the sexes 
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were more and less perfect versions of each other.”cxlix Second, for Aristotle, “males contribute the 

form and females the matter to generation.”cl The difference between women and slaves, however, 

is that while women are conceived as tools for reproduction, slaves are tools for production.  

What should be immediately apparent is that Aristotle does not think from the position of 

the slave woman; indeed, the sexual and gender identity of the slave doesn’t matter, and Aristotle 

scoffs at barbarians precisely because they collapse slaveness and femaleness.cli On one level, 

Aristotle’s non-gendering of the slave resembles what Hortense Spillers in “Mama’s Baby, Papa’s 

Maybe” calls the “ungendering” of the slave women in racial slavery, in which “we lose at least 

gender difference in the outcome and the female and the male body become a territory of cultural 

and political maneuver…”clii But non-gendering lacks the historical movement and ontological 

import of ungendering. Because race is non-determinant for Aristotle’s slave, reproduction is not 

a salient feature of the slave condition. Ungendering does not evaporate gender: decidedly, for 

Spillers “the quintessential ‘slave’ is not a male, but a female.”cliii But under the anti-black 

conditions of commodification and fungibility, in which the slave is positioned as quantities of 

flesh, as Saidiya Hartman writes, “The sexuality and reproductive capacities of enslaved women” 

become “central to understanding the expanding legal conception of slavery and its 

inheritability.”cliv What the slave woman reproduces is not a hierarchical lesser member of the 

political realm, either man/woman or citizen/native. While the generic woman is a genre of the 

human, the enslaved woman cannot appear as a gendered being at all. Her labor is one that 

“conscripted the womb, deciding the fate of the unborn and reproducing slave property by making 

the mark of the mother a death sentence for her child.”clv To be a black slave is to be “excluded 

from the prerogatives of birth” in which “the mother’s only claim—to transfer her dispossession 

to the child.”clvi But the mother’s reproductive capacities do more than produce and reproduce 
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slaveness—as the “belly of the world,” her non-relationality produces modern relationality as we 

know it, framed by historically emergent versions of will, love, desire, capacity, hetero-

domesticity, kinship, and property that are themselves produced and reproduced by a slave-human 

antagonism. 

If the “belly of the world” links the ungrounded claims of virtue, belonging, and 

reproduction to the biological-cultural imperative of race and gender, it is not because race simply 

stands in for the terms that govern repetition or reproduction. That would only reproduce the 

analogy, but now through Marxist feminists that posit un-waged work as the key to capitalist 

reproduction.clvii On the one hand, its libidinal economy carries with it the deposits of irresolvable 

philosophical debates. On the other, the historicized materialization of anti-blackness erases 

historical and philosophical irresolvability in an attempt to transform slavery itself, from a problem 

of social status to a resolution of the global order of being. The virtual slave is pregnant with the 

problem of natality. Anti-blackness, writes Hartman, is the “ghost in the machine of kinship,” the 

pre-history of the post-racial, because even when it fails to erase the contingency of transmission, 

it seems to revitalize itself eternally, projecting its failures into the historical figure of the black 

slave.clviii The slave’s violence, ungovernability, criminality, or hyper-sexualization becomes the 

infinitely generative cause for the reproduction of slavery, even and especially after its supposed 

abolition. As Zakiyyah Jackson clarifies, “What appear as alternating, or serialized, discrete modes 

of (mis)recognition—sub/super/humanization, animalization/humanization, privation/superfluity 

—are in fact varying dimensions of a racializing demand that the slave be all dimensions at once, 

a simultaneous actualization of the seemingly discontinuous and incompatible.”clix  

In this way, both interpretations of Aristotle end up being correct: the natural slave names 

an empty signifier, a “problem for thought,” that manifests the black slave and necessitates the 
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ideological invention of race.clx Anti-blackness realizes slavery by generalizing its ontological 

condition and repressing its problem of origin. That is why when blackness-as-slaveness is 

condensed into the legible matrix of race or gender, the enslaved woman becomes, in Spillers’ 

words, the “principle point of passage between the human and non-human world.”clxi In between 

nothing and the ungrounded substance of race and gender, her ungendering is an immanent cause, 

establishing those modes of relationality (filiation and affiliation) whose generalizability as human 

disavows its violent, anti-black reproduction. The black feminist conceptualization of “the belly 

of the world” then raises anti-blackness to a working totality, offering a philosophy of history with 

a greater explanatory power than any other presumptive totality, because it engages with questions 

that move from the political to ontological, historical to universal, natural to cultural, nothing to 

being, without resolving them. 

  

Social Death and Transcendence 

To encircle the terms of the historiographical dilemma: if, on the one hand, blackness was operable 

in ancient times, then blackness (as philosophical indeterminacy) and slaveness (as its ontological 

infusion) risks being of such universal provenance that its categories could offer nothing 

substantial to the comprehension and critique of the specific historical ground facilitating the 

expansion of the trans-Atlantic trade. On the other hand, if blackness is a purely historical 

invention, consequent from early modern ruptures of the slave trade, then it is one divisive identity 

construct among others on a spectrum of claims of belonging, and its relationship to slavery is 

incidental. I have argued a third option is available: if anti-blackness is historical as an abstraction, 

it exists “not as false consciousness but itself a possibility of knowledge.”clxii Slavery is a real 

abstraction in that it invades and occupies the position of the transcendental, such that we can’t go 
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back without its freight, then our exposure of the ancients will always be anti-black. In this vein, 

it is instructive to explore the collusion between interpretations that insist on the logical coherence 

and historical accuracy of Aristotle’s natural slave and those that transmute slavery to the past 

while insisting on post-racialism in the present. 

Even thinkers who complicate natural slavery’s efficacy, such as Ellen Meiksins Wood, 

end up erasing slavery from the present. Wood considers her injection of freedom into the 

presumptive slave base as a political corrective to conservative anti-democrats of the 18th and 19th 

centuries who, locked in ideological battle against the freedoms promised by the French 

Revolution, denigrated those whose dependency on slavery fostered a disdain for the virtues of 

work.clxiii Because this ethos of the “idle mob” was actively misread as representative of the actual 

Greco-Roman citizenry, instead of as an aristocratic ideology, it became the historical 

presupposition that “set the agenda” for all debates concerning slavery, including the Marxist 

characterization of an ancient slave mode of production.clxiv But what happens when we conceive 

of the interpretative link between the present and classical past not solely through 18th century anti-

freedom readings of Aristotle by conservative democrats, as Wood maintains, but also through 

pro-slavery readings? After all, the Haitian Revolution and American Revolution both represent 

moments where discourses of freedom were captive to the maintenance of slavery in fact.clxv These 

social-philosophical struggles better account for why, despite his ambiguities, Aristotle is so 

routinely read as a clear-eyed supporter of slavery. Their readership was occupying a position in 

which slavery had already been realized as 1) ontologically grounded and 2) a threat to freedom.clxvi  

Orlando Patterson’s concept-metaphor “social death” represents the reverse of this 

dynamic. While he differs from Wood by centralizing slavery as the interpretive lens for freedom, 

he does not account for the important question as to how slavery (and, in effect, freedom) has 
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historically and conceptually been hypostatized through different institutions or relations of power 

nor does he interrogate how his own research into Jamaican slavery, in particular, informs the 

generalizability of his theorizations. His book Freedom, for instance, draws direct analogies 

between the triangulation of labourers, slaves, and aristocrats in both the ancient world and 

Atlantic sugar plantations like Jamaica, where independent farmers conflicted with the British 

colonial elite.clxvii Given Freedom’s genealogical beginnings in the ancient world, it is telling that 

these analogies are framed through Jamaica—“endless parallels to the Jamaican case could be 

found all over the world and throughout history”—and not the other way around.clxviii His 

analogical relay isn’t merely illustrative; it grounds the comparativist conceptual apparatus that 

defines slavery as “social death.” From the heights of a global and general perspective 

(inauspiciously correlate with the objective purview of mastery), Slavery and Social Death then 

defines slavery by way of distinctive features, or “constituent elements”—gratuitous violence, 

natal alienation, and general dishonor. These elements of “social death” seem in large part 

extensive of natural slavery, where gratuitous violence corresponds with “total use,” natal 

alienation with “foreignness” and general dishonor with “absence of virtue.”  

It should not be surprising that Patterson circles the question of “Genesis or Structure” in 

nearly every iteration of his work, found from the presumptive quest for the “origin and structure” 

of slavery in the Sociology of Slavery, to the essay on “The Structural Origins of Slavery,” to the 

thematic headings “Origins and Forms” and “Origin and Nature” that organizes his early Ethnic 

Chauvinism, up through the long examination the historical rise of freedom in Volume 1 of his 

proposed Freedom series, to his later texts that grapple with the abiding problem of continuity, 

cultural or otherwise.clxix By identifying “natal alienation” as a salient feature of social death, 

Patterson draws attention to a meaningful connection between negativity and reproduction, what I 
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have otherwise been considering as the birth of anti-blackness through an empty structure that 

erases its origins. Patterson, however, avowedly displaces the intimacy between slavery and anti-

blackness by instead statically situating the genesis of slavery in the martial logic of 

substitutability. “[O]riginated (or conceived of as having originated) as a substitute for death, 

usually violent death,” Patterson finds social’s roots on the battlefield, where the victor does not 

pardon the war captive but instead suspends the physicality of death, now transmuted into death’s 

living variant. Since the publication of Slavery and Social Death, Patterson has become the 

shorthand source for the war slavery doctrine.clxx  

But we have to be attentive to the parenthetical in Patterson—“originated (or conceived of 

as having originated).” Moses Finley, for one, argues that this “conquest theory” only explains the 

character of slavery, not necessarily its emergence. Contrary to breezy certitudes of the likes of 

historian Fustel de Coulanges, the ancient invention of large-scale slavery is not “a primordial 

fact…easily explained.”clxxi The war slavery doctrine does not sociologically or historically 

provide us with a “window onto Roman sociomilitary practices, as is often assumed.”clxxii That, 

statistically, the inhabitants of lands conquered by Romans far outpaces the number of Roman 

slaves leads us to consider the alternatives to enslaving captives that must have been engaged, 

Patterson himself concluding that “slaughter, ransom, temporary imprisonment, colonization, 

impressment, and simple release were all at various time, separately or together, the more common 

fate of captives.”clxxiii Patterson, like Aristotle, appears to begin with the (conceptual) essence of 

slavery before preceding to delimit instances of its existence but Aristotle uses natural slavery to 

mediate the problem of origin which, by the time of Patterson’s writing, had dramatically shifted. 

If Patterson’s study shows that the means of acquisition of slaves were actually carried out more 

by birth and trade than by war,clxxiv and that the problem of debt-bondage is absolutely central to 
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the emergence of a distinct public freedom,clxxv why remain entranced by slavery’s proximity to 

death via a war story?  

Historians, rebelling against the taxonomies inherited by social science and the seductive 

origin stories that seem grounded in myth more than fact, have proposed a methodological 

solution. Instead of pursuing general elements of slavery, the thrust of slave historians in the past 

century want to return to the specificities of “lived experience” and the archive, substituting false 

abstractions in favor of further contextualization.clxxvi Yet this solution takes the problem of origin 

and abstraction to be an intellectual misstep and not a problematic endemic to and constitutive of 

slavery. Joseph C. Miller’s The Problem of Slavery as History, to take a rather stark example, 

announces its departure from Pattersonian abstraction through the assertion that historians are 

“epistemologically humanists,” that is, “people” apart from abstractions: “a historical approach 

starts by focusing on the contexts that Patterson backgrounds to sense the strategic considerations 

that motivated the people who managed to acquire slaves at all.”clxxvii His analytic focus on 

“slaving,” as a thick, contextually motivated strategy that nonetheless unfolds in a “supramillenial 

timescale,”clxxviii seeks to explain purpose in the humanist tradition for which acts are “intentional” 

and “motivated by meanings that people derived from the contexts (of times, places, cultural 

heritages) in which they imagined themselves as being.”clxxix Pivoting around a distinction between 

“actor’s experience” and “sociological modeling,”clxxx Miller has a contention, not with the fact of 

abstraction as such, but with the insufficiency of abstraction as organizing principle for human 

action. For the bad sociologist (and Patterson is his exemplar), 

slavery presented as an institution is a fait accompli, accomplished, a done deal, general, 

and static. Conceived in this conventional abstracted form it axiomatically becomes the 

intractable problem that scholars have accepted it as being, however they lament the 

dilemma that they have themselves thus created by structuring it as such.clxxxi  

Miller counter-poses his political economy to what he conceives as a persistent, unfortunate 
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“racialized framework,” first pervading the “emotional” comparative studies of the 1940s and 

1950s, whose practices diverged from “proper” historical work by reflecting “modern racial 

obsessions” and tending to “tangle up race with slavery almost indistinguishably.”clxxxii On this 

score, the most damning dead-end plaguing historians is the recourse to an “ahistorical conflation 

of race and slavery as the abstract dual demons of prejudice,” where race and slavery are taken-

for-granted abstractions.clxxxiii  

In practice, this means that Miller offers an alternative to social death with his earlier “the 

way of death,” which deals in the dense detail of the effects (though not, ultimately, the ground) 

of the Brazilian bullion trade as a transatlantic trade in slaves. Death pushes Miller’s text 

heterogeneously as a metaphor; its very “comprehensiveness” arising from its indeterminacy: 

“physical for some slaves but sociological for others, financial as well as physical for European 

traders in Africa, political for many ambitious Africans, and paradoxically philosophical as 

mercantilism and industrialism coalesced in the Atlantic.”clxxxiv These different forms of death 

(apart from perhaps, that enigmatically categorized “paradoxically philosophical”) are conceived 

as the appearance and outcome of the dynamic of the flows of commodity exchange—the 

trembling and transforming different economic systems, values and beliefs in Angola, Brazil and 

Portugal. But because Miller assumes the existence of a clarity of desires—rational and logical 

series of exchanges when Europe trades with Africa what it has (consumer goods) for what it 

needs, and vice-versa—his “way of death” becomes curiously one-dimensional.clxxxv Behind 

Miller’s swath of contextualizing, he insists in a Hobbesian consistency to slaving, intentionally 

manifest as greed, whose underpinnings point to a generalized abstraction of human nature.clxxxvi  

In some ways, Patterson anticipates the standard historian critique of social death as 

dangerously ahistorical, cautioning against what he elsewhere calls the whirlwind of “social 
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vacuums”clxxxvii: “even at this most elementary level of personal relations it should be clear that we 

are dealing not with a static entity but with a complex interactional process, one laden with tension 

and contradiction in the dynamics of each of its constituent elements.”clxxxviii In the “unfolding of 

this complicated drama known as slavery,” contradiction is key: contradictions, seen at the level 

of personal relations, become institutionalized, and these institutionalizing modes create habitual 

pathways for resolving or, more precisely, containing and deferring tensions.clxxxix  

Patterson is adamantly unapologetic of his “schematism”: “it is the essential heavy plow 

that must first clear the ground, turn the soil, and demarcate the boundaries.”cxc Social Death is his 

attempt to arrive at the “silent languages” of “cultural systems,” what we will expand to a grammar 

of violence and the governing codes of meaning-making, while recognizing how “the ground 

underneath differs from the pebbles and rocks above.”cxci Patterson, in his later work, calls the 

“puzzle of persistence…one of the most challenging problems in the sociology of culture” and one 

that has “been steadfastly neglected” by a prevailing “disdain for cultural determinism, the well-

based suspicion of essentialism, and the laudable need to acknowledge the role of meaning-making 

and agency in cultural analysis.”cxcii Patterson turns this key more avowedly in an early essay-

version of social death by counter-posing an inner dialectic with its outer one:   

There is an inner dialectic by which the basic forces of slavery are revealed: master against 

slave; power against powerlessness; alienation against disalienation; social death against 

social life; honour against dishonour. This inner dialectic, however, works itself out as part 

of a wider, outer dialectic: that of the dynamics of the relationship between slavery, seen 

as a single process, and the total complex of processes which we call society or the social 

formation. It is this outer dialectic which, in the last analysis, determines the outcome of 

the struggle within the inner dialectic. It determines, for example, whether master or slave 

wins; whether powerlessness is what it appears to be or something else.cxciii  

Patterson, however, never gives the outer dialectic power to transform the terms of the inner 

dialectic. The origin of war significantly shapes his inner dialectic, dominating any subsequent 
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alternate features of slavery’s manifestation. For him, slavery’s (very political) epistemology 

seems to flow in only one direction. 

Patterson’s theory of institutionalization, however, only considers the concept of race as 

merely an operational technique of power. The relation of blackness to slavery was, he condenses: 

“something new.”cxciv This “something new,” a curiously imprecise phrase which, when mobilized, 

marks the difficulty of securing the ground of any emergence, is not heralded in its integral or 

transformative capacity—surprisingly instrumental, “race” contributes nothing substantive to 

Patterson’s general definition. Indeed, in his interview with Scott, Patterson partially accounts for 

his move to the general presuppositions of slavery as implicitly undertaking the “ideological” work 

of “undoing” any easy translation that would demarcate the “quintessential slave as a black 

person.”cxcv Patterson’s brief, two-paragraph summation of what this “something new” might 

mean, and the context in which its signification coheres, condeses the long historiographical debate 

on the ideological and institutional ramifications of imported Africans in 17th century Virginia, 

blindsides an Atlantic perspective centralizing the sugar-slave complex and plantations predating 

Columbus, and dismisses any sustained engagement with theorists and activists of the black radical 

tradition, or early writers on the concept of race, for that matter.cxcvi Although he does give the 

Mediterranean centrality as a “veritable vortex of horror for all mankind,”cxcvii anti-blackness is 

for Patterson but a variant on a spectrum—“much the same sense of apartness, of not belonging, 

emerged in other cultures to differentiate the genuine slave from other forms of involuntary 

servants over whom almost total power was exercised.”cxcviii The catastrophic abyss of the Middle 

Passage is rendered an instance of a larger problem: “millions of slaves, for instance, died between 

being captured and being forced on board the slave ships.”cxcix We can find a partial expression of 

this contingency in his first major text, in which slavery is contained to specific parameters, 
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dissolving with its formal abolition: “The abolition of slavery in 1834 was simply the official seal 

of ruin on a system that had already collapsed.”cc  

 Here, Miller dovetails with his nemesis Patterson. For both, the connection between slavery 

and Africa is incidental: “As it happened,” Miller writes, the outsiders held as slaves “came from 

Africa.” cci Although Miller grounds his work on the idea that all identities are “situational and 

relational,” he is forced to acknowledge that most enslaved Africans “were categorized 

individually in the superficial, hence abstract terms of their strikingly distinctive appearance to 

people who did not know them personally.”ccii Like the passage in Patterson, in which racial 

slavery is taken as “something new,” Miller points to a necessarily social abstraction that undercuts 

his frequent disparagement of abstraction as a lazy intellectual practice. A whole series of 

conundrums are embedded in this acknowledgement. First, if abstraction is directly equated with 

superficiality, why is this form of racial distinction so pervasive and so tenacious? Second, how 

are we to comprehend the “individual” preceding this categorization, and how can this individual 

be linked to a “strikingly distinctive appearances” without assaying the supersensible historicity 

of a racial analytic? What follows, in Miller’s reading, are hasty brush strokes, with imported 

Africans “eventually categorized as black,” a process forcing on their progeny “the same somatic 

social convention as the category acquired legal definition and discriminatory political force in the 

nineteenth century.”cciii We have to wonder why Miller’s dismissal of the “dark penumbra of 

contemporary racial politics,”cciv which, to him, renders “all but invisible the critical initiating step 

of slaving in the Americas”ccv does not engage with why racialization becomes of historical 

concern, for both scholars and actors—the way in which, as Spillers writes, “ethnicity,” or race, as 

a “scene of negation” comes to belong in a “class of symbolic paradigms” that “confirm the human 

body as a metonymic figure for an entire repertoire of human and social relations.”ccvi
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If the raciality of social death is a real abstraction in the strained Marxist sense, “a powerful 

standard dictating complex social, legal, cultural, and political transformations and, above all, 

affecting the production of subjectivity,”ccvii then abstraction might have a place in the historical 

contextualizing of “political economy.” We can, for instance, follow the work of Patrick Murray 

to distinguish between three concepts of labor operative in Marx’s text: 1) abstract ahistorical 

work, 2) general labor, and 3) practically abstract labor.ccviii Whereas abstract ahistorical “work” 

drives analytically to grasp labor in-itself, general labor as adduced by Marx is “purposeful activity 

aimed at the production of use-values”: the “universal condition for the metabolic interaction 

between man and nature, the everlasting nature-imposed condition of human existence, and it is 

therefore independent of every form of that existence, or rather it is common to all forms of society 

in which human beings live.”ccix This thick analytic notion of physiological labor is common to all 

societies, but importantly only becomes apparent for thought as a transcendental ground in 

capitalism. Practically abstract labor, by contrast, is Murray’s way of indexing the “historically 

specific social form of labor” that was Marx’s great discovery. Writes Marx: “Political economy 

has indeed analyzed value and its magnitude…and has uncovered the content concealed within 

these forms. But it has never once asked the question why this content has assumed the particular 

form, that is to say, why labour is represented in value.”ccx Value-producing labor is irreducible 

to how labor appears to various subject positions; the exchangeability of quantities of 

heterogeneous labor comes to be defined by an indifference produced and reproduced “in the 

reality of economic relations itself, rather than in the abstract-making heads of theoreticians,” 

becoming an “‘active form,’ a concrete universal law governing the destinies of each separate thing 

and each separate individual.”ccxi These transcendental conditions for commodity exchange, Marx 

argues, are “precisely the beauty and greatness” of capitalist social relations, “this spontaneous 
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interconnection” which is “independent of the knowing and willing of individuals, and which 

presupposes their reciprocal independence and indifference.”ccxii 

Murray’s three conceptualizations of labor can be mobilized as schematics for how the 

general concepts of natural slavery and social death (although not necessarily named as such until 

Patterson) is given to us in the material complex of new forms of sociality (and death), reproduced, 

with our participation if not knowledge.ccxiii Most historians place Patterson’s enterprise in the first 

conception, arguing that his definition of slavery as natal alienation, general dishonor and 

gratuitous violence is arrived at through an irresponsible abstraction from lived particularities. The 

same is often said of Aristotle, though depending on one’s interpretation, natural slavery may 

straddle both abstract slavery and a more historicized generality. Patterson might situate social 

death in the second conception—as a revelation of the general features of slavery, read through 

their institutional processes. Patterson can be pushed further, however, to ascertain a practically 

abstract “social death,” not as a fancy of Patterson’s mind but as a practical, “real abstraction,” 

“caught up in the social whole,”ccxiv in which the logic of abstraction is historically commensurate 

with a certain globality, preceding and guiding the theorist’s conscious decision-making, and 

perhaps bringing general slavery into view.  

 

Social Death and Historicity  

In Marxist terminology, the generalizability of social death might be considered a fetish revealing 

as much as it conceals. Although for Patterson, the indirect means of acquisition of slaves, what 

he calls the exceptional character of the scale and rhythm of the “internal trade” in the Americas, 

does not occasion a different reading of death in and as slavery, his 1977 encyclopedic entry, 

“Slavery,” concedes a historicized and motivated account of the problem of definition and 
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slavery’s mode of study. Surveying the rise of “General Histories of Slavery,” Patterson notes that 

while there were some hesitant 19th century entries into a study of slavery in “grand historical 

scale,” credit for the first “ambitious general history of slavery” goes to Saco, a Cuban from a 

prominent slave-owning family who, eventually exiled for his opposition to the trade, published a 

significant series of volumes on slavery.ccxv Waxing melancholic, almost, that this style of 

theorizing went out of fashion, Patterson foreshadows his later itinerary in the call to revitalize a 

“comprehensive, scholarly, interpretive study of the institution,” through the delimitation of “(a) 

the problem of the nature of slavery; (b) the problem of the evolutionary origins of slavery; (c) the 

problem of the structural causes of slavery; and (d) the problem of the structure and dynamics of 

slave society proper.”ccxvi If this methodology, a large-scale assessment of slavery’s constitution, 

structure, and dynamics, is relatively new, does that not mean that the outer dialectic—whether 

defined as a problem of social formation, articulation, or institutionalization—has some bearing 

on the epistemological realization of the terms of the inner dialectic, slavery’s “nature” as social 

death?  

In a recent and revealing interview with David Scott, Patterson speaks, in contrast to the 

schematic of his work as a distillation, of the grounded “emergence” of the concept social 

death.ccxvii In Patterson’s circumscribed genealogy, social death percolated, piecemeal, from his 

various readings—from the idea of the slave as an outsider, developed by Lucien Lévy-Bruhl and 

then elaborated by Finley and Claude Meillassoux.ccxviii Meillassoux worked with the Touareg in 

the Sahel, who expressly denote the slave as “dead,” and while Patterson saw resonances among 

the Romans’ conception of legal death, he also conceptually travelled “funny enough...back to the 

Caribbean, the indigenous Caribbean, the Caribs, our notorious, funky Caribs” whose mourning 

rituals (cutting of the hair) replicated the strictures put on slaves: “they’re always in mourning for 
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their own Death.”ccxix Although the singularity of racial slavery is relativized, the formations of the 

American South and Caribbean are his most recurrent reference and, given the outgrowth of Social 

Death from his earlier life and work on and in Jamaica, his most apparent investigative touchstone. 

While his expansive scope seems to belie any distinct reference, Patterson’s self-asserted “first 

comparative interest…was in the Americas,” studying black life in the Americas and the 

Caribbean, through the prism of slave regimes.ccxx  

In his interview, Scott presses Patterson on whether the “global conception of slavery is 

being read through [Patterson’s] intimate sense of New World slavery, and slavery in Jamaica in 

particular.”ccxxi Patterson, side-stepping the first iteration of the question, evidences this formative 

intimacy throughout the interview and the large breadth of his work. On his own account, this 

work, specifically his essay on slave revolts, provided the animating impetus for a more expansive 

comparative project. Patterson’s long 1979 essay, “On Slavery and Slave Formations,” written in 

the process of completing Slavery and Social Death, is both a capsule form and sounding board 

for the 1982 book which, Symptomatically, in this capsule essay, Patterson introduces the concept 

social death, for perhaps the first time, in a brief meditation on blackness: 

The social death of the black man in the American South lingers in the collective memory 

of his modern descendants. ‘Nobody Knows My Name’, cries James Baldwin a hundred 

years after the legal emancipation of his ancestors. ‘The Spook Who Sat By the Door’, 

echoes another popular black writer; ‘Invisible Man’, declares the most accomplished; and 

there is a deadly irony in the title of the most famous of all black American novels: ‘Native 

Son’.ccxxii 

It would not be too much of a stretch to add to this litany Patterson’s reading of “dehumanization” 

and “mystification” in the Wretched of the Earth, as decisive for the concept social death.ccxxiii 

When reading the gratuity of violence, as rendering the submission of the slave “perfect,” it would 

be egregiously remiss to suppress what difference racial blackness makes in crystallizing and 

synthesizing slavery and death. In Social Death, however, Patterson suppresses these ruminations 
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on “funky Caribs”, the haunting of “collective memory” and the fury of Fanon that he once called 

his “hope and promise.”  

Instead, in Patterson’s rendering, so disturbing was the radical black political organizing 

of the 1970s, in his eyes a “dangerous identity movement,” that he “put aside” the research for 

Slavery and Social Death to write Ethnic Chauvinism: The Reactionary Impulse, an indignant 

critique, as the subtitle implies, of political, cultural, and social essentialism.ccxxiv Patterson’s 

revelation that the research for Ethnic Chauvinism drew directly from his early comparative work 

on slavery and later fed into Slavery and Social Death clarifies his deliberate attempt to eviscerate 

any concerted ties between blackness and slavery.ccxxv Still, the examples towards which Patterson 

turns for elaborating the gratuitous violence underpinning Slavery and Social Death are explicitly 

situated in the context of the United States. Indeed, the North Carolina Judge Ruffin’s 1829 

statement, “the power of the master must be absolute, to render the submission of the slave 

perfect,” is in Patterson’s estimation the first full formal recognition of “the necessity or threat of 

force as the basis of the master-slave relationship.”ccxxvi If Ruffin’s is more the disavowed self-

representation of the master than the complex translation of social reality, for which Patterson 

provides a general account, then Ruffin has voiced what is examined under Marx as a “practical 

truth.”ccxxvii  

Patterson seems to recognize the need to reflexively ground his generalized slavery when 

he opens Chapter I: “The Idiom of Power” with Marx’s “fetishism of commodities” to account for 

why property isn't constitutive of slavery per se:  

Man’s reflection on the forms of social life, and consequently, also, his scientific analysis 

of these forms, takes a course directly opposite to that of their actual historical 

development. He begins, post festum, with the results of the process of development ready 

to hand before him. Have already acquired the stability of natural self-understood forms of 

social life, before man seeks to decipher, not their historical character, for in his eyes they 
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are immutable, but their meaning—the categories of bourgeois economy consist of such 

like forms.ccxxviii  

The centrality of property to any definition of slavery is, for Patterson, a “classic instance” of “post 

festum” historicizing, where reflection on the past is presupposed by our present standpoint. He 

thus cautions: “the slave was a slave not because he was the object of property, but because he 

could not be the subject of property.”ccxxix If, over the course of time, the “notion of absolute 

property became pivotal in private law…”, we can attribute this to the rearrangements induced by 

the sociohistorical institutionalization of slavery: “It seems not unreasonable to argue that slavery 

played a critical role in this development.”ccxxx In Patterson’s reading of “the history of human 

thought backward”: “it is not the condition of slavery that must be defined in terms of absolute 

property, as is so often attempted; rather it is the notion of absolute property that must be explained 

in terms of ancient Roman slavery.”ccxxxi  

Yet for Patterson, property’s role as “the conceptual aspect of the idiom of power” bears 

no direct relationship with the “growing complexity of socioeconomic systems.”ccxxxii Rather, as 

his notion of the transferability of freedom in time suggests, everything can be explained through 

inaugural ancient concepts. Patterson has freedom “fully established” in antiquity: “a pattern of 

continuity links the ancient to the modern expression and experience of the value.”ccxxxiii The 

renaissance retrieval of ancient knowledge from its “monastic storage” was facilitated through an 

active Christian memory tasked with heralding what for Patterson was the “only practical 

sociological vision of sociation” beyond the backwardness of blood ties.ccxxxiv Here, Christianity 

offers very little to displace or develop the thought of freedom, beyond shepherding its Greek and 

Roman antecedents and, if freedom is to be thought as an emergent ideal out of slavery, Further, 

Patterson's version of a “crypto-theology,” which is really a secular continuity with a theological 

shepherding of then and now, severs the church from its political and historical context: “The 
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influence of the church on secular thought and practice persisted regardless of the nature of the 

relationship between them…”ccxxxv The disjuncture, perhaps, partially explains why racialized 

modernity has little active or transformative role in theorizing slavery. For Patterson, the secular 

state is stuck in the “cross-fertilization” and “trappings” of the absolutist church it strained 

against.ccxxxvi To the question of whether there is a “necessary affinity between capitalism and the 

atomistic individualism associated with it in the Anglo-American world,” Patterson later in his 

career answers with an “emphatic no.”ccxxxvii By locating property-relations outside of the 

commodification of racial slavery, and in a specifically Greco-Roman fictive-paradigm, Patterson 

attempts to bypass the economizing approach of historians. Yet by seeking to understand only the 

“meaning” of transatlantic slavery, not its “historical character,” and less still the condition of 

meaning for its historical character, he comes to actually exemplify bourgeoisie post festum 

theorizing.  

Patterson’s parochialization of race intensifies the deleterious dimensions of his project: 

social death not as slavery’s “real abstraction,” but its “general abstraction,” spanning various 

forms of production in history but not actually constituting a mode of production itself,ccxxxviii rests 

on a reductive view of the productivity of power—positing an incidental relationship not only 

between property and slavery, but capitalism and freedom, only sustained by divorcing political 

philosophy, history, and humanism from race.ccxxxix Race, in Patterson’s view, is external to 

slavery, just as, slavery is, for him, external to the specificity of the modern world, and freedom 

external to capitalism.ccxl In Rituals of Blood, Patterson abdicates the resources of “second sight” 

and a radical political and philosophical engagement with blackness: “I refuse to call any Euro-

Americans or Caucasian person ‘white,’ and I view with the deepest suspicion any Euro-American 

who insists on calling Afro-Americans ‘black.’”ccxli The summary dismissal of blackness as a 
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pathologically exhausted subject position, rather than a profound problematization, can also be 

unpacked in his methodological imperatives as, when in “Slavery,” he cautions: “it is ironic that 

when not theoretically oriented and methodologically rigorous, comparative work can and often 

does become parochial.”ccxlii In adopting the prevailing multicultural framework, Patterson argues 

that the oppression of other races—namely the “visibly nonwhite Asians and Latin Americans”—

suggests that a “serious crisis of racial definition now confronts those clinging to the binary 

conception of race.”ccxliii Most problematically, if this “serious crisis” necessitates a disposal of the 

black/white binary, it implicitly calls into question his analysis that slavery is a singular formation 

of power, leaving blackness in the lurch of a more capacious and insidious anti-blackness.ccxliv The 

practice of delinking slavery from blackness opens up space for the delinking of social death from 

slavery, against Patterson’s own prescriptions. With social death re-commissioned as a catch-all 

for political technologies,ccxlv slavery can be relativized as but one form of power on a spectrum 

and loses the distinctiveness central to Patterson’s definition. 

Other limits, most apparent in Patterson’s theorization of man, are generated by situating 

the emergence of freedom and property outside of race.ccxlvi For one, Patterson backs away from 

the “internalization” of slavery: “there is absolutely no evidence,” he writes, “to suggest that any 

group of slaves ever internalized the conception of degradation held by their masters. To be 

dishonored—and to sense, however acutely, such dishonor—is not to lose the quintessential 

human urge to participate and to want a place.”ccxlvii The ahistorical and asocial authentic subject 

he seems to find, hiding behind contingent relations of power, draws from Camus’ invocation of 

the slave as one who sets a limit that demands “recognition of his humanity”—the slave presciently 

arrives at an “existential” realization of Camus’ intellectual project.ccxlviii If this makes the slave 

more properly existential than the intellectual, it nonetheless grounds its project of freedom in an 
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incorporative project of the human. Patterson’s extended call to shift the terms of the debate to 

class, transcendent of race, signals precisely this nexus.ccxlix The full range and highest summit of 

the human, for Patterson, can only be achieved by a repressive de-racialization, itself a racial 

project.ccl 

 I noted earlier that, in the interview with Patterson, Scott asks if a “global conception of 

slavery is being read through [Patterson’s] intimate sense of New World slavery, and slavery in 

Jamaica in particular.” Scott presses, a second time: “one of the questions that I want to ask is 

whether, in a sense, you haven’t been always rewriting the story of Jamaican slavery” to which 

Patterson replies,  

Yes, that’s where things started. In a way you can see all of what I’ve been doing ever 

since [Sociology of Slavery] as a way to try to understand Jamaica—but then I went wider 

and wider afield in trying to understand the people who were enslaving Jamaica, and how 

they themselves were so obsessed with freedom.ccli  

Racial slavery is, in the broadest sense, Patterson’s condition of possibility; his looping, circular 

expanse, frozen at a certain presumptive version of the human, needs to be looped back again. He 

indicates his intention to return to writing on Jamaica, and to continuing his Freedom Series, but 

both projects have yet to see publication. The recursivity of this not-yet, Patterson’s interminable 

encircling, itself has significance. Perhaps the closest Patterson gets to the tenor of the questions 

of this dissertation is the revision in his 2008 essay “Black Americans”: “the most important 

common consequence of slavery was the experience of racism,” with natal alienation as a second 

major feature.cclii Here, he even invokes Du Bois, for one of the first times, and his formulation of 

the color-line.ccliii Yet, Patterson presupposes, again and again, that this color-line is not our onto-

epistemological context, but an experiential result of conscious choices, taken by both blacks and 

whites: “the major problem of the new century will be the reformation, by all parties, of those 

ethnic preferences, intimate networks, cultural practices, and other ingrained habits of the heart” 
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that sustain socio-cultural segregation.ccliv Unsurprisingly, he calls into question black capacity to 

“meet the challenges of internal lifestyle and interethnic changes and do the cultural and 

interpersonal work required for integration into the private sphere of the ‘beloved community’ for 

which Martin Luther King, Jr., so often yearned.”cclv Patterson’s decontextualized, static dialectic, 

both diverging from and corresponding to Marx and Hegel, mirrors the anti-blackness that not only 

provided justification for slavery but made its presence in the modern world so voluble.  

Indeed, it is precisely because it straddles this unstable juncture, I argue, that social death, 

the unceasing relegation of blackness beyond any redeemable form of life, remains so salient. 

Death is of special importance because, my reading suggests, modernity is the threshold where the 

beyond of death itself enters as a figure that is at stake, and in question, for the social whole, rather 

than just assumed as a universal in or as exchange. Blackness is the representation of the 

irrelational. Out of the shadows, and at stake as a potential guarantor of meaning or the space of 

meaning’s dissolution, the unsettling of death’s symbolic efficacy finds a reprieve in anti-

blackness. It is not simply that natural slavery’s generality lacked a proper object—racialized 

bodies—but that its generality, when developed with early modern transformations in thought and 

trade, was made possible through an objectification of being that was also an erasure of being.  

In a remarkable essay intervening on the supposed split that the concept of social death 

signposts, between two radical black interpretative itineraries—Afro-Pessimism, and Afro-

Optimism—Jared Sexton provocates: “there are problems in the formulation of the relation of 

power from which slavery arises and there are problems in the formulation of the relation of this 

relation of power to other relations of power.”cclvi The immediate political purchase of this 

insight—that slavery cannot, or certainly cannot easily, be analogized to other power formations—

specifically targets how the people-of-color organizing framework draws from fundamental 
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fissures in modernity such that a comparative analysis might be retooled to a “relational analysis 

more adequate to the task.”cclvii Sexton’s precise and doubled reading works not, in the first order, 

to explicate the geo-temporal generality of slavery; it radicalizes all other relations to violence as 

a relation of anti-blackness. If the relational problem, immanent to any invocation of slavery, is 

the shadowy substance of the concept social death—in the philosophical force-field that Moten 

probes as “the nonrelationality that structures all relationality”cclviii—then this reconfigures how 

we relate (and/or compare) the violence that collapses racial slavery and slavery in general. When 

Sexton writes “what is most stunning is the fact that the concept of social death cannot be 

generalized. It is indexed to slavery and it does not travel,” he is theorizing social death tethered 

less to slavery in general than to what slavery's rending with blackness did to the generality of 

slavery, which, in its indispensability to globality, brings the problem of generality more clearly 

into view.cclix 

To both defend Patterson against the historians’ charge of intellectual abstraction, excise 

“social death” from the speciousness of sociological abstraction, and differentiate the “real 

abstraction” of the slave from the laborer, I argue then that “the abstract slave” defined by social 

death is neither historical nor sociological enough because the black slave has never cohered as a 

historical or social figure. Patterson’s lacunas gesture to a problematic—social death—that is in 

excess of the protocols of sociology and history, as it sits at the cusp of the announcement of both 

frameworks—the history of history and the sociology of sociology. That is to say, “social death” 

has not yet found its properly methodological frame, and perhaps it cannot because the conceptual 

problems that inhere—between the ideal and the actual, the transcendent and the singular, the 

immaterial and the material, genesis and structure, the political and the social, violence and the 

law—are the core of the torsions of slavery and modernity. 
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While we may contest Patterson’s historicity, social death bears the traces of this 

constitutive problematization. By confirming, in his allergic racial reduction, social death’s 

singular epistemic and ontological entanglement to blackness, Patterson strangely intensifies the 

concept’s material reality and explanatory efficacy. Patterson’s articulation, that is, performs the 

very problem it names so unstably, shoring up social death’s surround: blackness as excess. Social 

death, as a real abstraction beyond Patterson’s explicit project, marks the epistemological 

generalization of slavery through blackness. As an index of natural slavery, it solidifies the worldly 

infusion of death without transcendence into a single, mediating figure—the black slave. Central 

not only to the right to live or die but the meaning of being and existence and the way these 

questions are given to us, in time, as history, we can follow Jared Sexton to ask: “But what if 

slavery does not die, as it were, because it is immortal, but rather because it is non-mortal, because 

it has never lived, at least not in the psychic life of power? What if the source of slavery's longevity 

is not its resilience in the face of opposition, but the obscurity of its existence? Not the 

accumulation of its political capital, but the illegibility of its grammar?”cclx  

 

Freedom and Its Forms: Hannah Arendt  

For Fred Moten, the problem with social death is not that it is prematurely bracketed from 

blackness, but that, in its evocation of the social, it is a problematic with the wrong name. Moten 

ascribes the “terminological dehiscence” of what he argues should more appropriately go under 

the heading of “political death” to Patterson’s “deep but unacknowledged affinity” with Hannah 

Arendt.cclxi Before probing the implications or merit of elevating “political” over “social” death, I 

want to engage Moten’s version of intellectual inheritance (certainly never avowed by Patterson) 

by parsing the political/social distinction through the anti-black prism of Arendt’s “timeless slave.” 
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Arendt’s return to the ancients and her valuation of activity is marked by a refusal to be responsive 

to the epistemological, ontological, and historical problematic of the black slave, a refusal that 

effects profound contortions on the trajectory of her thought, from her diagnosis of the failures of 

modernity and the origin and violence of totalitarianism to her positing of the American project as 

“perhaps the greatest, certainly the boldest, enterprises of European mankind.”cclxii This refusal, I 

elaborate, is relayed in proximate thinkers of the biopolitical, such as Giorgio Agamben.cclxiii By 

refiguring the problem of bare life through the historically transcendent black slave, I begin to 

identify how critical theories of sovereignty reproduce the para-philosophical dilemmas that 

haunted Aristotle’s “natural slave.”cclxiv  

Arendt’s The Human Condition revives the ancient Greek distinction between private and 

public spheres, reframing the former as driven by biological necessity and the latter by the 

expansive blossoming of humanity through freedom, plurality, action, speech, and spontaneity.cclxv 

For Arendt, humanity is tethered less to biology than it is to the achievement of a certain quality 

of life, elevated beyond the necessity of work by the dual conditions of action: 1) “the fact of 

natality,” where action is “ontologically rooted,” and 2) the condition of “plurality,” in which we 

live among others—this latter political community is decisive in determining natality.cclxvi 

Necessity means to “follow the law of mortality,” the “law of a life spent between birth and death” 

which would “inevitably carry everything human to ruin and destruction if it were not for the 

faculty of interrupting it and beginning something new.”cclxvii Action, by contrast, is “the miracle 

that saves the world, the realm of human affairs from its normal, ‘natural’ ruin.”cclxviii Those that 

exist without legal personhood are “literally dead to the world;” they can speak but their speech 

does not signify.cclxix Paradoxically, then, one becomes fully human only insofar as, through action, 

one is liberated from the human condition of necessity.cclxx If modernity fails to realize human 
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liberation, it is because the political, in Arendt’s genealogical lament, becomes eclipsed by the 

ascendency of another category—the base, chaotically free “social.” The social, as a normalizing 

force, funnels private economic processes into the realm of the public, subsequently depriving the 

political of its activity and pluralism. Its errs in elevating the animal laborans, whose reduction to 

labor entails “the actual loss of all awareness of individuality and identity,”cclxxi above the animal 

rationale.cclxxii This contemporary problematic, reflected (if not consolidated) in Hobbes, Locke, 

and Marx, frames the relative freedom of society as the measure that “requires and justifies the 

restraint of political authority,” such that “force or violence becomes the monopoly of 

government.”cclxxiii The political, then, recedes into an anonymous general will whose end goal 

becomes the technical reproduction of life itself, instead of the pursuit of the good life, whatever 

that may entail.cclxxiv  

In mourning the private and public blurring by the social, the definitional premise of 

Arendt’s ideal categories (as it is for Patterson) becomes almost Kantian, stable throughout time, 

outside and above categorical miscegenation.cclxxv If the social is an emergent property of 

modernity, and disfigures our access to the political, as Arendt suggests, her woefully insufficient 

theorization of racial slavery misses how our attempt to return to the Greek political is a gesture 

immanent to the problem, not a solution to it. While the goal of her Athenian example is to 

encourage a progressive recovery of lost, but fundamental, human experiences, the fact that this is 

only an interpretation of Aristotle’s philosophy and not a reflection on ancient society or any 

anthropological experience itself does not seem to concern Arendt.cclxxvi For Ellen Meiksins 

Wood’s project, this static quality of Arendt’s thought is an outgrowth of the “idle mob” thesis, in 

which ancient Greek categories of freedom and slavery are representative of 18th century 

conservativism.cclxxvii There is some truth to the overlap: in On Revolution, Arendt disparages the 
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French Revolution for its focus on social standing, and favors the American Revolution for not 

being tied by the biological necessity of the socio-economic sphere and instead being spurred by 

the celebration of action in the public realm. “The sad truth of the matter,” she writes, “is that the 

French Revolution, which ended in disaster, has made world history, while the American 

Revolution, so triumphantly successful, has remained an event of little more than local 

importance.”cclxxviii Arendt’s faith in the American republic’s transcendence of instinct in favor of 

freedom mirrors her methodological approach towards the ancients: in her idealized version of 

historical events, the founding fathers’ political achievement was buoyed by being neither 

“overwhelmed” by the poor nor encumbered by compassion.cclxxix Although Arendt admits that 

“the absence of the social question from the American scene was, after all, quite deceptive,” noting 

that “abject and degrading misery was present everywhere in the form of slavery and Negro labor,” 

she does not believe the founding fathers were caught in any irresolvable contradictions.cclxxx 

Rather, Jefferson and Adams, among others, were “aware of the primordial crime upon which the 

fabric of American society rested” and “convinced of the incompatibility of the institution of 

slavery with the founding of freedom.”cclxxxi The founding fathers are absolved because of this 

presumed incompatibility.  

Yet The Human Condition seems to have made peace with the compatibility between 

slavery and freedom. The Greek relation between household and city is, in some respect, the locus 

for identifying the private realm of need, and Arendt’s critique of the social implies that the use of 

man-made violence to force necessity on some for the freedom of others is preferable to the 

elimination of violence in the private sphere, which has the danger of subjecting everyone to 

necessity and labor.cclxxxii But is the distinction between private, moribund necessity on the one 

hand and public, miraculous action on the other only stabilized by the Greek example, or 
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naturalized by it? For Arendt, the citizen’s entrance to the political realm meant a decision on 

death, the readiness to “risk his life.” The slave, by contrast, sacrifices freedom for life: being 

burdened by “too great a love for life,” regardless of what that life entails, is a “sure sign of 

slavishness.”cclxxxiii Unlike the idealized history that undergirds much of Arendt’s reasoning, this 

choice is not abstract. Favoring life has its roots in a historically discernable decision: “To 

understand the ancient attitude toward slavery, it is not immaterial to remember that the majority 

of slaves were defeated enemies and that generally only small percentages were born slaves.”cclxxxiv 

Under the war slavery doctrine, the slave is responsible for their condition, thus absolving the 

citizen of responsibility. But its applicability to the American Revolution falters, considering how 

the war slavery doctrine was reoccupied by the natural slave. When the speculative origins of the 

slave trade are still directly imputed to the slave’s acquisition in war and capture, the slave has a 

degree of subjectivity, even if of distant province, even if a memory.cclxxxv But if the war slavery 

mythos, this symbolic scene of the slave’s conversion, could be neatly translated into the global 

commerce of transatlantic slavery, with its role in the subduction of systems of value, would the 

concept of Race ever have emerged with all the drive for rigorous metaphysical and scientific 

coherence?  

As illustrative thinkers have shown us since, the friend/enemy distinction, so central to how 

war frames international relations, relies on a minimal premise of sovereignty that sustains and 

engages the claims of two competing sovereigns.cclxxxvi Black slaves, however, captured and 

commodified, do not enter legally or otherwise as formidable actors in any recognizable war. As 

Vitoria’s 1546 letter expresses, rather than broaching the possibility of a Portuguese injustice, 

whose seizure of Africans might be thought of as a “cowardly ruse,” one can buy Africans without 

“any scruples,” and the Portuguese can buy Africans from other Africans “without a qualm” as to 
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the justice of the slave’s original procurement. cclxxxvii This startling mitigation of the legitimacy of 

capture is endemic to the increasingly pragmatic, mercantile perspective that bolsters the African 

enslavement. Slavery’s commercial network and international martial codes dictate neither modes 

of engagement nor protocols of surrender with any recognized West African sovereign. Indeed, 

the case of Christian ransom of African slaves is ironically summarized as “I do good 

business.”cclxxxviii In the rise of the modern-nation state, blackness becomes the key to 

distinguishing the internal and external, the transcendent and the immanent, the friend and the 

enemy—extrinsic, “liminal,” “vestibular,”cclxxxix without itself being fully incorporated anywhere.  

Arendt’s account of the evolution of the social in The Origins of Totalitarianism 

demonstrates the liminal production of the black slave.ccxc There, she locates the emergence of race 

not in the 15th century, when the trans-Atlantic trade took flight from a generalized anti-blackness, 

or the 17th century, when de facto racial codes were cohering, or the 18th century, when Kant first 

gives theoretical weight to the concept, or even to the early-to-mid 19th century, when scientific 

research into racial difference was in full flight. Instead, Arendt postpones the problem of race to 

the late 19th century when it is introduced as a supplemental strategy, one of the “irresponsible 

opinions”ccxci leveraged by purveyors of imperialism to rationalize their economic 

expansionism.ccxcii Arendt’s reading is often celebrated for its critical apprehension of the 

continuities between slavery, colonialism, and totalitarianism, but on closer examination, it is clear 

that slavery is only the opening act in the drama staged to spotlight what is arguably actual 

theoretical interest: totalitarianism.ccxciii Slavery is subordinated to a critique of imperialism, in 

which the economic origins of “expansion” comes to saturate the political realm, which then 

“boomerangs” to the political consequence of totalitarianism.ccxciv While explaining the “road to 

total domination”—which includes war, colonization, and slavery (“one of the oldest institutions 
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of mankind”)—as “relatively normal and quite comprehensible,” the programmatic of Nazism is 

made to “transcend anti-Semitic reasoning as well as the political, social, and economic motives 

behind the propaganda of anti-Semitic movements.”ccxcv As in The Human Condition, the 

ascendency of the social begins by investing violence in the state as an index of consent. The 

camp’s distinct “anti-utility” is only so, Arendt claims, from the position of a “common sense” 

which “protests desperately that the masses are submissive and that all this gigantic apparatus of 

terror is therefore superfluous.”ccxcvi Totalitarian logic cannibalizes this assumption to fully inherit 

the mantle of a self-preservationist mandate whose power lies in the reduction to a mass of “human 

beings as such,” stripped from the activity and individuality of human life; it “strives not toward 

despotic rule over men, but toward a system in which men are superfluous.”ccxcvii And Arendt’s 

warning is that distinct Nazi and Bolshevik “factories of annihilation” crystallize the social 

generalization of violence in such a dramatic fashion that totalitarian solutions may well survive 

totalitarian regimes.ccxcviii Ultimately, then, it is not the slave, but the stateless Jew who, abstracted 

into the generic “refugee” and bereft of any political authority for enforcing rights, first exposes 

the lie of supposedly “inalienable” human rights.ccxcix  

The rise of the refugee as the symbol of the lasting danger of totalitarianism requires 

negotiating the difference between modern slavery, here figured as “a device for cheap labor or an 

instrument of exploitation for profit production for profit,” and ancient slavery as the exclusionary 

means by which meaningful life can cohere.ccc On the one hand, The Origins of Totalitarianism 

positions the refugee’s “abstract nakedness of being human and nothing but human” as a fate worse 

than what befalls slaves, for in Arendt’s schema, “even slaves still belonged to some sort of human 

community…and this kept them within the pale of humanity.”ccci Although this statement appears 

at first glance beguiling—for by what measure are slaves “within the pale”?—it stands to reason 
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that if slavishness is the result of loving life and not risking death, slaves were not barred from the 

human community per se. Rather, the origin and repetition of their slave status was rooted in 

belonging, first as a warring subject who initially risked death but ultimately choose life. On the 

other hand, The Human Condition argues that “The slave’s degradation was a blow of fate and a 

fate worse than death, because it carried with it a metamorphosis of man into something akin to a 

tame animal.”cccii To close the gap that would make slavery both “within the pale of humanity” 

and an animalistic “fate worse than death,” Arendt appeals to those timeless and recuperative 

readings of Aristotle that centralize its mutability, insisting that manumission changes not only a 

slave’s status, but the “slave’s ‘nature.’”ccciii She proposes that natural slavery is not really natural 

in fact, as Aristotle “denied not the slave’s capacity to be human, but only the use of the word 

‘men’ for members of the species mankind as long as they are totally subject to necessity.”ccciv If 

slavery really is a measure of one’s willingness to risk death, then the slave is theoretically “free” 

for the duration of their condition to risk life by choosing death—an antinomy that has plagued 

every debate on slavery.cccv  

Racial slavery demands a complication of this antinomy. In Cicero’s proposition, “…life 

does not consist in breath: it does not exist at all in the slave.”cccvi Life and liberty can become 

identical, not only correlative. In this way, already, the “life” of an authentic human can be elevated 

beyond those creatures outside its appropriate fold.cccvii If slavery is a “living death,” in the sense 

that one’s death is latent political possibility, a death deferred, then life and death are not 

necessarily closely linked, but only disciplinarily so. If slavery is a “living death,” however, 

because the condition of slavery is prohibitive of what constitutes a good life, and hence, a good 

death, then it is not only the question of the value of life and death but the meaning of life and 

death that are at stake. Not only is the slave deathlike, but this condition provides a negative 
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measure, defining the conflux of who is a proper enemy, and what both friend and enemy share, 

above other contingencies at stake in battle, in giving meaning and value to life, to self-

preservation. For those who are not presented with this choice, their status as slaves must signify 

a primal sin, in the Christian Hamitic sense, or a natural defect, which may be nothing more than 

an incapacity to make the crucial covenant. In short, an incapacity to properly live. 

In between the gap that would make this a false choice, Arendt can reduce racial slavery to 

instrumentality, such that in the 18th century, “American slave-holders themselves considered it a 

temporary institution and wanted to abolish it gradually.”cccviii This post-racial apology, which 

grasps race only as a cognitive distillation, is an extension of the anti-black logic that reduces 

slavery to the economic logic of “false consciousness,” and proclaims “natural slavery” the 

conscious manipulation of a racist philosopher of Antiquity. Arendt’s work relays the message that 

the black slave not only approximates death in a social form, but represents a new form of 

immanent death, infecting and invigorating the symbolic constellation of self-preservation. In the 

same breath that she speculates on Europe’s structured ignorance of Africans—“when European 

men massacred them they somehow were not aware that they had committed murder”—she 

positions a natural substratum of preexisting racial difference that were then relayed and 

exaggerated in European encounters, famously echoing Conrad to write that “What made 

[Africans] different from other human beings was not at all the color of their skin but the fact that 

they behaved like a part of nature, that they treated nature as their undisputed master, that they had 

not created a human world…”cccix In this instance, European racism is comprehensible not as our 

recognition of its illusory manipulation of nature for economic gain but as the “natural 

consequence” of any human encountering African’s position outside meaningful humanity. 

Indeed, this naturalization of racism is only clarified by applying these principles to “cheap Indian 
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and Chinese labor,” where “for the first time, people were treated in almost the same way as those 

African savages…The difference was only that there could be no excuse and no humanly 

comprehensible reason for treating Indians and Chinese as though they were not human 

beings.”cccx But inhumanity, the incomprehensible, can only be detectable and repudiated with 

regards to those for whom humanity applies. Arendt says as much: European “hearts of men” when 

“faced with tribes which, as far as we know, never had found by themselves any adequate 

expression of human reason or human passion in either cultural deeds or popular customs;” what 

Arendt misses is that this was not merely the exclusion of blackness from humanity—their 

exclusion was the resource for the “unity and equality of all men.”cccxi By naturalizing the 

encounter between those that equate “reason and man” on the one hand, and those without 

“adequate expression of human reason” on the other, Arendt not only remains fundamentally 

affirmative of European capacity and African incapacity, she articulates totalitarianism through an 

uncritical mobilization of Africa not as the site of racial violence but the origin of it.cccxii Her 

framing of totalitarian distinctness depends on a historiographical postponement of the dialectic of 

self-preservation and violence that invests blackness with violence. 

The instability of Arendt’s terms breaks through every time she begins with the private, 

now “social,” problem of slavery and, against herself, ends with its political implications.cccxiii 

Race is written as both instrumental exclusion, on the order of the social, whose abolition would 

be the prelude to political participation, and the reason why slaves cannot be emancipated. 

Arendt’s trajectory elsewhere can asymmetrically celebrate Jewish uprisings while denigrating 

Fanonian violence,cccxiv argue against equality and for educational segregation in her highly 

problematic “Reflections on Little Rock,”cccxv and uniformly refuse to recognize slaves as political 

agents.cccxvi When the infection of the social is akin to dehumanization, the social retains, in 
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potentia, human revitalization. As Calvin Warren writes, “even for those who would argue that 

they experience ‘ontological violence’—the loss of human dignity following Arendt’s theory, for 

example—the victim of such violence can still lay claim to Being (and human rights).”cccxvii By 

containing slavery as a private problem, unfortunately made social, and thus transformed into 

another instrumental path for profit seeking, rather than, as theorists within black studies insist, 

situated in relation to the wider political world, indeed, at the root of the problem of modernity, 

Arendt is unable to comprehend the transformation of slavery and labor, instead reducing both to 

forms of biological dependence.cccxviii The social’s historical emergence on the scene does not 

merely retain the distinction between the political and natural, it rearticulates it boundaries.cccxix 

Manumission does not entail a transformation of the nature of black slaves who, in what Hartman 

calls slavery’s “afterlife,” remain “imperiled and devalued by a racial calculus and a political 

arithmetic that were entrenched centuries ago.”cccxx Not only does the oxymoronic black “citizen” 

persist, Hartman clarifies, as a threat to the purity and preservation of the nation, it is their constant 

policing and regulation that most distinctly characterizes the emergence of the social problem in 

general (think segregation).cccxxi  

Although her definition of the human is always plural and political, abolishing any general 

human essence (unlike Patterson), Arendt refuses to account for how the hypostatization of 

abstract humanity informs the meaningful political human potentiality after which she longs.cccxxii 

The social cannot be simply the generalizability of the private sphere, the “unnatural growth of the 

natural,” because the horizon of plurality and natality shifts. Social death teeters on the realization 

that blackness collides with death not only in the system of racial slavery’s operational dynamics, 

that is, not only derived from historical processes, but also driving them, mediating the 

contestations and aporias attendant to representations of life and death, and presence and 
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absence.cccxxiii Likewise, the social does not make all slaves because the referent “slave” does not 

exceed the social; the problem of the social is an effect of the abstraction of slavery through anti-

blackness. It decides who is a political animal, who is a political animal in potential (the refugee, 

the Jew), and who is the threat (the representation of death, necessity, and violence) that unites the 

human community. Arendt’s conjoined theorization of the “political” (subtended by Aristotle’s 

“natural slave”) and the “social” (debatably informing Patterson’s “timeless slave”), abstracts from 

slavery in thought, and thus is energized by anti-black metaphysical violence.  

 

Freedom and its Forms: Giorgio Agamben 

Giorgio Agamben draws from these Arendtian post-racial and ahistorical elements to read 

Aristotle against Michael Foucault’s biopolitics.cccxxiv While Foucault finds the “threshold of 

modernity” in the displacement of politics by life—“for millennia, man remained what he was for 

Aristotle: a living animal with the additional capacity for a political existence; modern man is an 

animal whose politics places his existence as a living being in question”cccxxv—Agamben seeks to 

radicalize biopolitics by reframing Aristotle’s “inclusive exclusion” of bare life in political 

life.cccxxvi Agamben’s self-stated task is to return the question of politics to ontology.  

To accomplish this return, Agamben mobilizes Aristotle’s distinction between mere life 

and the good life to uncover how the production of life was never only pre-political but was always 

the “original activity of sovereign power.” The root of Agamben’s analysis, as with Arendt’s, is 

the “bond…between modern power and the most immemorial of the arcana imperii.”cccxxvii 

Historical movement is found within this transcendental problematic only when modern 

democracy “presents itself from the beginning as a vindication and liberation of zoē,” a celebration 

of life itself. Agamben thus attributes modern democracy’s “decadence and gradual convergence 
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with totalitarianism” with the aporia that seeks to find meaningful life in the bare life that 

constitutes subjection,cccxxviii when the “obscure figure” of Roman law, the homo sacer, becomes 

the paradigmatic figure akin to Arendt’s homo laborans. Like Arendt, Agamben’s bare life 

culminates in the Muselmänner of Nazi death camps, with the refugee as the “limit category” that 

serves as the contemporary matrix for politics and reveals how the law always exceptionalizes its 

outside in the abandonment of homo sacer.cccxxix Because modernity no longer represses this 

inclusive exclusion, and instead normalizes a Schmittian “state of exception” into a generalized 

norm, Agamben posits that we are “all virtually homines sacri.”cccxxx This zone of indistinction 

elides divisions of identity insofar as it represents “the emergence of something like an absolute 

biological substance that cannot be assigned to a particular bearer or subject,” such that “the 

biopolitics of racism so to speak transcends race.”cccxxxi 

But Agamben’s absolute biological substance is already cut through with emancipating 

difference—it is not a relay of a generalized timeless slave.
cccxxxii

 Transcendence occupies a 

familiar doubling: bare life is produced, as Denise Ferreira da Silva contends, through “an act of 

dehumanisation, the stripping off of legal and moral protection (the ‘ban’),” which means, unlike 

as for the slave, a prior political possibility of relationality is presupposed.cccxxxiii While slavery is 

nearly absent in the first volume of the Homo Sacer series, slavery reappears, in timeless form, as 

the paradigmatic figuration for the final volume in the series, The Use of Bodies. Unlike 

theorizations that posit slavery as a problem of production (under the sign of labor, exploitation, 

and capital), Agamben’s recently translated intervention seems to draw from elements of black 

studies to carve out a conception of slavery as part of the philosophical production of ontology: “if 

the human being is defined for the Greeks through a dialectic between physis and nomos, zoē and 

bios, then the slave, like bare life, stands at the threshold that separates and joins them.”cccxxxiv  
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To facilitate this philosophical meditation on man, Agamben replaces Arendtian action 

with an idiosyncratic evaluation of a form of use, as prior to its usual understanding as utility.cccxxxv
 

If for Arendt action is “the only activity that goes on directly between men without the intermediary 

of things or matter,”cccxxxvi for Agamben use is the original mediation of relations of nature with 

other human beings in a “reciprocal relation.” His concept of use elaborates a “form-of-life” that 

consists of no productive content; it is “inoperable,” functionless, “set free from every figure of 

relation.”cccxxxvii Use is set apart from “labor,” which in turn is different than praxis—like Marx, 

Agamben reaffirms that the classical world did not recognize “labor” as such because it did “not 

distinguish it from the work it produces,” from its artisanal imbrication in use-value.cccxxxviii In fact, 

Agamben traces the origins of abstract labor to slavery, and not to the free labor celebrated by 

Ellen Wood. For the ancients, remember, the end of the artisan’s praxis fell short of the ideal of 

the “good use of things,” because activity remained external, in production. The slave, by contrast, 

was deprived of proper work: even if he engaged in the same trades as an artisan, “his praxis was 

not defined by the work that he produces but only by the use of the body.”cccxxxix The slave is not 

a tool for production (like a shuttle), but rather an object for use (such as a garment or bed).cccxl 

The clearest symbol of this distinction of use is that the use of slaves extends to the realm of 

fantasy—when slaves serve as sexual objects in dreams, according to Artemidorus, the dreamer 

derives “pleasure from his equipment, which will grow greater and more valuable.”cccxli  

If the appearance of abstract labor “happened in the case of the slave before that of the 

artisan,”cccxlii it is because of the historical precedent established when owners rent out the use of 

slaves. Use here is not necessarily dependent on any particular skill of the slave, but simply their 

laboring power, for even though a slave used by their owner and a slave used by their renter are 

both concretely laboring, the use of the rented slave becomes significant first for its market value 
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and then for its productive activity. The distinct capability to make life labor—“the separation of 

something like a labor activity”—is possible “only by separating the body as object of use from 

its activity as alienable and remunerable,” and this is what slavery distinctly clarifies in its 

root.cccxliii  

It is obvious that Agamben does not agree with Arendt’s transhistorical categorization of 

labor, which Agamben characterizes as the collapse of slavery and labor under the assumption that 

the “condition of the slave…of the one who is entirely occupied with the reproduction of bodily 

life, has, with the end of the ancient régime, been extended to all human beings,” such that “the 

modern worker is more comparable to the slave than to the creator of objects.”cccxliv Agamben 

hesitates in fulling embracing a genealogy that, in subsuming the slave into a hybrid homo 

sacer/laborans, would make the worker “really a slave” all along (a feature of the “wage slave” 

analogy investigated in Chapter Three) precisely because of his special category of “use.” The use 

of the slave isn’t merely degradation; in Agamben’s hands, it “seems almost to constitute the other 

face of the good use of things on the part of the free person,” and “preserve the memory or evoke 

the paradigm of a human activity that is reducible neither to labor, nor production, nor to 

praxis.”cccxlv How is this so? Agamben’s slave signals an idiosyncratic “form-of-life” that can 

never be isolated to bare life insofar as its inoperability preserves the use-of-oneself, otherwise 

known as the virtue of acting. Centralizing use implies both this enigmatic potential and the 

perversity of its transposition into the instrumentality of utility, “reified in juridical terms through 

the constitution of slavery as a social institution.”cccxlvi Prior to this perversion, however, Agamben 

projects “a zone of indifference between one’s own body and the body of another” that is not about 

domination but reciprocity, because the “master, in using the body of the slave, uses his own body, 

and the slave, in using his own body, is used by the master.”cccxlvii Indeed, “Use, insofar as it 
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neutralizes the opposition of potential and act, being and acting, material and form, being-at-work 

and habit, wakefulness and sleep, is always virtuous.”cccxlviii  

By this account, the slave, more than the homo sacer, has prefigured the inclusive exclusion 

of Agamben’s larger analysis. In one of Agamben’s more assertive (and Pattersonian) moments, 

he writes, “Aristotle developed his idea of the human being starting from the paradigm of the free 

man, even if this latter implies the slave as his condition of possibility. One can imagine that he 

could have developed an entirely other anthropology if he had taken account of the slave.”cccxlix 

Curiously, the same could be said of Agamben. Slavery as such is his concern only insofar as its 

violence can be “transformed and inverted into something positive, having been posed as a figure 

of a new and happy intimacy.”cccl When Agamben claims to prioritize slavery, he really prioritizes 

what Wilderson has identified as a “prior plentitude.”cccli Agamben’s slave is conceived as the 

signal figure whose archeological recovery can show us the genesis of categorical division and its 

possibility otherwise. Instead of conceiving how blackness might generalize and realize natural 

slavery, Agamben distances himself from any serious consideration into the hermeneutics of 

slavery or its impact on interpretations of Aristotle, for Agamben takes it for granted that “ancient 

philosophers not only did not problematize slavery but seemed to accept it as obvious and 

natural.”ccclii Slavery simply withers in modernity, as its abolition “freed up the possibility of 

technology, that is, of the living instrument.”cccliii With this transition to technology, Agamben 

stakes his intervention as one of anthropogenesis. Although slavery isn’t labor, its relationship to 

necessity means that “slavery is to ancient humanity what technology is to modern humanity.”cccliv 

On both sides of this threshold, the mediation by in/animate objects severs ancient and modern 

humans from their connections with each other and with their own animal action and retards the 

achievement of freedom. 
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Thus, when Agamben tries to wrest slavery from its interpretation by moderns as purely a 

problem “from the point of view of ‘labor’ and production,” he ends up transcendentalizing 

slavery.ccclv Labor, apparently, can be historical, but slavery cannot. In fact, for Agamben, the 

master/slave antagonism tracks historical change simply by being captured in law, for the 

“master/slave relation as we know it represents the capture in the juridical order of the use of 

bodies as an originary prejuridical relation.”ccclvi To access the prejuridical, Agamben has to ignore 

race (an ignorance that can take the shape of race’s reduction to instrumentality). Instead, his 

timeless slave persists in its spiral away from blackness and its ontological horizon and towards 

the Foucaultian exploration of sadomasochism as an “ontological relation” with “two poles in 

mutual exchange.”ccclvii This use of the body exposes a parodic truth, inducing “desubjectivation” 

and exceeding “subject/object and active/passive scissions.”ccclviii  

To begin here, with potential of a figurative slave-relation for mutuality, rather than the 

potential of a slave antagonism, is 1) to ignore a long legacy of black feminist theorizing and 2) to 

swerve back into the embrace of the ontological coordinates, in which potential and essence 

supersede action and existence, that are the book’s object of critique. Even though Greek and 

Roman freedom was predicated on the use of slaves, such that slavery produced free activity with 

no external end (a dialectic, of course, taken up by Hegel), slavery had not been generalized as 

total use, total fungibility. Slaves could be acquired through war, and maintained in the home, but 

their use, as I have proposed, was not yet the productive inclusive exclusion of Aristotle’s 

speculative natural slave. That would require a strict calculation of slavery without promise of 

emancipation, where use was sufficient to prove nature, where use was exhaustive and 

“infinitizable.”ccclix What Hartman names as the “figurative capacities of blackness” do exceed 

instrumental use, refiguring property, sexuality, and humanness.ccclx But Agamben’s supposition 
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of this generation outside of the structural and historical problem of slavery—and instead limited 

to a problem of the repression of possibilities in fleeting, almost indiscernible, interpersonal 

encounters—becomes collaboratively in tune with slave apologists for whom, as Hartman has 

analyzed, “The reversibility of power and the play of the dominated discredit the force of violence 

through the assertion of reciprocal and intimate relations.”ccclxi  

What would it mean instead to consider the statement that “ontology and politics 

correspond perfectly”ccclxii through the black slave? As Agamben rightly notes, “to every change 

in ontology there corresponds, therefore, not a change in the ‘destiny’ but in the complex of 

possibilities that the articulation between language and the world have disclosed as ‘history’ to the 

living beings of the species Homo sapiens.”ccclxiii While a political variant of “Hellenic Supremacy” 

may have impeded the historical and conceptual realization of labor,ccclxiv the economic 

specification of slavery as the dialectical outside of politics blocks insight into relationship of 

sovereignty. Agamben can get us this far. But immanent to the modern problem of the abstract 

human, slavery is impossibly occluded, is incomprehensibly comprehensible, because, unlike the 

Arendt’s stateless—“nothing but human”—or Agamben’s homo sacer, black slaves belong to a 

human community in the sense that they are possessed by it, a constitutive outside compelled to 

produce (their own violent evacuation from) both political and human qualities. Indeed, the 

architecture of power supposedly stabilizing the scales of the biopolitical fails to comprehend the 

infinitization of violence beyond the purview of any one overseer or plantation, a violence that is 

both overt and capillary in its formative influence over very definition of the (always raced) self. 

With regard to racial slavery, the sovereign wields an infinite power, not only to let live or make 

die (or its disciplinary chiasmus), but a letting live that lays claim to force forms of life (the 

regulation of the slave family being one pertinent feature), allow death (Brazilian sugar plantations, 
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to take one dramatic model, considered it “cheaper” to work a slave to death and buy another, 

instead of providing minimal living conditions), make die without any ethical compunction 

(beating, lynching, shooting, and limitless torture were gratuitously routine), and make deadly 

(where “social death” marks the space of a being whose life is granted no discernible capacity for 

life). Agamben’s so-called “discovery” after years of scholarship—that the “slave represents the 

capture within law of a figure of human acting that still remains for us to recognize”—need begin 

from this position, already “recognized” in all its terrible tension by the work of the black radical 

tradition, and its implications, if its interest in the violent collision of ontology and politics.ccclxv 

By disavowing the existence of racial slavery as the achievement of the essence of slavery, 

Agamben re-instantiates the split between action/potential and existence/essence that his whole 

fetishization of use was meant to upend.  

With these clarifications, it may be instructive to return to Moten’s Arendtian version of 

Patterson. Although this intellectual inheritance is never explicitly avowed by Patterson, Moten 

maintains that “social death” can be conceived as an intellectual bastardization of Arendt insofar 

as the natal alienation of slaves represents a subtraction from Arendt’s human condition of 

“natality.” Following the Arendtian schema, slaves, by consequence of this subtraction, lose the 

distinction, action, and speech that is essential to their political personhood.ccclxvi In Moten’s 

reading, exclusion from the political order is better thought as “something on the order of a radical 

relegation to the social,” such that, in a “terminological slide,” social death might be more 

effectively rendered political death.ccclxvii Moten thus renames and revaluates Arendt’s 

genealogical pessimism: the civil society coterminous with racial slavery is not the social but the 

“the field of the political, from which blackness is relegated to the supposedly undifferentiated 

mass or blob of the social, which is, in any case, where and what blackness chooses to stay.”ccclxviii  
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I would in turn argue that Moten’s inversion of the Arendtian poles bears more than a 

passing resemblance to Agamben. Indeed, Moten critique of “social death” echoes his critique of 

those whose too ready mobilization of bare life “moves—or more precisely cannot move—in its 

forgetful non-relation to that quickening, forgetive force that Agamben calls the form of life.”ccclxix 

For Agamben, remember, this “form of life” is “a zone of ethics entirely subtracted from strategic 

relationships, of an Ungovernable that is situated beyond states of domination and power 

relations.”ccclxx For Moten, the Ungovernable is conceived through the “paraontological” structure 

of blackness, an insistent eruption, an anoriginary force, the freedom that Moten evocatively poses 

is “in unfreedom as the trace of the resistance that constitutes constraint.”ccclxxi The difference 

between Agamben and Moten seems to hinge on the quality of the “prior”—for both, this beyond 

is certainly a philosophical construction and one should approach its “actual” existence with a 

degree of skepticism.ccclxxii But while Agamben finds the trace of possibility in a slave relation 

inclusive of slaves and masters, Moten insists on tarrying with blackness to implicate the master 

as coterminous with the human and the political. A generic sadomasochism would not emancipate 

ungovernability, for this would imply stepping outside the realm of racial slavery altogether, to a 

logically and temporally prior form of sexuality and ontology. Nonetheless, even when passing 

through blackness, Moten tends to affirm an ahistoric version of the prior: it is “not (just) that 

blackness is ontologically prior to the logistic and regulative power that is supposed to have 

brought it into existence but that blackness is prior to ontology.”ccclxxiii The poetic promise of an 

outside to ontology, which Moten wants to positively re-claim from Arendt as the sociality of 

blackness, means that Moten comes paradoxically close to arguing, like Agamben, that blackness 

can be claimed outside of racial slavery, that its promise is for “Everyone whom blackness claims, 

which is to say everyone, can claim blackness.”ccclxxiv  
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Given that there may be no way of knowing whether the “ungovernable” is an effect of 

anti-blackness or its cause, there is no way of knowing whether the authorization of everyone to 

claim blackness means reinvigorating anti-black violence in the form of ontological minstrelsy. 

Can the invitation to dance paraontologically ever not be what Ann duCille has identified as the 

desire to “have that ‘signifying black difference’ without the difference of significant 

blackness”?ccclxxv Do not the seductions of the prior operate in tandem with master’s mode of 

seduction, which is to say, anti-blackness’s mode of reproduction?  

This trajectory of thought produces equivocations symptomatic of what, in passing, Arendt 

herself admits—that the “the institution of slavery carries an obscurity even blacker than the 

obscurity of poverty.”ccclxxvi The real abstraction of natural slavery puts the social under such 

pressure that its epochality seeks, at the very least, another narrative. From its anti-black ground 

issues both the social elevation of “abstract humanity” Arendt decries and the capacity for political 

purposiveness she endorses, both Agamben’s emancipatory use of oneself and its capture and 

calcification in law. For at the same time that the seduction of prior intimacy disavows the violence 

of the present, it prohibits the possible ethics of black revolutionary violence. In our contemporary 

context, when republicanism a la Arendt and Agamben are heralded as resources for rethinking 

the return of the violence of totalitarianism, we need to understand that the blob of the social, the 

problems and potentials of use, the virtue of death, the seductions of the prior, may all be accretions 

of the way the timeless slave as an anti-black and ungendered position infects thought, deranges 

time, delineates death, demarcates human-ness, and disavows its violence. Blackness, 

consequently, cannot be apprehended apart from black people, whose resistance may or may not 

toggle the anoriginary. The fact that the undecidability of this state becomes the generative fuel to 

enable Agamben indicates that this impossible possibility is yet to come. Its possibility might come 
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from claiming blackness as sociality but only if the social is the radical destruction of the structures 

that subtend it. Otherwise, the seductions of the prior will continue to reverberate in exploratory 

calls “beyond the human,” as Zakiyyah Jackson prophesizes of our present: “The question of the 

‘beyond’ not only returns us to the racialized meta-physical terrain of orders of being, temporality, 

spatiality, and knowledge—it reveals that we have never left.”ccclxxvii 

 

Conclusion  

I have made the case that the modern attempt to fix blackness in a conceptually coherent schema 

(race) is the condition of possibility for the abstraction of slavery “as such” and, perhaps more 

contentiously, for modern practices of abstraction “in general.” The figure of the slave is, I have 

argued, tied to the figure of the human; both are historical realizations that, projected across time 

and space, appear as “timeless.” Racial slavery is not merely for profit, not merely comprehensible, 

nor inoperable, it is the originary surplus that exceeds the homo sacer/laborans because social 

death, as it were, becomes the embodiment of indistinction and clarifies sovereign operations—

letting live, making die, or its inverse—to generalize the exception. The remainder of this 

dissertation examines how the early modern grammars of political theory and political economy 

exert this constitutive, epochal distortion on the timeless logic of the ancients’ “constitutive 

outside.” By reducing racial slavery to force, necessity, and labor, these discourses enable an 

emancipatory generalization of slavery in an analogical register that 1) reworks recuperative 

claims of humanness, uniting the human distinctions against which a field of human battles are 

waged and 2) deposits all aporias into the event horizon of blackness.  
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CHAPTER TWO:  

The Political Slave 

 

 

The aporia of democracy and its governance of human beings—the identity of the 

governors and the governed, absolutely separated and yet to the same degree indissolubly 

united in an indivisible relation—is an ontological aporia, which concerns the constitution 

of the subject as such.1 

 

What if blackness is the refusal to defer to, given in the withdrawal from the eternal delay 

of, sovereignty?2 

 

Contemporary political theory speaks to slavery through the sign of contradiction. Extending from 

Aristotle to natural law theorists to the founding fathers, the problem is represented as Janus-faced: 

the embrace and elaboration of freedom (in theory, if not fact) while also contributing to the 

historical development of racial slavery. What David Brion Davis early in his career called 

European “dualisms in thought,” Winthrop Jordan a “monstrous inconsistency,” and Dominic 

Losurdo the “paradoxical tangle” is indeed damning, but its dimensions are not, as Eric Foner has 

claimed, “self-evident.”i The integrity of “race” and “slavery” to the architectonic of early modern 

political thought remains cloudy and contested, recurrently sidelined by the more prominent 

paradigm of colonization and further stalled in what seem to be eternal epistemological, ethical, 

and ontological quagmires. For how tightly wound are theories with historical context? Is abstract 

thought an agent, with the constitutive force to blaze wholly new trails, or is it an artifact, wholly 

overdetermined by institutions and events of a circumscribed time? To what degree is philosophy 

responsible for practices that follow in its name? Is the liberty of the free and the consent of the 

citizen at the expense of, in abstraction from, or indifferent to the very evident bonds of racism 

and slavery? Can freedom even be thought, let alone realized, without slavery?ii Answering these 

                                                 
1 Giorgio Agamben, The Use of Bodies, trans. Adam Kotsko (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2016), 106. 
2 Fred Moten, “Blackness and Nothingness (Mysticism in the Flesh),” The South Atlantic Quarterly 112, no. 4 (2013): 

737-780; 751. 
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questions, or even asking them, raises the specters of exclusive inclusion, false universalism, and 

unfree freedom, potentially putrefying tensions for the continued vitality of political formulations, 

liberalism and republicanism most pressingly, and the viability of American Atlantic constitutions 

in the broadest sense.  

Scholars usually encircle what I will call the “contradiction thesis” with a form of 

biographical sleuthing, dredging up what in a thinker’s intellectual biography might establish a 

concrete investment in the colonial enterprise. Since at least the formal abolition of slavery, the 

life of John Locke has been broadcast, along with Aristotle, as most richly expressing political 

theory’s paradox and, given his influence on the American founding fathers, amplifying its 

historical stakes. M. NourbeSe Philip’s take: “While John Locke argued for the freedom of man, 

he had no intellectual difficulty accepting that these freedoms could not and should not extend to 

African slaves.”iii A series of facts pointing to such an absence of intellectual difficulty are 

relatively undisputed: through his patron Lord Ashley Cooper, the First Earl of Shaftesbury, Locke 

first entered the front lines of slavery; Locke penned portions of the Carolina Constitution and 

edited the proviso that provides freeman “absolute power and Authority” over “Negro slaves”; he 

owned and profited from shares in both the Royal Africa Company and the Bahama Adventures; 

and in his later years, Locke was a key member of the small but influential Board of Trade and 

Plantations, tasked with “inspecting and improving” his majesty’s plantations.iv The puzzle 

proceeds from these bloody hands, seemingly so at odds with the rousing condemnation of slavery 

that opens his Two Treatises of Government—“so vile and miserable an Estate of Man, and so 

directly opposite to the generous Temper and Courage of our Nation.”v How is it that Locke can 

seem, in one reading, to be an early, vibrant repudiator of slavery, and in another (as in David 

Brion Davis’s influential assessment), the last theoretical defender of slavery?vi Commentators on 
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this famous thinker of liberal equality linger on the relative agency of his involvement—did Locke 

blithely follow the policies of the day or, as Robert Bernasconi and Anika Maaza Mann contest, 

were his actions more intentional? Should he be seen as a founding architect, an “innovator at a 

time when the practice of slavery had not yet found its dominant form”?vii The latter approach 

frames complicity as a contaminant—motive (if not weapon) discovered—unable to be 

sequestered from otherwise lofty ideals. A nearly identical charge is leveled against Aristotle by 

timeless interpretations of the natural slave.  

While Aristotle registered natural slavery as a potentially defensible “problem for 

thought,”viii the trouble with Locke is that slavery is hardly capable of being defended at all. 

Certainly, Locke’s evident lack of “intellectual difficulty” as powerful overseer of the trans-

Atlantic trade does not translate into its textual defense, at least not one immediately legible to 

contemporary readers. In the 1600s, “race” as a biological-cultural discourse was gestational at 

best: fantastical but inchoate descriptions of alternative customs and habits gleaned from 

travelogues (of which Locke was a voracious reader) filtered into the more inductive investigations 

of natural history. By the middle of the century, science had only taken its first uneven steps toward 

a theory of reproduction more binding than suppositions of climate or custom, yet to formulate 

systematic empirical or normative hypothesis for human difference.ix Moreover, as with Spanish 

and Portuguese theology, it was the example of American Indians that most peppers the pages of 

natural law and becomes the cornerstone discovery for natural history. Africans and their captivity, 

meanwhile, fall away as a problem in need of explication; the black bond with slavery, undeniably 

undergirded by some concept of difference, appears so taken for granted that it is effaced.  

Indeed, it is because early modern political theory is marked by an absence of consistent 

racist, or even racial, theories supportive of slavery that biography becomes both the stage to 
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illuminate the contradiction and the interpretative key to read between the lines. Locke’s written 

body of work is again exemplary: though clearly advocating for the colonial project, threading the 

specificities of English property claims with the ideological and economic opening represented by 

the Americas, his Two Treatises contains no explicit endorsement of either the origins or practice 

of the slave trade in its Atlantic iteration. All references to non-white people are almost exclusively 

preoccupied with Native Americans.x The only un-coded hint of his involvement in the slave trade 

bubbles up in Locke’s passing invocation of the “Planter in the West Indies,” which appears as an 

unquestioned fact; the justification, or even precondition, for this planter’s power over “slaves 

bought with money” is not labored over theoretically.xi If Locke is legitimating racial slavery then, 

his defense is of the sort that, as Losurdo puts it, occurs “exclusively between the lines of the 

discourse celebrating English liberty.”xii But this obfuscation, in itself, already puts pressure on 

the very constitution of a supposed contradiction: why did the brilliant political minds who would 

most have recourse to mobilize their brilliance in service of the trade not, from our vantage at least, 

appear to do so?xiii  

For normative takes on Locke, the question ends here: biography does not heighten the 

stakes of the contradiction, it deflates and dissolves it, reducing the extra-textual to the 

circumstantial. A curiously small number of commentators have moved to consider the 

significance of Locke’s long, early chapter, “Of Slavery” and how its legitimate form of slavery—

“war slavery”—is positioned as a central conceptual node that disarticulates the indeterminacies 

of nature, war, violence, reason, and punishment by both inducing the reader’s consent and by 

relaying specifically English debates over the constitution of and dissension from the Stuart 

monarch.xiv The consensus generally maintains that Locke’s defense of slavery in war, the 

complexities of which this chapter will take up in closing, is a parochial addendum to his ahistoric 
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logic, of too limited an explanatory value and/or too specific a political purpose to positively 

accommodate the reality of American slavery (and, further, if applied to this context, may serve to 

invalidate its legitimacy).xv For this apologetic strain of interpretation, Locke’s failure constitutes 

an “immoral evasion,” residing instead in his conduct and character, not his theory.xvi  

Not surprisingly, Patterson takes this tact. When his decades-long series of books and 

essays on the genealogy of freedom finally arrives at the early modern period, Patterson praises 

Locke and his natural law predecessor Thomas Hobbes for initiating the modern “reconception of 

freedom” through the language of “fundamental human rights,” most fundamental among them 

being the right not to be a slave.xvii This universalism is achieved by attributing any impasse 

between the ideal and the real to individual lapses in morality and judgement, cemented by 

unfortunate circumstance: regrettably, neither Locke nor Hobbes “had the courage or the means to 

practice or even to encourage what they preached for real living slaves.”xviii Patterson’s bad faith 

decontextualization of political theory is echoed in his earlier, effusive Ethnic Chauvinism: “it 

should be clear that none of the major faults of the Enlightenment were intrinsic. They came mainly 

from carelessness, bourgeois selfishness, and the over enthusiasm of the intellectual frontiersman. 

They can all be easily corrected.”xix After some non-essential adjustments, all that would be needed 

to most fully realize the promise of liberty and equality, in this common rendering, is the 

incorporation of voices and stories of the excluded, parochialized, and shackled. As Patterson 

imagines the problem, “it was the descendants of the very slaves in whose ancestors Locke had 

financially speculated with such extravagant contradiction who finally gave meaning to Locke’s 

celebrated definition of freedom.”xx Although framed as a critique of “of “dead, white, English 

males,” Patterson favors a protectionism cast in the form of a future-oriented purification. With 

conduct as the singular culprit, the core of liberal definitions of freedom can remain unscathed, 
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expunged from the charge of more intrinsic contradictions.  

Protectionist interpretations of this sort do double work in sustaining the legitimacy of the 

American founding, given that Locke’s focus on the individual right, and even virtue, of 

autonomous, consenting property-owners was a key component in authorizing the American 

Revolution and shaping the character of the American constitution, not to mention its relationship 

to global capitalism.xxi This re-hashing of the Lockean debate, usually climaxing with Thomas 

Jefferson, has been made to expunge Constitutional compromises, made at the behest of special-

interest factions—Southern planters, from irrevocably staining the Constitution.xxii But why did 

American revolutionaries in seeking to universalize liberty beyond even the scope of more than a 

century of anti-monarchal movements in England formulate their opposition to unchecked 

governmental power and reigning social hierarchies through image of slavery?xxiii If, as Bernard 

Bailyn proposes, racial slavery is situated on a continuum of power, as “only a more dramatic, 

more bizarre variation of the condition of all who had lost their self-determination,” then the close 

correspondence between this language and the practice of slavery could function as a cautionary 

tale, “of what the loss of freedom could mean everywhere.”xxiv Bailyn takes this protectionist 

argument further: the gradual realization of an “obvious discrepancy” between the rhetoric of 

political slavery and the reality of racial slavery engendered a revolutionary “spill-over effect,” a 

“contagion” of liberty, that eventually spread to overcome parochial politics, making whites 

receptive to abolition and leading Northern black slaves to apply this emancipatory rhetoric to their 

own condition.xxv In fact, some interpretations maintain that key provisions in the constitution were 

intended to precipitate its demise.xxvi   

These interpretations are united in their reduction of race to what Denise Ferreira da Silva 

calls a “(Moral) matter (namely, prejudices, beliefs, or merely evil),” whose strategic use has 
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having “nothing to offer to the form of the Political, which it identifies with the ‘rational,’ the 

civilized’ (evolved or selected by evolution).”xxvii Rather than either tracing, ahistorically, how the 

mind is (rationally or irrationally) capable of compartmentalizing the ideal from the real or 

disaggregating the ideal with the infinity of empirically totalizing (and paradoxically atomized) 

history, I find more generative questions emerge when situating the paradox not, as some concrete 

exclusion but, as Lindon Barrett recommends, in the coalescing of race, history, and the political 

through the “formal structures of consciousness.”xxviii If Aristotle becomes the founding father for 

the contradiction thesis, it is because natural law theorists, American revolutionaries, and their 

interpreters all remain invested in timeless versions of the natural slave. But what is needed is not 

the injection of history into timelessness, which would safely secure history (as historical events) 

from history (as a method of thought) and either render history random or purposeful, contingent 

or telic. The Marxist critique of real abstraction enables us to see how this approach, as Albert 

Toscano has shown with respect to the critique of religion, is “trapped by a fantasy of omnipotence, 

whereby the mental critique of abstractions, the impious mastery of ideas, sufficed to dispel 

them.”xxix What a focus on abstract slavery, rather than abstract labor, will clarify in the next 

chapter is that the fantasy of omnipotence lingers in any telos that takes the laborer as a central 

subject. For now, I want to emphasize that the black slave is not an “actually existing” datum 

requiring ethical inclusion—it is a fantasy eruptive from how thought idealizes itself in relation to 

the construct of its history. As such, Patterson’s blithe incrimination of insubstantial voluntarism 

may only be the flip side of more critical attempts to pose biography as a containment and freedom 

as an alibi. Apologists and critics’ shared charge of hypocrisy—differing only relative to the 

weight given to the practice of slavery in the theory of freedom—imagines a mastery over textual 

production and its political effects, a historical “will,” that, I will show, the freedom-defending 
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architects of natural law and the constitution can only endorse with much indecision and ambiguity 

because of racial slavery.xxx If not for the negative field of absolute symbolic violence and 

indeterminacy that I argue anti-blackness represents, the constructivist myths of natural law that 

map intentionality and interest with interiority would remain just that—myths made at the 

historical intersection of collapsing meaning, where the sovereign hovers between heaven and 

earth and the theorist, as much of the natural man of their designs, can’t quite put power in its 

place. Under these pressures, assumptions of purity of thought and sovereign intent may be better 

seen as a ruse to resolve the immense historical violence resultant from feuding authorization of 

values—the church, the monarch, the parliament, the mind, the body, will, reason—and racial 

slavery is mobilized as a double ruse, a displacement that gives us the (non-black) self-knowing 

subject of sovereignty and self-present subject of capital that Silva calls the transcendental I.xxxi  

If the apparent contradiction of theory and practice—a theory of freedom and a practice of 

slavery—cannot be resolved by interpreting the content of theory through the lens of practice or 

by making the practice responsive to the demands of theory (i.e. lifting off from what Locke might 

have to say about intentionality), it is because the contradiction is chiasmic: the political theory of 

freedom develops a political theory of slavery and the practice of slavery simultaneously expresses 

a practice of freedom. That is, the quagmire of broader interpretative questions about historicity, 

responsibility, and intentionality are internal to the problem of racial slavery: what Patterson calls 

Locke’s “reconception of freedom” and Bailyn prophesizes as a “contagion of liberty” is reflective 

of anti-blackness and cannot be made to incorporate it. The groundlessness of sovereignty is 

buttressed by filling in the groundlessness of racial slavery—with anti-blackness as the mark of 

negative space, racial slaves are naturalized as a threat internal to the construction of sovereignty, 

even as they are its products.  
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Self-Preservation 

Locke’s supposed democratization of sovereignty, and foundation of individual right, may seem 

the appropriate place to begin. Given the complex constitutional web between Locke’s version of 

freedom for all and endorsement of slavery for some, it becomes clear that a reading of Locke that 

is preoccupied primarily with intent goes some distance in deflecting the burden of anti-black 

investment from all subjectivity (what the following chapter will explore through Du Bois’s insight 

into the “public and psychological wage” of whiteness) to only the slave-holder and the sovereign. 

This chapter demonstrates, however, the need to return to Locke’s natural law forbearers, and here 

I will take Hugo Grotius and Thomas Hobbes, in particular, as exemplary and critical transitional 

figures.xxxii With their complex of sovereign and corporate authorities commonly characterized as 

more authoritarian and restrictive than Locke’s, it may seem much less difficult to imagine how 

their theories could lend themselves to a justification racial slavery. Though I will later affirm the 

centrality of their political and theoretical advocacy for the Dutch East India Company (VOC) and 

the Virginia Company, respectively, Grotius and Hobbes are at least one degree less overtly 

imbricated with the ongoing trade and, being much more ambiguously attached to discourses of 

freedom, may not seem to exemplify the slavery/freedom paradox as neatly, or at all.  

Assuming, however, that political freedom is at its most paradoxical when supported by 

those with a demonstratively vested interest in the trade misunderstands the non-economic origins 

of racial slavery as well as its integrity to modern thought, the depths to which slavery anchors 

republicanism, natural law, and liberalism, developing not only discourses of freedom, but of 

reason, history, nature, method, and language, not to mention acting as a driving force in 1) 

wresting Aristotle from the Scholastics; 2) elaborating and valuating divided, non-territorial, 
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corporate, and popular sovereignty; and 3) delinking wealth from the mercantilism of concrete 

recourses. The interpretive impulse in which interest overdetermines slavery can be attributed to 

the subordination of slavery to the sphere of the colonialization of the Americas and the conquest 

of native lands—apparent when Grotius’s international law is most clearly supervened by Dutch 

imperialist expansion in the East Indies building from Spanish papal decrees, when Hobbes’s state 

of nature is tied almost exclusively to the Native American examples he provides, and when post-

colonial readers prioritize Locke’s “Of Property” and “Of Conquest” chapters over his “Of 

Slavery.”xxxiii As they are ordinarily conceived, however, these discourses are much more clearly 

functional; the clear economic and ideological purpose of conquest converges with religious and 

moral difference to decide developmental scales and apportion global rewards according to relative 

property-capacity.xxxiv Their character and function are largely reduced to what Hannah Arendt, in 

our first chapter, assumes to be comprehensible. It is not coincidental that the Aristotelian 

scholastics like Suarez and Vitoria led the charge in bringing “natural slavery” discourse to a new 

world.xxxv But the economic and evangelical impulses that thread together theological and secular 

just war discourse, and stitch them to timeless and hypocritical readings of the natural slave, are 

insufficient to explain how anti-black slavery facilitates the perspectival shift from the theological 

to the political.  

To understand this anti-black transmutation of power, I will make the argument that while 

historical examples like colonization stick out and demand attention, it is the absence of direct 

invocations of African slavery in Grotius, Hobbes, and Locke that most intensifies and enriches 

the interpretative complicity of natural law. Slavery as such does not disappear as a reference in 

these texts: much more than a negative opposition in a reconceptualization of freedom, as it is in 

Patterson’s limited scope, slavery profligates first as an especially efficacious metaphor to 
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dramatize relations of power and to measure and judge the history, ethics, and justice of these 

relations. When Grotius and Hobbes affirm slavery as a model for political potential (and mediate 

debates of nominalists and voluntarists before them), they embed the relative freedom of subjects 

in a nexus of acceptable force and power. Just as a creature can be a slave to his creator, the citizen 

is metaphorized as a slave to the sovereign. The difference between the theological and political 

metaphor here is that the power of the latter is recognized as arbitrary, albeit necessary. By more 

fully foregrounding and accommodating slavery as a form of political liberty, Hobbes and Grotius 

can index the tenuous, unstable ground of sovereignty, the way in which natural law reconfigures 

will and reason in the vacuum of a transcendental guarantee. Hobbes, as recent deconstructive 

readings have foregrounded, is especially preoccupied with this vacuum; it informs his faltering 

faith in reason and textures the Leviathan with rhetorical and imaginative devices, compelling 

imagery, and historically efficacious allusions to performatively demonstrate the need for 

persuasion, even force.xxxvi  

If the impress of political slavery derives its pretense to saliency from what Mary Nyquist 

dubs its “discursive plasticity,” this fungibility bears a direct relationship to the realization of 

natural slavery as a real abstraction. xxxvii My close reading of Grotius and Hobbes will shore up 

this anti-black abstraction as mediated by three overlapping modes of slavery—the voluntary 

slave, the war captive slave, and the natural slave. In the gaps of the natural slave, voluntary slavery 

and war captive slavery collude to frame differential moments of originary contract and elaborate 

the rights and responsibilities of citizens vis-à-vis a sovereign, with natural slavery siphoned from 

the theological of conquest to explain a collective incapacity for self-rule in a “protoevolutionary 

template.”xxxviii With this triangulation of will, justice, and nature, natural law can unevenly 

mobilize slavery to fit its demands for order and consistency. Every invocation of slavery becomes 
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scissional—deliberation over legitimate and illegitimate authority depends on deliberation that 

severs good slaves from bad, those who know how to consent from those that don’t, the latter 

always vectoring their originary difference from the generic slave caught in war. This split internal 

to slavery requires, pace Silva, a way of thinking nullification instead of contradiction.xxxix That 

is, these texts presage the concept of race by demarcating who is eligible for enslavement, not so 

much by relegating a categorically distinct black slave to either of the three slots, but by suggesting 

a certain alignment between irrational violence and a slavery excessive to all meaningful 

categorizations—what Nahum Chandler and Fred Moten have theorized as the “unsovereign” or 

“insovereign.”xl The perilous proximity between the prolific metaphor of slavery and any specific 

racialized context is effaced through a textual production whose logical and rhetoric maneuvers 

are doubly material: their ahistorical, individualized, egalitarian, and immanent premises respond 

to and accentuate historical fears, invoke the reader’s participation in a body politic, sanction 

hierarchy, and rely, in key turns, on faith. These surpluses are secured by building from the 

performative power of the theorist to provide key interpretative gains to the reading community. 

They induce the readers consent. 

Grotius’s 1625 De Jure Belli ac Pacis (Rights of War and Peace) mobilizes an array of 

little commented upon and largely un-synthesized origin stories for slavery——public and private, 

voluntary and involuntary, and perfect and imperfect—that only become legible (and only partially 

so) by centralizing how in/eligibility to enslavement articulates ambiguities of will and justice.xli 

For Grotius, self-preservation—the instinct to avoid the threat of destruction and maintain one’s 

condition—is elevated as the foundational natural right, from which the right of property, defense, 

and punishment follow.xlii A composite of what flows from self-preservation before civil laws are 

(rightfully or wrongfully) tacked on, Grotius’s natural law is in conversation with the Stoic 
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anthropology of social communities, as opposed to political authority, as well as Roman property 

rights.xliii His original reading of property denied any a priori private claim and yet granted 

dominium, premised on a minimal sociability that balances the right to take from the common pool 

the things necessary for sustenance with the obligation to preserve a peaceful community.xliv 

 Dominium not only implies occupancy or labor—“with respect to moveables, occupancy 

implies physical seizure; with respect to immoveables, it implies some activity involving 

construction or the definition of boundaries.”xlv Because Grotius transmutes Aristotle’s conception 

of justice to a pre-political realm, prior to the establishment of states, dominium also entails the 

power to punish. In Grotius’ view, the “very Nature of Injustice” consisted exclusively of “the 

Violation of another’s Rights.”xlvi But absent a distributive authority, the fundamental issue for 

justice is corrective.xlvii The gradual, volitional formation of civil society is offered as a solution to 

violations of right, transferring the juridical negotiations animating individual self-preservation to 

a common representative authority invested with decision-making authority. This means, as 

Richard Tuck has clarified, Grotius attempted to mediate Scholastic and humanistic interpretations 

of Aristotle: political society both has its origins in nature and is consummated by the social.xlviii 

This decisionist transfer, derived from the law of nature, sets in motion the law of nations. 

Because Grotius has artificial persons operating in the same manner as natural persons, 

international law will likewise be conducted along comparable principles of self-preservation. As 

the law of Nations should, ideally, emerge as the superior register of the law of Nature, there is a 

certain holistic nestedness to these claims: although states cannot have rights that individuals in 

nature did not, civil society ends up circumscribing an individual’s liberty, most notably the right 

to punish, and more specifically, the right to kill. By historically and logically linking the state-

sanctioned prohibition of force to the originary status of individuals’ relinquishment, Grotius also 
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restricts the possibility of private wars—either an individual’s self-defense or a collective’s anti-

tyrannical resistance—unless threatened by an unjust Sovereign. Here he forges what Deborah 

Baumgold delimits as a confounding and persistent “Grotian problem” that can be followed as 

with a möbius strip, giving us Hobbes and Locke: the tension between absolutism and 

accountability limits the violence of individuals by transferring that right wholly to the state while, 

simultaneously, opening space for inalienable rights that establish the grounds for resistance.xlix 

This mitigation of violence in the authority of the state exposes the possibility of its undoing.  

As a consequence of his perspective on rights, Grotius is pulled in Book 2 towards 

justifying the Molinist stream of “voluntary slavery” as one, very crucial, legitimation of 

sovereignty.l Grotius argues that, contra Aristotle, “no Man naturally is a Slave,” yet freedom in 

nature includes the freedom to sell oneself into slavery and indeed that natural law must include 

this freedom or freedom itself would be limited and un-free.li Still, this will must accord with some 

principle of justice, else Grotius concede a relativism that unhinges his minimal moral order. Man 

can only enslave himself out of some pressing need, as “Life is far preferable to Liberty.”lii From 

these utilitarian premises, Grotius paints a picture not altogether bleak: those who know how to 

properly comport themselves can reap the benefits—material and spiritual—of voluntary slavery. 

For that “perfect and utter Slavery…which obliges a Man to serve his Master all his Life long, for 

Diet and other common Necessities” is not inheritable and has “nothing too hard and severe in it; 

for that perpetual Obligation to Service, is recompensed by the Certainty of being always provided 

for.”liii Slaves cannot, in this condition, be arbitrarily put to death. As their voluntarism is 

compelled by self-preservation, death would convert the freedom of their slavery into its opposite. 

Importantly, the analogue between the individual and the state means that “Sovereignty over a 

people and mastery over an individual” derives “from a similar facultas moralis.”liv By equating 
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those individually enslaved with those collectively enslaved, Grotius substantiates the unity of 

self-preservation and sociability, while offering a model with potential to codify nonresistance as 

constituve of political society.  

Despite the bond between voluntary slavery, nonresistance, and authority, Grotius’s call 

for absolutism is never unconditional. He recognizes that to vindicate absolutism through 

voluntarism is also to accede to the possibility of other, less binding, voluntary contracts. The 

motivation to forfeit one’s rights can come from “many Causes,” just as there are “several Ways 

of Living, some better than others.”lv Power, then, can be divided and absolute, varying in 

proportion to the “Extent of will” subjects bequeath.lvi 

Hobbes inherits this Grotian problem but, historically and theoretically much more attuned 

to the dangers of conflicting interpretations, seems to decide in favor of absolutism by amplifying 

(rather precariously, given what we will see to be his avowed allergy to rhetoric and history) the 

metaphor of political slavery. In Hobbes’s (usually) anti-Aristotelian hands, slavery transforms 

from one, very important form of possible contract, as in Grotius, to the form of sovereignty.lvii 

Instead of assuming a moral sociability (Aristotle’s zoon politikon) or a pre-political right to 

punishment or self-defense, he infamously poses natural man in a condition in which “there is no 

place for industry...and consequently, no culture of the earth...no account of time, no arts, no 

letters, no society.”lviii Men are equal in natural, not unequal, as Aristotle presumed, but this 

inequality extends primarily to their most violent capacities, insofar as “the weakest has strength 

enough to kill the strongest, either by secret machination, or by confederacy with others.”lix Unlike 

in Grotius, it is the erection of the commonwealth and its compulsion to make and keep covenants 

that gives us the concept “justice,” and thus propriety, not some prior moral law.lx  
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In Hobbes’s mechanistic materialism, “every part of the Universe, is body; and that which 

is not Body, is no part of the Universe.”lxi Announcing a departure from Aristotle’s two substances, 

for Hobbes the origins of thoughts, speech, and ultimately, historical experience, political 

arrangements, and philosophical principles, are unified in their derivation from sense-impressions, 

“understanding being nothing else, but conception caused by speech.”lxii Although scientific 

reason is positioned as the “antidote” whose rational reconstruction enables natural man to 

transcend a dizzying stockpile of experiential encounters, and proceed to science, reason is not a 

faculty of mind endowed with a separate, Cartesian faculty. Even with the right, scientific, 

registration of words, there remains a distance between our words and the world, such that 

scientific knowledge is “not absolute, but conditional.”lxiii Without a separate, stable intellectual 

faculty and absent any objective criteria to law or truth or language, perceptions remain 

fragmented, shared meaning is impossible, and disorder multiplies.lxiv Although canonical versions 

of the state of nature focus on brute force, the problem of stabilizing meaning within men should 

perhaps be centralized as the source of conflict between men. Because language, for Hobbes, is 

always rhetorical, Aristotle’s source of human distinctiveness instead becomes the beginning of 

human ruin.lxv As he distills in his Elements of Law, “all violence proceedeth from 

controversies…concerning meum and tuum, right and wrong, good and bad, and the like, which 

men use every one to measure by their own judgments.”lxvi There can be no authority, even 

Hobbes’s own, that can definitively overcome these limits or stem the tide of excess.  

Hobbes nonetheless instructs us in optimism. Although reason cannot provide absolute 

knowledge of invisible causes, either of the natural world or the God that the natural world imitates, 

it can be a tool to contain impending chaos.lxvii The competing passions of acquisitive men can be 

inclined by the “foresight of their own preservation” to channel passions into productive ends and 
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relinquish their exclusive power to name, laying down both the right of the private sword and the 

right of private judgement.lxviii Hobbes then premises his pacified society on the voluntaristic 

possibility of consent to slavery, with liberty only realizable within a unified political order and 

the entanglement of social bonds. With his prioritization of the natural equality of ability and 

freedom of right, Hobbes directly squares off with Aristotle, disparaging the ancient philosopher’s 

supposition that “master and servant were not introduced by consent of men, but by difference of 

wit,” as inequality “is not only against reason, but also against experience.”lxix Instead, the natural 

freedom of pre-politics, where none are slaves, leads from express commitment or intentional 

submission to the liberty of politics: “For in the act of our submission,” Hobbes writes, “consistenth 

both our obligation and our liberty.”lxx The sovereign can claim “publique reason” only insofar as 

the binding unity of a single authority, regardless of its content, can “set forth and make known 

the common measure by which every man is to know what is his, and what another’s; what is good 

and what bad; and what he ought to do, and what not…”lxxi This common measure—the regulatory 

meaning-making of law, convention, and political unity—accomplishes the nominal 

transcendence of physical and symbolic anarchy not because it inherits the justice of natural man 

but simply because, unlike in Grotius, it retains the right to aggressive violence and decisionistic 

speech as its unique monopoly. The common good is not in waiting, ready to be discovered by 

virtuous politics and persuasion, it is decreed. With the foundation of injustice and justice internal 

to the sovereign bequeathal of meaning and value, injustice is instead defined as the breaking a 

contract, and subsequently, resistance itself (and not any particular act of the sovereign) constitutes 

general injustice and injury.lxxii 

Resituated at the boundary of the state of nature, slavery becomes, in the words of Nyquist, 

“sovereignty’s necessary precondition.”lxxiii Transplanting war from a political contest to the state 
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of nature and rethinking liberty as structurally contingent on sovereign representation, the power 

of the military victor can be reunited with that of the slaveholder. It is no longer some natural 

beings that are threatening—every natural man is a virtual threat and, with liberty preferable to 

death, all should ideally be inclined to become voluntary slaves.lxxiv Hobbes does preserve a 

difference of degree, not kind, between voluntary slavery and war slavery—while the former can 

be re-designated, following Hobbes, as “commonwealth by institution” and the latter, 

“commonwealth by acquisition,” both are a mix of violence and compact.lxxv State-formation is 

the necessary story of either voluntary enslavement (a compact that transfers one’s right to self-

defense) or submission to conquest (a gesture also requiring a form of covenant), and the sovereign 

exercise of power, in Hobbes’s myth at least, should be ultimately indifferent to the composition 

of this mixture at its foundation. Liberty is thus structurally contingent with sovereignty, flowing 

from how submission carves out a politically safe position from otherwise conflicting, insatiable, 

and dangerous desires. Political servitude becomes the positive condition of citizen-subjects, who, 

in a near transvaluation of slavery, finds that their individual liberty is not hampered by, but 

actually consummated through, despotic rule. 

When both Grotius and Hobbes raise self-preservation as a maxim—the first principle of 

natural law, the thematic of mankind, and the ultimate origin of sovereign authority and 

international harmony—a certain materiality is snuck in, superseding higher order concerns, and 

seemingly displacing the theological orientation to heavenly rewards. Even though the early 

instantiations of natural law doctrines were not secular per se, their attempts to temper ongoing 

religious strife and dogmatism through a “minima moralia” synthesized scholasticism with 

burgeoning forces of secularization by grounding the political community in rules of reason 

ostensibly generalizable to all and at distance from divine intervention.lxxvi If political theory can 
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be separate from political theology, it is because it registers the immanentization of power as a 

methodological starting point, thematizing the question of god as secondary. Grotius, for instance, 

initiates a non-divine foundation for natural law, grounded in a rejection, or at least limitation, of 

spiritual value. A circumscribed agnosticism is leveled with the Skeptics: “all we have now said 

would take place, though we should even grant…that there is no God or that he takes no Care of 

human Affairs”—derogating the role of God, while nonetheless maintaining divinity as the first 

mover.lxxvii Such is Grotius’s wager: without any divine sign from God, man can study himself and 

arrive at a generalizable consensus about natural law.  

Likewise, Hobbes rejects the scholastic synthesis of religion and science, pursuing a non-

transcendental horizon opposed to the dogmatic adaptation of “Aristotelity” by the Church and the 

University.lxxviii Unlike papal authority and revelation, natural law is discovered in the interface 

with the world, not in communion with God or his officers.lxxix Although proceeding from the 

divine faculty of reason, its rules would be compelling regardless of the actual presence of God. 

Man’s natural condition alone—the “fear of death,” the desire for the necessities of living, and the 

“hope by their industry to obtain them”—is sufficient to explain the constitutive power of the 

covenant and its form of absolutist power.lxxx The civil subject that Hobbes brings into being is 

thus arrayed as a reasonable expression of natural man; nature appears to contain its own 

transcendence, its own generative spring for replicating god’s artifice, saving subjects through an 

instituting act that resembles “fiat, or the let us make man, pronounced by God in the creation.”lxxxi 

This distinctly political solution to the metaphysical questions of the day is what Richard Tuck 

calls Hobbes’s “most distinctive contribution to political theory.”lxxxii Hobbes seems to have tidily 

resolved the metaphysical crises of nominalism and skepticism with the political decision that 

births meaning. 
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The story, of course, is not that simple. Despite Hobbes’s presupposed indivisible and 

homogeneous nature of man, he encounters the same problem as Grotius: difference doesn’t 

disappear. If natural law, like the law of gravity, is inscribed in the artifice of nature, directing us 

to avoid death and opening us to our worldly salvation, its power is, unlike the law of gravity, 

pragmatic, not predicative.lxxxiii The disposition to make the leap of consent is not guaranteed by 

the positive existence of the state of nature alone. Some pre-existing intrusion of the social into 

what is supposed to be an utterly anarchic state of nature would be needed for natural man to have 

any assurance of the efficacy of his enslavement.lxxxiv This Grotian supposition of a proto-political 

collective capacity, however, evacuates the strong necessity to relinquish the liberty of the pre-

political and accede to absolutism, consequently challenging the entire rasion d’être of the 

Hobbesian system.lxxxv Further, there would be no reason to assume that subjects would continue 

to obey a tyrannical government that threatens their self-preservation just because an imaginary 

contract decrees it so. Given these problems in divergent dispositions and insecure obedience, 

Hobbes’s sovereign truth does not seem effective by reason alone; the chain from the nominalist 

God to the sovereign God would need remain unbroken, in what William Connolly calls “a 

command theory of obligation with the chain of command originating in God and progressing 

through nature, reason, sovereignty and the self.” lxxxvi  

 

Groundlessness  

Both Grotius and Hobbes require faith in reason’s capacity to contain contesting wills, explosive 

causes, and potentially unstable worlds. The solution to the “Grotian problem”—the tension 

between limiting violence and opening space for accountability—may be found in an incipient and 

enfolding anthropology, the germ of an idea.lxxxvii Despite differing on the relative coercion that 
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the individual should sustain in service of preserving order as well as the varying degrees of social 

disruption that sovereignty must accept, Grotius and Hobbes’s disparate visions are united in their 

absolute injunction for self-preservation against some version of pre-political man. While their 

largely constructivist account of un-verifiable hypotheses can be made persuasive for different 

readers, natural law’s meditation on the origin, structure, and legitimacy of sovereignty only sticks 

with a demonstrative spur. By insisting on natural equality, the composition of political community 

draws a circle of generalizable principles around its viable actors, the sovereign and its subjects, 

that can account for the need for and irruption of hierarchy. Its circle presupposes an outside, those 

not included in this equality and thus not subject to the edict of self-preservation or its corollary, 

legitimate resistance.lxxxviii This is the larger philosophical-theological problem of power: what we 

might call degodding does not do away with the premise of Christian universalism, or the question 

of theodicy, instead announcing a “re-godding” now immanent to man.lxxxix 

It is important to recognize that Grotius supplements his innovative derivation of natural 

law from general axioms—his “subtle and abstracted” a priori claims—with a posteriori 

reflections on the historical course of nations. Grotius’s philosophical proofs are meant to coincide 

with the historical a posteriori because they share a common basis in the sustainability and 

survivability of a state or subject—the stories we tell are of the rise and fall of civilizations, and 

thus, of the success or failure of self-preservation. He assures us that the “common sense of 

mankind,” especially that of the more “civilized” nations, is “with every probability” in accordance 

with natural law.xc
 The historical, however, ends up subtending the content of natural law, suturing 

the contingency of relinquishment with the diversity of political arrangements that can and have 

legitimately cohered. Grotius does not resolve his methodological and political problem: his 

project is less to adjudicate preferred forms of sovereignty, and more to enumerate existing forms, 
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with a variety of rights retained by the subject. Nonetheless, his attempt to map the non-divine, 

even mathematical, route to political pacification compels him to prioritize and sanctify 

nonresistance: “if that promiscuous Right of Resistance should be allowed, there would be no 

longer a State, but a Multitude without Union.”xci  

Some demonstrability becomes necessary for Grotius to not only to shore up the diversity 

of governmental forms, but also to arbitrate between il/legitimate interstate and substate actors. 

This need for demonstrability intensifies in the attempted sharp delimitation between Book 2’s 

voluntaristic slavery as part of natural law and Book 3’s rendition of the war slavery doctrine under 

the law of nations. Grotius’s voluntary slavery as “perfect and utter slavery” is amenable to dense 

analogizing, but his utilization of the war slavery doctrine is considerably less so.xcii While some 

material need and reward renders voluntary enslavement just, involuntary slavery is justified by 

the right to punishment and the (sometimes overlapping) dictates of war. The individual-collective 

analogue proceeds here too—as “likewise a whole People may be brought into subjection for a 

publick Crime,” though those nations who are involuntarily imprisoned are so, unlike voluntary 

slaves (public and private), in perpetuity.xciii While Grotius’s voluntary slavery limits any 

unmitigated power of the master over life and death, the classical image of the military victor 

evoked in Book 3 is given full reign to do as he wishes with the slave’s life and death without 

contravening standards of justice. This Right has expansive, even “infinite” effects, according to 

Grotius, “so that there is nothing that the Lord may not do to his slave, as Seneca the Father said, 

no Torment but what may be inflicted on him with Impunity.”xciv In line with Patterson and the 

war slavery doctrine, hereditary, involuntary slavery and its despotically infinite power emerges 

from the military victor’s mercy to refrain, at least initially, from outright massacre—the Law of 

Nations grants that the military victor “might be inclined to forbear” the right to kill, “either in the 
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Fight, or some Time after,” extending juridical, sovereign power long after the battleground.xcv 

While the voluntary slave provides a hermetic model of state sovereignty, war slavery offers a 

model for international relations in a context of conflict. 

But how is it to be determined who war can be waged against and how, in these extra and 

sub-state contexts? Who has the right to exercise this convergence of punishment and military 

might in a system of extra-juridical policing?xcvi Echoing the divine right that theologians 

attempted to secure for conquest, Grotius returns to morals. Those who wield this superior 

prerogative are the innocent, whereas the guilty should be demoted to “among the Beasts that are 

subject to Men.”xcvii Grotius’s rudimentary anthropological distinctions establish that only man 

can reflect on his actions enough to refrain from harming others unnecessarily; brutes don’t have 

the capacity for this reflective formation of “general maxims” and thus have neither justice nor 

right.xcviii In an echo of Aristotle, men who are like beasts, in their offense against nature, are men 

who engage in that which is unjust, and so “the justest War is that which is undertaken against 

wild rapacious Beasts, and next to it is that against Men who are like Beasts.”xcix Grotius here 

facilitates the erosion of the Christian/infidel fault line through the shared prerogatives of life and 

liberty. Such lesser men license, in their guilty acts themselves, punitive force in the name of social 

self-preservation. When the victor has justice on his side, the right to punish becomes 

indistinguishable from the military right over life and death and its commercial continuation.  

For Grotius, this variously exercised power of life and death—stretched indefinitely, or 

until the right to kill is activated—is made explicable from a mercantile perspective of interest—

social and economic. Of the transformation of military victors into slave masters, Grotius explains: 

“there is no Sort of Agreement to engage them to it, if we only respect this Law of Nations, but a 

Motive drawn from Interest.”c No longer a theory propped up from the perspective of the slave’s 
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self-preservation, which would entail a version of Aristotelian advantage, Grotius sets slaving as 

civil saving against the barbarism of military killing. The market, entering here directly into 

theorizations of slavery and death, heralds transcendent promise. In this extension, the cathectic 

sale of the slave, or the vision of it, furnishes the accoutrements of civility for those ineligible for 

enslavement. The benefit of exacting work from a slave alone can constrain the master and 

encourage him to maintain the slave’s sustenance.ci As such, it is the body of the slave that enables 

the restraint and enlightened self-interest characteristic of political man. It also sanctions a juridical 

power of perception, as when Grotius’s maneuvering is extended to the master’s arbitration of the 

differences among slaves: “For he did not think to use all alike, either just or honest; but duly 

weighing the Merits of each Person, he acted rather the Judge (than Conqueror).”cii 

Apparently, not all that are captured are judged to be of equal capacity, just as not all that 

voluntarily subject themselves do so absolutely. And Grotius goes on to suggest that not all should 

even really be slaves in the first place. In De Indis, Grotius takes special exception to the 

Portuguese enslavement of the Dutch, decrying the “gravity of the offense involved in dragging a 

free-born man into unmerited captivity, and in subjecting him to chains and torture” as universally 

unjust. To enslave Christians is, bluntly, “contrary to established law.”ciii The connection between 

established law and natural law here is opaque. If Grotius the polemicist still desires to delimit 

political potential on the basis of religion, Grotius the political scientist and international legal 

theorist recognizes that it is ultimately too parochial a difference to serve as a sticking point. As 

Grotius prioritizes, in neo-stoic form, a general equality—“No Man is born either a Freeman or 

Slave, but these Names Fortune gives them afterwards”civ—the origin of (both voluntary and 

involuntary) slavery should be found in a human act, arising “by Vertue of some Agreement, or in 
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Consequence of some Crime.”cv Circling Aristotle’s conundrum, Grotius is unable to rationalize 

the desire for exceptionalism (now in the name of Christians not Greeks).  

The possibility of unjust enslavement in war, especially punitive wars, is raised again by 

Grotius in Chapter 10 of Book 3, perhaps to twin his a posteriori exception with reasonable 

authority.cvi He also already detailed how the precarity of interpretation is such that “it may happen 

that neither of the Parities in War acts unjustly,” in which case, “People may justly, that is, may 

honestly and fairly go to War.”cvii Without an overarching judge to arbitrate between states, as a 

sovereign does among people, diversity of judgment can replicate a misalignment between the 

norms of natural law and consent.cviii Because he prioritizes order, Grotius brackets this disclaimer 

by accepting all conquest resultant from war as just, regardless of whether it originated in a just 

cause.cix His hope is that, instead of devolving into interpretative chaos, a “society of nations” can 

politically cohere to align with moral reasoning. At this juncture, unable (except from the position 

of hope) to explain the origins of empirically diverse relinquishments of rights through just war, 

Grotius breaks from his accounting and comes close to a theory he avowedly, in certain maneuvers 

at least, decries: Natural Slavery. Here he suggests that collective subjection may be just not 

because of war but because of nature: “some Men are naturally Slaves, that is, turned for Slavery. 

And some Nations also are of such a Temper, that they know better how to obey than to 

command.”cx Some may, by the vicissitudes of nature itself, enslave themselves. Slavery is 

stretched to be both within nature and its just tendencies, as well as in excess to it. Elsewhere, 

Grotius’s scriptural and ethnographical litany of “modes of worship…of a nature little suited to a 

Being of goodness and of purity” presents “savage natives of America and Africa, who are still 

lost in the thick clouds of Paganism,”cxi but in his political theory, no explicit figure takes this 

place. 
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Grotius does, however, insist that a sovereign cannot wage war against others in order to 

actively induce a state of affairs that would draw categorical distinctions, as if “we may fancy are 

fit for nothing else, or (as the Philosophers sometimes stile them) are Slaves by Nature.”cxii Absent 

this pretense (a pretense because some men, as we have already seen, are turned naturally toward 

slavery), a superior man can legitimately go to war, which is to say, can legitimately enslave, both 

in his own self-interest and in an inflated way, the self-interest of the social whole. With readers 

wading in conceptual conflation, the criminal slave appears to be the very same as the war captive, 

and both overlap with the commercial slave and the natural slave. The slave who sits at the 

crossroads of these categories—both criminal and enemy, natural and market-mediated—appears 

as one whose willfulness contravenes natural law, whose predisposition to excess is itself a signal 

of a degenerate relationship to the interlocking of the law of nature through society and reason. 

The problem is the line between this figure and the sovereign remains too permeable to be secure. 

Hobbes seems to avoid Grotius’s categorical disarray by 1) rejecting historical examples; 

2) situating the diversity of interpretation as precisely the problem of sovereignty; and 3) 

synthesizing voluntary slavery and war slavery. Hobbes subordinates the analytic approach that 

reasons from particulars to universal principles (as is philosophically the case with Aristotle, 

politically with Machiavelli and Grotius, mathematically with algebra, and theologically with 

Calvinists and Lutherans)cxiii to a synthetic approach based on the universal principles of Euclidian 

geometry, and ascertains from these hypothetical premises the types of political organization that 

would result.cxiv One cannot, for instance, deduce from every ruinous government the same rise 

and fall of statehood in civil war or, more broadly, derive accountability from the particular history 

of each contract—to do so would be uncertain “conjecture...grounded only on experience,” and 

experience, “concludeth nothing universally.”cxv This is a key methodological axis for Hobbes’s 
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reconception of liberty; those philosophers who tie private liberty to character of public liberty of 

one’s particular state—such that, as Aristotle Politics conceived of it, liberty only coheres in 

democracy and slavery in all others—mystify the source and direction of freedom through the 

piecemeal ideological perspective of their own government.cxvi Hobbes does admit that historical 

“knowledge of fact” is the predicate for scientific “knowledge of consequence,” but he considers 

history, like theology, to be merely another form of hubris, too particularistic and amenable to 

misinterpretation to furnish the ultimate ground of a science capable of any predicative 

pragmatism.cxvii Hobbes’s rejection of the demonstration of cause from worldly experience here 

is, not surprisingly, theologically grounded: like the nominalist voluntarists from whom he draws, 

Hobbes’s omnipotent God creates from such a radical limitless that “There is no effect which the 

powers of God cannot produce in many several ways.”cxviii With the causes of historical experience 

and divine phenomena suspended, Hobbes argues that the experience that leads to the deduction 

of first principles, or of a first mover (God), should be omitted from a proper presentation of 

science.cxix The field of historical experience likewise remains an ambiguous source of universal 

knowledge: each empirical example can be translated into an illustrative instance borne out by the 

unfolding principles of a moral philosophy, but this translation should be concealed from its 

founding definitions.  

Based on these principles, Hobbes’s political utopia, unstable as it may be, is usually 

considered a constructivist consequence of his pessimism: conflict can be contained (or better, 

concealed) by unifying the multiplicity of wills and diversity of judgments. It is just as accurate, 

however, to claim that his pessimism is a consequence of his utopia: the state of nature only exists 

in the past for Hobbes to open a space for the success of the Leviathan in the future. Though self-

preservation (in the form of a universal fear of death) grounds the need for sovereignty, an 
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emergent representational system itself is peculiarly also offered as sovereignty’s source, co-

constitutive of both subject and sovereign.cxx This is where things get interesting, for Hobbes melds 

the force of sovereign authority with that of his authorial authority. In Chapter Sixteen’s very 

radical representational ontology, Hobbes first appears to have the Leviathan authored by the 

people.cxxi The sovereign, as a representative, artificial person, is licensed and commissioned by 

the author to perform acts with authority and make meaning public. Sovereignty is, thus, like a 

mask—“the disguise or outward appearance of a man, counterfeited on the stage,” performing a 

mediation of the words and actions of the author.cxxii Although this representation needs to be 

recognizable as representation to command allegiance, it does not take the form of resemblance: 

to be roused from their fear and command lasting obedience, authors need an actor whose fearsome 

spectacle presents to them their unity, not an aggregation of disparate and contesting wills.cxxiii A 

commonwealth’s dissolution, then, is meant to be forestalled by Hobbes’s ingenious preclusion of 

the Grotian accountability question, for what is afoot is less the individual forming a contract with 

the sovereign than the co-constitution of both political positions through the symbolic order.cxxiv  

Moreover, persons don’t exist, or at least cannot be known, prior to this constituve moment; 

insofar as the author is said to “own” himself, it is only with the authorization of the sovereign, 

from which the values of justice and propriety, truth and meaning, emanate, that the author and his 

ownership are constituted in the first place. In a strange turn-about, then, the will authorizing the 

representative seems to be actually formed by the representative, and the effects of the 

commonwealth twist about to somehow precede their origin. The actor instead is constitutive of 

people as author; a person, as a moral and rational unity, only emerges out of the messy multitude 

through the representative unity of the sovereign, “for it is the unity of the representer, not the unity 

of the represented, that maketh the person one.”cxxv In this way, sovereignty seems to posit its own 
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presupposition, making the measure of its methodology and the success of its sanctions internal to 

its own emergence—relaying the apparitions of violence and force through a fantasy of the 

containment of an asocial nature, specific to its own universalizing of particular values.cxxvi In other 

words, the misrecognition necessary for the founding of the sovereign acts as if its premise is 

natural and transcendent, and in doing so, obscures its historical lack of foundation.cxxvii Although 

claiming to encompass both contractualism and absolutism, the mythical character of 

commonwealth by institution then becomes a means of smuggling support for what is always, 

perhaps, commonwealth of acquisition. As Sheldon S. Wolin has noted, a “deep irrationalism 

pervaded Hobbesian society, for the sovereign could assign any content he wished to public 

meanings.”cxxviii  

The same critical aspersions can be cast at Hobbes the author, who is rather audaciously 

self-positioned as having achieved the same scientific feat prescribed of the sovereign: displaying 

the political wisdom of transcending experience in order to construct general precepts in service 

of reducing conflict.cxxix His Introduction closes with an appeal to the reader, precisely by situating 

himself as having found out this method “yet when I shall have set down my own reading orderly 

and perspicuously, the pains left another will be only to consider if he also not find the same in 

himself. For this kind of doctrine admitteth no other demonstration.”cxxx But although Hobbes 

seems to require that his readers recognize themselves in this prolonged interpellation, transporting 

themselves to natural man and back, he was not authorized by them, at least not as the mythical 

version of his commonwealth of institution would have it. He remains the ultimate constructor of 

a system with a shifting theoretical basis, first with God as the guarantee of natural law, then self-

preservation as the spur for consent, then representation as pragmatic unification. His 

representational authority, then, serves as a spectacular short-circuit to this equivocal philosophical 
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ground. The readership, extended in the Leviathan beyond the specialists in university hall to the 

general public,cxxxi is asked to covenant with Hobbes’s text as spectators to Hobbesian sovereign 

wisdom: obliged because they are commanded. But why would readers want to imagine 

themselves as the subjects of such a pessimistic vision? Certainly, as C.B. Macpherson has written, 

“No reader, except the fashionably flippant, could relish such an exposure of himself and his 

fellows, especially when it was presented as science.”cxxxii Hobbes thus follows the sovereign right 

to exploit the power of images to help unify and regulate the beliefs and behavior of subjects, by 

himself utilizing rhetoric and imagery to shore up the persuasiveness of his science of politics.  

It is at this intersection, on the level of a non-ideal constitutionality, that the slave metaphor 

does the most work. Hobbes strategically aligns reasoning subjects with sovereign science by 

instituting a foundational anthropology that segregates the violence of nature from itself. Against 

considerably good slaves who, perceiving enslavement to be in their own interest, perform a 

covenant with the military victor and reap the unbinding benefits of their comportment, Hobbes 

poses bad slaves, who insist on resisting their enslavement and inevitably fall in the category of 

harsher, more binding enslavement. In De Cive, this distinction takes place on an undefined unity: 

“Not every captive in war whose life has been spared is understood to make an agreement with a 

master, because not everyone is trusted to be left with enough natural liberty to be able to run away 

or refuse service or cause trouble or loss for his master if he should take it into his head to do 

so.”cxxxiii Chapter Twenty of the Leviathan, spells this out as a fundamental antagonism between 

the trusted and the untrusted, the unbound and the bound. This chapter, “Of Dominion Paternal 

and Despotical,” situates slavery alongside paternal power as a species of commonwealth by 

acquisition. But even in acquisition, some form of consent is required to authorize the eventual 

commonwealth. Thus when Hobbes invokes the war slavery doctrine, “It is not therefore the 
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victory that giveth the right of dominion over the vanquished, but his own covenant.”cxxxiv While 

in his previous texts, servitude and slavery were synonymous, it is only at this juncture in the 

Leviathan that Hobbes accords servitude (etymologically linked to servus) a linguistic distinction 

from slavery, polarizing the two to enhance the commonality between voluntary servanthood and 

civil subjecthood: “the word servant,” he writes, “(whether it be derived from servire, to serve, or 

from servare, to save, which I leave to grammarians to dispute) is not meant a captive.”cxxxv The 

following parenthetical explains that these captives are “commonly known as slave” and “have no 

obligation at all.”  

On the one hand, there are precivil slaves, conceived in the plural as bound to their own 

aggressions and over which any “owner” has absolute discretionary power of life and death; on 

the other, there is the unbound, singular servant who initiates a covenantal relation, leaving the 

state of nature for a civil state. It is only, as Hobbes narrates these paragraphs, consequent of the 

covenant between the proto-citizen and the sovereign that “the Vanquished is a SERVANT, and 

not before.”cxxxvi While both slaves and the servant perform the first stage of submission on the 

battlefield, each having “commenth in, and Submitteth to the Victor,” this act of surrender is but a 

prelude to the more formal covenant and to the victor “yielding to discretion.”cxxxvii The victor 

wields despotic power over both slaves and the servant, but only the servant expressly consents, 

either by words or “other sufficient signs of the will” to be obedient.cxxxviii Trusted by the master 

not to continue in violence, he receives a secularized version of grace: reprieve. With his corporal 

life “in security,” he becomes an unbound servant, unlike those “in prisons, or fetters” who work 

not out of “duty” but the fear of cruelty.cxxxix Interestingly, the un-obliging, roguish slaves 

parenthetically retain, unlike their citizen counterparts, an inalienable right of resistance; with “no 

obligation at all,” they represent a capacious freedom to “break their bonds, or the prison; and kill, 
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or carry away captive their Master, justly.”cxl This escalation of violence, from breaking bonds and 

prison to killing, is distinct from the restricted scope of escape that the following chapter permits 

to prisoners of war. It is an excessive freedom.cxli 

Hobbes does not provide an account anywhere as to why only a servant is enabled access 

to covenant, whereas slaves can make, in the words of Nyquist, only “subcovenantal consent.”cxlii 

Slaves are instead relegated to an animalistic cycle of fear and violence, unable to reason their way 

into the civil world.cxliii This split appears as a necessity of his structure. As Hobbes’s theoretical 

and historical medley of sovereign, subject, and slave is crafted out of a pessimistic materialism, 

it needs both the incipient calculation of the fearfully obliging servant and the stuckness of slaves. 

A concomitant of this stuckness is both a violent disposition, always on the verge of his own death, 

inducing fear and threatening the collapse of others, and a capacious freedom. By singularizing 

servant and pluralizing slaves, Hobbes aligns the latter directly with an aggregate, chaotic, pre-

political multitude against the unified, stable, political person. To corral this freedom is to 

stigmatize it, to make it a sign immanent to the sovereign of how bounded slaves, in their raging 

passions, insecure proclivities, fearful recalcitrance, and covenantal incapacity, evoke most closely 

the natural creatures prior to the representative big bang of the Leviathan and all that accompanies 

it.  

If this maneuver seems to detract bizarrely from the state of equality, freedom, and 

homogeneity in nature, instead subscribing to a model of a riven multitude, it does explain 

Hobbes’s reluctance to claim natural law as a transcendent before sovereignty. The castration of 

consenting subjects generates the criteria to measure failures of contract, not any prior ontological 

or signifying mark, which is also to confirm Hobbes’s counter-intuitive time-bending suggestion 

that the multitude can only be said to precede the political after the political. That is, only from 
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within the grammar of political philosophy, its social history, do we gain the backwards 

perspective of a timeless time where the multitude erratically subsists.cxliv Hobbes can then 

maintain the anti-Aristotelian precept that no one is naturally more fit to rule than anyone else, 

even when he performatively says otherwise, while suggesting that some are, apparently, more fit 

to be proper subjects and some slaves.  

 

Historicity 

Where does this leave us? Are Grotius and Hobbes talking about racial slavery?cxlv Although 

neither provide direct references to racial slavery (in fact, both clearly endorse versions of slavery 

seemingly abstracted from any context at all), they construct mythical versions of the political 

whose core tenant, self-preservation, can occlude the absence of transcendental grounding only by 

demonstrating a differentiation in nature. At the border of the developmental entrance of the 

political, the negative slave signifies not difference but this process of differentiation: where nature 

gets carried along with history, the social confounds the political, conflict is never superseded, the 

methodological is messy, and political signifiers fail. It is precisely these impossibilities in the 

social bond that open the gateway to racial theorizations and then resuscitate sovereignty from 

interminable crises. Natural law’s ahistoric legitimation of sovereignty, and the self-preserving 

telos that carries natural man forward towards his political persona, pushes limits that only the 

most dramatic and damned of metaphors could dramatize and display. Slavery steps into the gap 

because, while it may have always been waiting at the heart of the philosophical and political, only 

now at this historical juncture does it become felicitous in both assuming a subject of violence to 

displace and dispel the sovereign’s violent tendencies. 
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It is now that a qualified version of biography and historical context can enter the scene. 

During Grotius’s life, the Netherlands emerged as a major player in the transatlantic slave trade, 

establishing forts on what became known as the Gold Coast, increasing production of maritime 

vessels, and regulating global mercantile aspirations.cxlvi Indeed, as Losurdo’s study of liberalism 

explains of the Netherlands, “The first country to embark on the liberal road is one that exhibited 

an especially tenacious attachment to the institution of slavery.”cxlvii In the early 1600s, Grotius 

was commissioned at the behest of the soon to become Dutch East India Company (VOC) to write 

an important series of texts—the pamphlet Mare Liberum (freedom of the seas) formed a chapter 

of his unpublished De Indis, later discovered and renamed De Iure Praedae Commentarius—to 

the explicit end of de-monopolizing the Iberian trading bloc and liberalizing oceanic exchanges, 

not so much subordinating state power to international trade as forging the two together as complex 

global problems of multiple and competing claims. In defense of the Dutch capture of a Portuguese 

merchant ship, Mare Liberum licensed private war and punitive offensive strikes as just 

punishment for Portuguese assertion of maritime sovereignty, emphasizing along the way the 

analogical relay between the individual and the state and conferring special status to the seas.cxlviii 

As an exceptional zone to law, the free sea—untransformable, unoccupiable, homogenous—

represents, in Grotian thought, a generative limit to exclusive conceptions of state-bound 

sovereignty, enabling its mobile and flexible responsiveness to the right of passage and trade. It is 

not incidental, then, that Grotius’s texts coincide with the emergence of markets as the mediator 

of violence. His internationalism validated the freedom of extra-state violence, with the mark of 

the sovereign behind it, to be channeled into profit, giving otherwise anarchic and conflictual 

economic and political exchanges form in a higher structure.cxlix 
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Grotius’s interest clause specifically illuminates the inextricability of his natural law 

theorizing with this formal juridical expression of a trans-national world-system. If the Grotian 

right to punish comes not from the consent of subjects to civil law but from the law of nature, then 

sovereigns had the right to punish any violator of the Law of Nations or reasonable society.cl 

According to this crucial conceit, one would not have to be the sovereign of a particular landed 

realm to subjugate its peoples, acquire their unused possessions, or enslave them. Such an 

expanded scope severs the justness of war from jurisdiction. The discursive distinction between 

property as dominium and jurisdiction as imperium has reverberating effects: as the state and the 

individual are derived from the same source, when there is no explicit juridical authority, as in the 

sea or among incomparable peoples who live in a virtual vacuum of organized law, a private 

trading company can engage in war as a corporate sovereign, according to the same principles as 

a landed (read: European) sovereign. As Edward Keene clarifies: “the law of nations was 

not…exclusively a law for nations; it included rights and duties, albeit limited ones, for individuals 

and private corporations.”cli If, for Grotius, the will to policing emerges, albeit with some seams 

showing, from the law of nature, where law-making and law-preserving violence overlap, those 

who stray from the fundamentals precepts that comprise humanity, and who act in way repugnant 

to society, are willfully wrong, unjust, and in stronger terms, evil violators of the human essence 

and social conditions of existence. The legitimate violence of sub/states is recast as the 

conservation and preservation of natural rights and civil interests against such an impermissible 

violence that tends toward destruction and suicide.  

But the will to police does more than that: when historically actualized, it can form the 

foundation for new models of sovereignty. Remember that the character of each Grotian contract 

derives from its particular national history—if Grotius the archivist hasn’t yet decoded all models 
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of sovereignty, it is because burgeoning international legal networks reveal pockets of 

“lawlessness” where new contracts are still in the process of being articulated. The enslaver’s 

extension of the war captive doctrine into commercialism reflects the change into the slave’s 

origins. It does so not by investigating these origins but by singularizing comity into the hands of 

the trader, who is no longer a middle man arbitrating between two nations but a key policer in a 

complex jurisdictional network of contractual promises aspiring to global comity. On offer, then, 

is a policing role that can enforce monopolistic violence through contract theory because it can 

strengthen the social bond by encouraging the civility of enslavement, encoded with an infinite 

power.clii When extending this commercial slave relation indefinitely, it represents a new and 

important form of contract, one that finally determines who has the right to punish and who can 

be punished. It promises to establish a more generalized explanation for the sovereign need for 

self-preservation, as well as the interlocking favors of established nations. Grotius elaborates an 

absolutely essential proposition for legitimizing subcorporate entities dominating the slave trade 

at a time when no just war could be reasonably said to be waged, even hypothetically, against 

Africans in the name of European sovereigns. 

Because Hobbes explicitly rejects leading with history (it being liable to the same 

compounding epistemic errors of language and the misplaced faith in transcendental principles), 

the status of examples that pepper his text, from slavery’s indirect invocation to more fully realized 

references to the English Civil War and the Amerindians, is more complicated—the subject of 

endless essays (and at least one anthology).cliii While the quality of this intersection remains hotly 

contested, a bevy of theorists including, but not limited to, the Cambridge School of Political 

Philosophy have made it clear that Hobbes’s political philosophy does not just emerge wholesale 

from his singular pessimistic view of human nature: it is driven to its unique model of political 
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pacification and scientific rationality in considered mediation of European, and specifically 

English, historical and intellectual fissures.cliv Hobbes’s anti-Aristotelian rejection of human nature 

and speculative presupposition of homogeneity (where all are equally vulnerable to death), along 

with his constructivist version of politics (where truth is created, not found), distance him from 

forms of hubris that depend on an intelligible world beyond that of empirical sense, from the 

Reformation shortcut to God through private judgement and enthusiasms, the Presbyterian claims 

to ecclesiastical authority, the Scholastic vision of divine manifestation, and the Parliamentarian 

illusion of direct political representation.clv Balancing consent with absolutism, materialism with 

nominalism, and like Grotius, creating a political philosophy whose ethics were responsive to the 

waning importance of the Church and the distance of the spiritual realm, Hobbes, we might say, 

had very historical motivations for wanting to cleanse politics of history.clvi  

It is only more recently that historians have indicated the limitations of prioritizing the 

specifically monarchal model of historical context, forging broader analytics that situate Hobbes’s 

England through the lens of an expanding Atlantic economy and the intense international stand-

offs opening on its immense maritime power.clvii Of course, the first move has been that of the 

investigator: Hobbes’s involvement with the Virginia Company began in 1619 (the same year that 

“20. and Odd Negroes” arrived in Virginia, taken from a Portuguese Slaver), on behalf of his 

patron Lord Cabendish, and extended to becoming an involved shareholder of this and the Somer 

Islands Company in Bermuda, attending numerous meetings, and drafting responses to 

correspondence from restless settlers reeling from the Jamestown massacre of 1622.clviii 

Hobbes’s experience in Virginia, although usually sutured to the state of nature, also 

appears in Leviathan’s Chapters 22 and 24, where international trade, economics, and dissolved 

commonwealths intermix with the question of the administration, composition, and constitution of 
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transoceanic subordinate “political systems” (Hobbes’s term).clix Historically, the concerns of 

corporate entities reflected the constitutional crisis of the nation-state: both the Parliamentarians 

and the Virginia Company asserted local interests to limit the crown and, insofar as their interests 

intersected, they exhibited a parallel pragmatism that enabled open trade in the absence of 

regulation.clx For Hobbes, colonies and plantations did provide profit, and consequently, health 

and coherence to the commonwealth, but he remained skeptical of the disorder and diversification 

that could result—the merchants who create their own monopoly drain revenue from the nation 

(the state of affairs that, in fact, took place following the of 1688), foreshadowing attendant risks 

of a colony that, like a child, might grow up to overthrow its mother (prescient as Hobbes was).clxi 

His admonishment to regulate these companies, such that they don’t impede the vital forces of the 

commonwealth, like “worms in the entrails,” was taken up by Charles II when he attempted to 

mitigate and control the affairs and authority of the American colonies.clxii Although Hobbes’s 

subordination of corporate authority to the commonwealth may seem like a retreat from Grotius, 

his appeal to labor as a source of wealth broke from the mercantilist preoccupation with balancing 

trade and is indicative of its transitional period in which in wrote.clxiii At a most basic level, his 

version of natural rights precipitates a commercial cultural whose central insights on the 

harmonizing duty of government presupposes self-interested and conflicting individuals. And by 

having the symbol of the state be both artificial and maritime, Hobbes’s Leviathan—in conceptual 

distinction from any particular ruler and from the more territorially minded behemoth—is aligned 

with the legal person of the joint-stock company which opens space for the corporation as a 

surrogate sovereign.  

Strikingly, though not surprisingly, the complicated question of the political purchase and 

historical context of the slavery metaphor has received far less attention in these 
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recontextualizations of an Atlantic Hobbes, almost never taken up in tandem with the much more 

robustly discussed problem of the English Civil war, colonialization, and proto-capitalism. 1651 

marked not only the publication of the Leviathan but the passage of Cromwell’s Acts of 

Navigation, key facilitators of the transatlantic imperial pursuits that would make England the 

commercial stronghold for centuries to come. With the English settlements in Virginia (1609) and 

the Caribbean (Bermuda (1609), Barbados (1627), Providence, and Tortuga) already populated 

with enslaved Africans and, with the conquest of Jamaica from the Spanish just around the corner 

(1655), the English were poised to launch their lucrative sugar empire, building off the Iberian 

plantation model.clxiv Hobbes surely was called upon to assess not only the economic failure of the 

Virginia Company, but alternate solutions—racial slavery, as we have noted, already being 

developed in Virginia since at least 1633, and the Portuguese and Spanish providing models 

elsewhere, not only in the Caribbean but the Atlantic Islands. In contrast to Virginia, the founding 

problem of a depopulated Bermuda, where Hobbes also had legal-economic interest, was first and 

foremost not the acquisition of land but the control and development of that land through labor.clxv 

Again, I want to caution against an approach that would reduce Hobbes’s metaphorization 

to the construction of an alibi. By seemingly displacing slavery’s negative associations, the racial 

slave cannot be avowed in any straightforward manner as the slave of Hobbes’s construction. The 

fact that Hobbes had holdings in Virginia and Bermuda does not necessarily substantiate the 

intended meaning or implicit function behind an architectonic that transforms servitude into 

beneficial political subjection. While this connection might serve to explain the transoceanic arena 

in which racialized slavery was already underfoot, the particular character of Hobbes’s 

transvaluation can be reframed as a negotiation with its context. Only by working through how the 

internal limit to sovereignty—its regeneration not assured, its expanse generating its own 
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dangers—is, in fact, a theme that strikes at the very heart of Hobbes’s method do we get a sense 

of slavery’s political purchase.  

First, it is too crude to say that Hobbes exempts himself from the ban on rhetoric and history 

simply because his rhetoric promotes the imperative of peace and he wants his readers to ratify 

this vision. His pessimistic conjuncture of metaphysical rationality and political absolutism was 

crafted in a more strategic recognition of the obduracy of irrationality and the (perhaps 

insurmountable) historical feints that continue to befall man and the nation.clxvi Take metaphor: 

although metaphor can, in Hobbes’s own commentary, be a source of contamination, Hobbes 

praises the effectiveness of aptly used metaphors which thereby “profess their inconstancy” and, 

by evidently advertising their own misleadingness, can serve to stimulate the understanding.clxvii 

By repeatedly using metaphors, however, he signals to his readers how a metaphor more 

fundamentally registers in its composition what Daniel Skinner calls the “rhetoricity” and David 

E. Johnson the “metaphoricity” of language—the fact that all language is arrayed on a sliding scale 

and only arbitrarily reified.clxviii Although Aristotle would protest, language is rhetorical and this 

problem animates the doubled nature of the sovereign.clxix The same can be said of history. 

Executed with rhetorical panache, Hobbes’s appeal to the lurking possibility of war and discord, 

especially, conjure the state of nature through a negative synthesis of the imagination. The obvious 

flaws of the historical allusions to the state of nature—indicating an absence of value not born out 

by the English context or reports of Native Americans at the time—follow from a rhetorical 

employ to those readers for whom the state of nature’s dissociative destruction may seem 

“strange.”clxx  

These negatively generated exteriorities not only exhort the reader and potential sovereigns 

of the urgency of order, they also uncomfortably show how the things we ban remain past their 
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prohibition, and even, perhaps originate in them.clxxi While striving to convince readers that even 

the contested, coerced liberty that sovereignty bequeaths is still preferable to the threat of civil 

war, Hobbes makes plain the persistence of conflict internal to the sovereign: the madness of 

individuals—“passions unguided”—can give way to the “Seditious roaring of a troubled Nation”; 

likewise the phantasms of the imagination can bewitch subjects into fictitious’ attractions of 

something beyond sovereign rule and through the myths “fear that proceeds from the ignorance 

itself” men erect “several kinds of power invisible; and…stand in awe of their own 

imaginations.”clxxii Similarly, the fear of death, in Blumenbergian fashion, is meant to reoccupy 

the position of the fear of things invisible and ground transencendal questions about the afterlife 

through the here and now.clxxiii But by employing the fear of death as evidence of consent, Hobbes 

does not purge the passions; he repurposes them. Remember, these external threats are part of the 

Leviathan’s groundwork: experience, imagination, and passion are the material fulcrum for 

sovereignty, as the correct synthesis of experience, movement of imagination, and cultivation of 

fear are the techniques of reason from which flow words, and with them, the possibility for 

consensus, science, sovereignty, peace. As such, the features external to, but jumpstarting, social 

life—nature, passions, fear—are as much science and reason’s essential byproducts as they are 

their disavowed intellectual predicates. What Hobbes evokes negatively from without mirrors a 

negativity within, an alienated sovereignty, where the sedition prohibited by political authority is 

a form of staving off the internal limit to sovereign’s serial irrationality.clxxiv The fall of the British 

Empire might be conceived in this mold—establishing its absoluteness in a global horizon that is 

its undoing.clxxv  

When reading the Leviathan through these failures, it can be seen less as a polemic for or 

performance of political superiority and scientific pragmatism, than as a plea on their behalf. If 
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irrationality can never be completely “abolished out of human nature”clxxvi and if, more 

fundamentally, the model of the rational actor was a construction, at odds with Hobbes’s 

perception of reality, then Hobbes’s Leviathan retains the logic of myth because its hubris is future 

oriented, awaiting, as Johnston puts it, “not man as he is…” but “as [Hobbes] hoped he would 

become.”clxxvii To this end, it is important to take heed of Hobbes’s audience, extended not only to 

the general public but to potential sovereigns. This (admittedly debatable) intent opens a reading 

of the Leviathan itself as a “masque-like text,” written for a young Charles II that could see in it 

enough distance from himself to become the sovereign of Hobbes’s fashioning.clxxviii Far from 

repressing history, Hobbes needs the coming of history to retroactively confirm and prove his 

scientific constructs efficacious, that is, scientific. In this sense, his exposure of foundationlessness 

is meant to compel the authorization of a new foundation.clxxix Hobbes is the vanishing mediator 

of sovereignty’s rational fiction, awaiting, in his own words, the form of authority that can “convert 

this truth of speculation, into the utility of practice.”clxxx  

The textual residue of history and rhetoric, then, despite injunctions against them, indicate 

to the reader a place of haunting, the gap to be imagined anew. Through the state of nature, we hit 

this impossible space of historicity, but by tying it to the savages or the civil war, Hobbes 

encourages a reduction to the space of historiography (already legible presence within a symbolic 

order) in order to leverage the imagination of the sovereign guarantee of future peace. Indeed, 

Hobbes’s historical examples already anticipate their telic resolution. In an eminently 

sovereign/scientific gesture, he incorporates historical events not as impossible cause, but as 

reconstructive origin/exceptional leftover (Native Americans) and temporary disunity (English 

civil war). While both historicities can, theoretically at least, be re/incorporated by the quilting 

power of sovereignty, the native American examples holds special sway because, even as 
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projection, their genesis shows our closeness to what Hobbes disavows while pointing to the 

possibility that he hopes we all will attain.clxxxi The figure of the slave, by contrast, remains a 

threatening persistence, an originary outside shining through Hobbes’s equivocal rhetoric to 

expose the continued failures of reason, the impossibility of signification, and the delegitimation 

of authority.  

By foregrounding slavery as the generation of all subjects, Hobbes is playing a dangerous 

game, potentially compromising the allure of peace and order bought from natural man with an 

imaginative similarity and stubborn obstinacy. That Hobbes cuts his divisions so precisely in 

Chapter 20 of the Leviathan evinces this anxiety.clxxxii By this point, slavery was well on the way 

to being considered an integral outside to English self-fashioning.clxxxiii Hobbes’s proposition of 

servitude for all encourages readers to recognize the providence of their relative enslavement 

against the historical allusion of its opposite. His slight linguistic difference between the singular 

servant and plural slaves signals to his readers the fantasy of the historical juncture they already 

know, while also employing a metaphorical construction that, as a generalizing frame for sovereign 

subjects, can mark its own artifice. Any lingering regrets invoked by nostalgia for the freedom of 

excess can positively forestalled by this reference. Even if not all can be sovereign, at least their 

servitude is not slavery. As these subjects gain the representational benefit of not being slaves, 

their selfhood has the potential to metonymically stand-in for that of the sovereign. Both citizen 

and sovereign are hailed as readers—together they can decide whose version of impossibility is a 

blueprint for the future, only those that recognize textual surpluses as an opportunity for resolution 

can participate. With this joint recognition, the Leviathan is already halfway towards fulfilling its 

the future. It is here that the metaphor of slavery gains enough momentum to inscribe an absence 

of signification into Being itself. If reason lacks authority from God, then racial slaves’ potential, 
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demonstrative, bodily difference can give Hobbes’s materialism a pre-eminently nominalist bent, 

a necessary phantom that could end up elevating reason to near-Cartesian transcendence: even 

though both the servant and slaves were born in nature, the material workings of racial slavery 

could determine who can generate the right cause and effect to lead them to politically and 

scientifically pacify it.  

Almost against himself, however, Hobbes also returns to the slave metaphor not only for 

its effective power but for its metaphoricity. When Hobbes hardens open antagonism to civility in 

the figure of slaves, he ends up highlights the contingency of this figuration as a problem of 

securing meaning itself. Slaves are unable to consent because they lack both the reason and speech 

to do so. Hobbes does not square the “vicious circle,” of Aristotle, he re-encircles it. What Hobbes 

exposes more directly is the temporal and paradox that pre-symbolic violence is only ever 

registered through the symbolic. Lacking any symbolic register except in its slight difference from 

itself, slavery might indicate how society created its own monster. In a strong reading of this, 

Hobbes’s political community is enlivened by this anti-social remnant, which may only be a 

fantasmatical residue of how the formal requirement of Hobbes’s knowledge skirts the interior 

enemy that lurks inside the sovereign, the civil war that the sovereign never vanquishes, the 

passions that can’t be willed, the multiplicity that never unifies. The slave functions as both the 

residue of the servant’s covenant and its cause, doubling as an effected premise of Hobbes’s 

laborious architecture, validating larger systemic claims of order and method, and suggesting their 

undoing.  

Grotius’s Rights of War and Peace sows the seeds of anti-blackness, for while appearing 

more interested in the rules and rituals regulating international law than the human as such, the 

materialism of self-preservation coincides with knowledge of man (as rational, understanding and 
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autonomous first, and enjoying sociability second), with the imagination of moral law, and with 

the incipient global chain of commodification. Indeed, now, after the biological origins of race are 

no longer compelling, a residual, post-racial anti-blackness, which is to say an “analytics of 

raciality,”clxxxiv draws from these same rudiments of self-defense and pre-emptive strikes, so that, 

oddly, enough the form of post-racialism appears to have preceded and presaged race. 

Continuously subordinated corporate entities with the commonwealth, Hobbes may not have found 

the economic thoroughfare permitting the transportation and flourishing of slaves, he did find its 

racial justification. His revealing fantasy approaches the fundamental antagonism of racial slavery, 

a stateless condition where the mass of pre-existing slaves are non-persons, representatively 

speaking, where blackness names the chaotic nothingness the sovereign calls itself to protect. In 

other words, sovereignty is Hobbes’ wish for meaning, order; slavery his precarious conduit.  

 

Locke’s Castles in the Air 

If Grotius and Hobbes access truths that liberalism disavows—that the promise of equality and 

freedom are always conflictual, that moral value is constructed, that we remain haunted by 

unrepresentable excess—their solutions grant ethical protection to a newly crafted political man 

only by naturalizing one abstract recurrent threat and concretely socializing another.clxxxv This 

trajectory, arriving at Locke’s paradigmatic individual, whose universal, God-given attributes of 

liberty, equality, and property aspire to self-determination sustains what Silva calls “a social 

ontology,” a political and preserving society that can double in and as civil society, against those 

who are always/already written as violent.clxxxvi As the political community comes to imagine itself 

as a preserving force against the violent tendencies of nature, the shape of that violence becomes 

coincident with its prohibition. By inverting Hobbes’s moral and political universe, retreating from 
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the incipient secularism of Grotius and Hobbes, and returning to the transcendental backing of 

God, Locke inherits this (anti-black) torsion.clxxxvii  

The key features of the Lockean universe—the inalienability of life and liberty—are 

established by forging a specifically proprietorial relationship between God and man, where god 

as maker is rendered the corollary of “Sovereign Master,”clxxxviii for one cannot give or take, by 

force or free will, that which belongs to God.clxxxix Through the theological faith underpinning 

these core conceits, Locke strives to secure a rational foundation to reject the threat of Hobbesian 

groundlessness (and its expression in resistance) while retaining its individualized program of self-

preservation. While Locke’s moral philosophy wants to secure “moral knowledge…capable of real 

Certainty, as Mathematicks,” he also recognizes that understanding is a process, that judgements 

are contentious, and the consequences cannot be known with certainty: “At least, if mine prove a 

Castle in the Air, I will endeavor it should be all of a piece, and hang together.”cxc To Hobbes’s 

claim that truth and justice are arbitrary in the state of nature, and that, in effect, all force prior to 

the authorization of the sovereign is legitimate, Locke replies that there are illegitimate forms of 

force in the state of nature: the force that divorces itself of its obligations to others and, ultimately, 

to God. The duty to one another flows from the prerogative of divine ownership: because we are 

all “all the servants of one Sovereign Master, sent into the World by his order, and about his 

business,” we must treat each other as “his Property, whose Workmanship they are, made to last 

during his, not one anothers Pleasure.” As such, natural man “may not, unless it be to do justice 

on an offender, take away, or impair the life, or what tends to the Preservation of the life, the 

Liberty, Health, Limb or Goods of another.”cxci It is by dint of his refusal to engage the slave 

metaphor as a positive political possibility that Locke ends up re-interring slavery as a theological 

relationship. 
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Locke arrives at the familiar deadlock of punishment. Like Grotius’s explicit avowal, the 

enactment of a crime, a transgression of God’s natural right, will justify a proportional 

punishment, befitting “Reparation and Restraint,” including, in what he calls a “very strange 

Doctrine,” capital punishment.cxcii For Locke, nearly any act that contains force or even the 

possibility of force, has the potential to accelerate into a permissible murder outside of civil 

society: it is “‘just to kill a thief” because there is no way of deciding in advance whether the theft 

of property will advance to the theft of liberty (slavery) or life (murder).cxciii Like Hobbes, the 

inconsistency and escalation of proportionate punishment to death or slavery exposes an order of 

“Confusion and Disorder” that only disinterested, reasonable, political power can begin to resolve 

and is why “God hath certainly appointed Government to restrain the partiality and violence of 

Men.”cxciv The originary aim of social collaboration and political organizations is to control and 

manage the excesses of natural punishment.cxcv Unlike Hobbes, however, Locke stages the 

punishment deadlock as one of the key “inconveniences” of the state of nature. Because 

convenience, not necessity, births political union, Locke insists on the importance of the free 

consent of individuals over obedience and authority. It needs to be emphasized that Locke is only 

able to prioritize freedom because of an assertion of faith: his dogmatic precedence of “the 

industrious and rational” over “the quarrelsome and contentious” serves as the guarantee that at 

least some men can join together to form a common language and civil society.cxcvi  

Locke builds on the Grotian analogy between individual and collective self-defense to 

make the state of war a juridical condition, instead of a temporal one. As the absence of effective 

law in the face of force, his revisionist state of war is no longer the prior condition of the political; 

it is an immanent potential threatening the state of nature and civil society alike.cxcvii When 

confronting any permutation of the state of war, innocent subjects, with whom Locke has already 
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in “The State of Nature” initiated general identification, retain the defensive right to kill “whoever 

introduces a State of War, and is aggressor in it.”cxcviii Given Locke’s analogical tethering of 

criminality and tyranny, this self-defense does not explicitly extend to the innocent, liberal subject 

himself enslaving the criminal or warring aggressor, else that subject appear himself as a tyrannical 

ruler, wielding a political force that exceeds the duties of divine ownership.  

Yet the possibility of the legitimately commuted death sentence of slavery, the first of five 

relationships following the theoretical establishment of the state of nature and state of war that 

Locke gives a chapter-length-consideration, arises in this exact mix as the invagination of political 

power. Although Locke rejects the enslavement of those born free (on the grounds of just war), he 

ends up licensing the enslavement of animalistic, unjust aggressors as an unspoken source of social 

preservation. Here, Locke justifies slavery in the tradition of the war slavery doctrine, with slavery 

as “nothing else, but the State of War between a lawful Conqueror and a Captive.”cxcix While the 

slave was first conceived as a victim of an unjust aggressor, the slave is now cast as the instigator, 

willing a sort of violence by having offended the political order, and “by his fault, forfeited his 

own life, by some act that deserves death.”cc His enslavement itself is not political on his part—no 

one can consent to voluntary slavery, just as no one can consent to a tyrannical ruler.cci No 

secondary compact can ever consummate and stabilize the master-slave relation, obliging the slave 

into permanent submission. But who, then, actually does the enslaving, wielding “an Absolute, 

Arbitrary, and Despotic” power, and how, if slavery can be exercised defensively against an unjust 

aggressor? Nyquist identifies this mystification of mastership as Locke’s “looming lacuna.”ccii In 

no way can Locke grant enslavement as a form of preservation: for Locke, freedom from arbitrary 

power is so “closely joyned with Man’s Preservation” that only forfeiture of “Preservation and 

Life together” could account for it.cciii Like Grotius’s interest clause, the deferral of death can only 
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be represented as an elongation of the right to kill: the decision to “delay” taking the enslaved’s 

life permits the lawful conqueror to “make use of him to his own Service.”cciv 

Locke does not provide any examples of this form of just slavery.ccv Instead, he invokes an 

instance of the illegitimate metaphorical slavery that tyranny represents—the “Norman Conquest” 

as the foundation of English monarchy—and imagines that even if it were just, Stuarts would not 

have a monarchial claim to succession on this basis.ccvi His pointed example goes some distance 

to indicate that Locke’s primarily theoretical target was monarchical “absolute power” in Stuart 

England. Indeed, the Second Treatise, published in 1689, was written in the maelstrom of the 1688 

Revolution, in conversation with the Whigs’ frequent and fiery invectives against political 

slavery.ccvii More tellingly, Locke’s restricted just war theory, evoked in this specific English 

context, proclaims itself to be non-inheritable, tempering Grotius by categorically excluding from 

the war slavery doctrine those women, children, and non-combatants whose participation in a 

polity does not necessarily spell consent.ccviii Specified in this way, Locke’s “Of Slavery” was 

perhaps never meant to be an explicit argument for slavery; instead laboring in the abstract to 

establish the inapplicability of figurative slavery for the English.ccix It should be no surprise that 

the argumentative structure of the chapter is recapitulated in the later chapter “Despotical 

Power.”ccx  

The efficacy of the analogy between slavery and despotism breaks down, however, in its 

allotment of resistance. While subjects of tyranny retain a moral standard and can leverage their 

rights to their political advantage, the slave of Locke’s imagination is only capable of a version of 

suicide: “whenever (a slave) finds the hardship of his Slavery out-weigh the value of his Life, ‘tis 

in his power, by resisting the Will of his Master, to draw on himself the Death he desires.”ccxi This 

limited provision is all the more curious given that, in a specification of his rejection of voluntary 
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subjection, Locke enjoins against voluntary suicide, as man does not have “Liberty to destroy 

himself.”ccxii We should pause here to consider that murder, the power to take away another’s life 

either by killing or withholding death in the form of slavery, is apparently more ethical than 

suicide. But why would slavery lead Locke to forgo his suicide taboo? And how could Locke 

justify such differential political capacity?ccxiii  

To answer these questions requires addressing an ambiguity of Locke’s speciesism. In 

characterizing the criminal, Locke has already drawn on what is by now a familiar story, setting 

up an almost ontological split in the equality of nature.ccxiv “Dangerous to mankind,” “trespass[ing] 

against the whole Species,” a “degenerate” and “noxious creature,” those criminal wills who go 

against the law of nature declare themselves “to live by another rule, than that of reason and 

common Equity.” ccxv They seem to mark themselves by their acts to be of a certain aberrant kind. 

Yet any incipient species classification that would specify the barrier between human and beast 

seems undone by Locke’s nominalist rejection of innate ideas in his Essay Concerning Human 

Understanding. Like Aristotle, Locke recognizes he cannot decipher the connection between the 

outward appearance of man and his inner constitution: he conceives of human norms as culturally 

varied,ccxvi and poses differences, even among degrees of reason, on a continuum with “no chasms, 

or gaps” between kinds.ccxvii As such, the relative relation between man and ape species depends 

on “the definition of the word man,” that is, on boundaries made by men, not nature.ccxviii  

Locke demonstrates the failure to demarcate a species through the frame of a specifically 

white, English child, whose idea of man erroneously generalizes a picture from cobbled together 

simple ideas:  

A Child having framed the idea of a man, it is probable that his idea is just like that picture 

which the painter makes of the visible appearances joined together; and such a 

complication of ideas together in his understanding makes up the single complex idea 

which he calls “man;” whereof white or flesh-colour in England being one, the child can 
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demonstrate to you, that a negro is not a man, because white colour was one of the constant 

simple ideas of the complex idea he calls ‘man.’ccxix  

Despite Locke’s rejection of this faulty argumentation, there is no reason to conclude that he 

likewise rejects its conclusions. His ambiguous inclusion of and apparent fascination with black 

difference returns in the significance of “monstrous productions” that cross supposed species 

divisions in a fanstamatic Africa, relying on dubious ethnographical evidence that “if history lie 

not” women have been conceived by “drills” or apes native to Guinea.ccxx  

Locke needs the concept of species to make his political man meaningful. His 

epistemological aversion to categorical delimitation does not prevent him from establishing a 

species gradient from which to give man his special moral status—the capacity for abstraction.ccxxi 

Although animals act on ideas, they lack “the faculty to enlarge by any kind of abstraction.”ccxxii 

Abstraction “puts a perfect distinction betwixt and brutes” because it enables a sort of reflexive 

sovereignty—the capacity to step back from the sensory overload that preoccupied Hobbes to see 

ourselves persisting over spatial duration.ccxxiii Locke links this power to the apprehension of God, 

which in turn gives us knowledge of our moral duties vis-à-vis the promise of divine rewards. In 

the Two Treatises, Locke admits that the Principle of equality unites “Creatures of the same species 

and rank” but that this unifying membership fails if “the Lord and Master of them all should, by 

any manifest Declaration of his Will set one above another, and confer on him, by an evident and 

clear appointment, an undoubted Right to Dominion and Sovereignty.”ccxxiv If God holds the key 

to potential species division, then it is correct political practice—a metonym for the recognition of 

divine rules—that can establish who is evidentially a part of the human whole.ccxxv 

The contrast between the slave and the example of the Native American in the fifth chapter 

of the Two Treatises gives us some sense of how. If Locke’s theory of property makes labor and 

cultivation moral acts, the divine injunction to “increase and multiply” certainly worked to justify 
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Native American dispossession.ccxxvi The absence, by Locke’s very parochial measure, of 

cultivated lands, economic industriousness, and institutionalized political socieities, shows a 

failure to follow and fulfill the divine duty of use and accumulation but it still does not suffice as 

a “manifest declaration” that would preclude Native Americans from the possibility of personhood. 

Locke’s epistemology, and his later evangelical impulses, affirms the latent rationality and 

federative capacity of (at least some) Native Americans: “had the Virginia King Apochancana, 

been educated in England, he had, perhaps, been as knowing a Divine, and as good a 

Mathematician, as any in it.”ccxxvii Their accidental origins don’t make them criminals, subject to 

the punishment of death or slavery, nor does the right of the British to take property (dominium) 

include the right to take Native American sovereignty (imperium).ccxxviii More precisely, Locke’s 

priority is not property, which can be alienated, but the inalienable right to property. For Locke, 

one can only give up the object of right not the right itself, a parcel of land, for instance, but not 

“property-having” as such.  

The prior condition for this right is property in the self: “Though the earth, and all inferior 

creatures be common to all men, yet every man has a property in his own person. This no body 

has right to but himself.”ccxxix This statement marks something of an anomaly in that Locke’s elastic 

human community shifts from the duty of divine ownership to the right of self-ownership. But this 

shift to self-ownership, which becomes the prior condition for the transformation of labor, where 

one “may even destroy the thing that he has property in,” was already foreshadowed in the puzzle 

of the slave’s suicide. If slavery is properly a forfeiture of life, as Locke states, then the slave is no 

longer bound by any duty.ccxxx According to the tenets of self-ownership, the slave can give up 

life, but not the right to life, a right from which, in any case, the slave has already been divested. 

The slave, being wholly given over to serve another’s will, can induce the slave-owner to activate 
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his right to kill off his or her particular slaves; the slave-owner kills that part of himself the slave 

as property represents, though not his propriety over his slaves as such. This exchange of forces 

actually transfers the sovereign maker’s power to the slave master, who can own the politically 

dead slave and extract whatever pleasure he can out of their deferred death. Because the slave is 

not a meaningful being, his continually willful criminality is but a perpetual plea for suicidal 

murder, the execution of which is inconsequential to the slave’s status but essential as a possibility 

to fill in the lacuna of the master’s representational power. Slaves enable the “rest of mankind” to 

join an offended party “in the execution of Justice, as any other wild beast or noxious brute, with 

whom Mankind can have neither Society nor Security.”ccxxxi While Native Americans simply make 

insufficient use of land and cannot consent to money, they retain a possible personhood. Slaves, 

however, are both property and money. They induce abstraction but cannot themselves abstract.  

On this reading, the matter of doing “justice on an offender” is more than the crucial spring 

for politicization and firmament of collective rebellion. Functioning as a surreptitious means of 

differentiation, it defines eligibility for membership in civil society, eligibility for rebellion, 

eligibility for human-ness. In what Keally McBride refers to as a circular relationship between 

personhood and punishment, one’s secure status as an innocent, reasoning human can only be 

established once this individual power is entrusted in the care of another.ccxxxii The self is 

guaranteed once it has gone public as a person. The fiction of consent, then, offers proof of one’s 

species-belonging by retroactively confirming one’s natural capacities and is mirrored in Locke’s 

slippage between revelation and reason, duty and right. Locke’s slippages prefigure a need to write 

rationality, not as an effect of territory or the endowment of a divine creator, but as self-

grounding.ccxxxiii 
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If Locke did not directly justify slavery, he circled a problem—the liberal preoccupation 

with establishing and explaining originary freedom is in tension with voluntaristic slavery.ccxxxiv 

When the latter is rejected tout court, the just war doctrine becomes inapplicable with populations 

becoming racialized in an emerging Atlantic economy, and instead inversely contributes to the 

analytics of raciality. Despite Locke claiming that slavery “is the state of war continued,” there 

was no unending war that could justify the continuous capture of Africans, unless we conceive of 

war as a generalized condition in which every singular black slave committed sins against society, 

against which the rest of the world, united by common political identification and not any particular 

representative, could marshal the resources of self-defense and even the prerogative of divine 

ownership.ccxxxv Indeed, as James Farr notes, Locke’s non-inherited dominion of slaves has a 

“glaring exception” when slaves were perceived to have been gained by purchase rather than by 

war.ccxxxvi Regarding any defense of this form of slavery, Locke is, as Farr makes clear, 

“systematically silent.”ccxxxvii When in Freedom, Patterson credits Locke with the distinction of 

having “bluntly stated,” like few others before or since, the war slavery doctrine’s “nearly 

universalizing way of rationalizing and symbolically expressing the condition of slavery,”ccxxxviii 

he hits upon the war slavery doctrine’s persistent persuasive political sway, but he collapses the 

complex rhetorical condensation in which war slavery provides only partial rationalization and 

severed symbolic expression for slavery.  

Perspectivism is already immanent to the form of self at the intersections of life and death, 

freedom and slavery, history and nature: the beguiling excesses of Locke’s texts invites 

identification with a proper subject, guiding contemporaries and followers, from John Norris to 

Benjamin Franklin to Southern apologists to propose drastic and violent solutions to the puzzle of 

his meaning and applicability.ccxxxix Although war, and the war slavery doctrine, does remain a 
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primary backdrop for political theorization (see, of course, Foucault’s famous commentary on this 

fact),ccxl it is primarily as a vehicle to inoculate racial slaves from the embrace of sovereignty. The 

failure of just war theory to make sense of the status of those permanently enslaved, and 

exchangeable, is confirmed in the un-representability of the very constitution of the slave master’s 

proprietary force and through the resistance allotted to slaves of a tyranny. Indeed, the disposition 

to evade a critical inhabitation of the problem of slavery and sale is endemic and constitutive to 

sovereignty as such—both in the exteriority of the state and the interiority of the self. 

The more the subject appears to resemble the slave, the more sovereignty reveals its own 

violence. While it may seem that the liberalization of natural law perfects the violent logic of 

slavery and sovereignty by most polarizing them, Locke’s freedom from slavery is only achieved 

through a sublation of Hobbes’s enslaved subject. For Locke does more than just democratize 

sovereignty, he disperses slavery—as the slave relation migrates back to theology, each individual 

becomes the overseer and slave of their moral and political universe. But he does so perilously: a 

“zone of indistinction” between the subject-qua-slave and the slave-qua-absence does not resolve 

those other antinomies between the sovereign and the subject. As such, the more enthusiastically 

liberalism rationalizes consent and protests figurative slavery, the more it funnels rhetorical energy 

away from any insight into both sovereignty and slavery’s rhetorical constitution, the more, that 

is, it contributes to violence. Indeed, the attempt to depoliticize this constitutive movement is 

perhaps the enduring project of liberalism. 

 

Conclusion 

Is it that invocations of slavery forge an appreciable connection with what some might call 

“actually existing slavery,” and thus, an implicit critique via similitude (as Buck-Morss seems to 
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suggest of Hegel), or that the slave metaphor is positioned as a distancing maneuver? I have argued 

both: any tendentiously incipient identification of political slavery with chattel slavery was kept 

discrete, by way of an operative abstraction, not just anxiously side-stepping the arbitrary ground 

for “real” slaves in their midst, but contributing “political-symbolic weapons” in a global 

adjudication of political ontology.ccxli The more the slave metaphor strikes a recognizable chord, 

the more the metaphor splinters, severed into good slaves and bad slaves. Through abstraction, 

natural law theorists complete the break from Plato that was Aristotle’s political animal. The 

capacity to abstract, and the make those abstractions legible in language, is proof positive of an 

alignment between will and reason, a power unique to man as a species. An absence of such powers 

indeed puts one on the side of pre-political violence, bereft of political possibility. This bodes true 

for the political theorist as well as for his construct of man: the more idealized the system, the more 

it adheres to the rules revealed in nature. By comprehending the historical purchase of such an 

abstraction, readers identify in themselves the capacity to consent. In their rhetorical distance from 

the historical allusion of “actually existing slaves,” they gain the limited political power of 

metaphorical slavery, positively bonded with the sovereign, no matter how arbitrary or 

authoritarian it is, and demonstrate their anthropological political potential.  

Paradoxically, then, by burying the history of the slave trade—the contracts, technologies, 

corporations, etc. already well established by the Leviathan’s publication—under the abstraction 

of slavery and the corresponding discussions of God, humanity, right, morality, nature, war, 

preservation, and punishment, racial slavery is more closely integrated with the ideal of early 

modern political theory. The same can be said of the founding text of America—racial slavery 

does not positively appear in the constitution.ccxlii Grotius, Hobbes, Locke, or the American 

founders may not have deliberately smuggled in race between the lines—their anti-blackness gains 
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its power not merely in after-the-fact justifications, employed by greedy political actors with 

contradictory visions, nor is it realized only through a unified vision of human difference. Though 

it is all these things, its maneuvering begins to matter most as an unthought mediation for a 

precariously indeterminate state, the shadow generated by an attempt to give form and order to a 

disintegrating world. Wilderson’s “ruse of analogy” has thus always been already doubled: “real 

slavery,” racial slavery, was from the beginning legitimized by its concealment in “semantic 

superabundance” and ultimate expulsion to the outside of language itself.ccxliii For while those who 

are enslaved to the polis, the sovereign’s just or unjust subjects, might resemble racial slaves, this 

chapter argues that blackness represents a constitutive limit to the political as such, the nothingness 

the political calls itself to protect.  
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CHAPTER THREE: 

The Wage Slave 

 

 

The whole mystery of commodities, all the magic and necromancy that surrounds the 

products of labor on the basis of commodity production vanishes therefore as soon as we 

come to other forms of production.1  

 

The secret of capitalism is to be found not in the factory but in the plantation.2 

 

My focus on the theoretical production of sovereignty may seem to have sidelined the traditional 

concerns of political economy, casting markets as merely external variables for more essential 

fields of representation. Certainly, this dissertation’s enduring emphasis has been with what 

anthropologist and critical theorist David Scott calls “a spiritual, and therefore internal” insight 

into how “Europe’s self-knowledges, not to say its cultural identity, are in fundamental ways 

shaped by the colonial relation, and specifically the relation that constituted New World plantation 

slavery.”i For Scott, a shift toward this dimension of plantation production is a necessary 

counterbalance to the much more prevalent perception that slavery’s products “have been purely 

and entirely material, and therefore external—that is to say, it is possible to acknowledge that 

Europe’s wealth and power were substantially derived from the massive profits of the slave-based 

sugar plantation colonies.”ii The quality of Scott’s distinction, its very separation, identifies a 

problem of articulation: how does self-knowledge and the material world intersect and interact? 

Possible itineraries have long been charted: 1) the idealist route that subsumes materiality; 2) the 

(vulgar) materialist approach that renders ideas mere manifestations of an economic base; and 3) 

the more complex dance with a Marx who attempted, from materiality, to think material forms and 

ideal forms together.  

                                                 
1 Karl Marx, Capital: A Critique of Political Economy, Volume 1 (London: Penguin Books, 1976), 169. 
2 Sylvia Wynter, “Black Metamorphosis,” Unpublished Manuscript, 582. 
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Though a considerable amount of political and theoretical work has gone into establishing 

the truth of material production (just take the controversial intellectual event that was and remains 

Eric Williams’s Capitalism and Slavery), the possibility of this acknowledgement has, in some 

sense, been recognized from its earliest appearance: an economist in 1745 proudly crowed that the 

British empire was “a magnificent superstructure of American commerce and naval power, on an 

African foundation” and touted slavery as “the first principle and foundation of all the rest; the 

mainspring of the machine, which sets every wheel in motion,”iii while a 1698 broadsheet 

proclaimed that “The great and unspeakable Advantage the West-India Plantations are to England, 

is so well known that it needs no demonstration to prove it.”iv In 1827, an editor could without 

difficulty map the cartography of the United States through the slave economy: “on the White 

mountains of New Hampshire we find the sugar of Louisiana, and in the plains beyond the 

Mississippi the cotton cloths of Rhode Island are domesticated.”v 

If the facticity of slavery’s influence can be claimed, even celebrated, it is in part because 

of a peculiar figuration of economic power—at minimum, a demonstration of chance and fortune, 

at medium, of British ingenuity and African failings, at most, of providence. As “The Political 

Slave” explored, contextualizing self-knowledge still leaves those critical of the contradiction 

between theory and practice at a loss to elaborate any more fundamental necessity, or even political 

pull, to complicate self-presence as such. For when the validity of natural law, liberalism, and its 

freedoms is made to shrink or expand relative to a thinker’s affective ties or a theory’s practical 

implications, the material world of profit and power is made influential but not determinant. The 

ruse of these early concessions—the ability to speak of slavery and its gains in abstraction from 

ethics and without subverting self-coherence—reflects a delegation of the material to the 

contingent and the ideal to the necessary, a maneuver that both informs our contemporary frame 
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of materiality and coheres to Scott’s own categorical identification. The internal accent on self-

knowledges signifies a mode of knowledge production that, while it may very well be informed 

by material relations, operates in an insular realm that incubates its self-instantiating fiction. It is 

this insularity that needs to be explained.  

While it is true that avowedly materialist approaches continue to overdetermine slavery’s 

frame, these same gestures also complicate the assumption of a pure material world by revealing 

the entanglements of identity and subjectivity. Take Williams’s classic example of material 

production: the application of slave labor on export crops like sugar, tea, and tobacco for the world 

market has certainly “provided one of the main streams of the accumulation of capital in England 

which financed the Industrial Revolution.”vi But the engineering of new commodities for 

consumption not only filled the pockets of a new elite and metabolized an ever-expanding system 

of production, it developed a world of taste and culture.vii Likewise, the trans-Atlantic trade was 

the primary channel for an immense public-private intercourse that, in coordinating between the 

state and the corporation and between plantation debtors and British creditors bolstered English 

administrative reach, resolved internal demographic problems, and jump-started far-reaching 

commercial innovations in shipping and finance.viii In this respect, racial slavery became both the 

material and symbolic locus from which imperial authority emanated but of which it did not 

regulate.ix This broadened sphere of activity fostered paradoxically protectionist subjects of free 

trade and cinched techniques for the non-agrarian homogenization of labor.x If Britannia ruled the 

waves, it was by integrating (and not always successfully) a diverse trans-Atlantic network of 

newly constituted interests whose market dependence only spawned more intense clamoring for 

freedom in colonial outposts. 
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While the epistemological importance of this varied and vast research cannot be overstated, 

its undercurrent of interest remains, ultimately, with capitalism (and to a lesser extent 

colonialism).xi Slavery is subsumed under the question of transition, a cipher for capitalism’s lift-

off from feudalism and aristocracy, its continual involvement with political power, the persistence 

of seemingly archaic forms of violence, and the possibility of freedom. Should capitalism be 

conceived through the primacy of free labor or through the emergence of the relentless drive for 

accumulation? Did it secure the primacy of the state-form or emancipate itself from it? Slavery 

recedes in the face of the difficulty of discerning what capitalism actually is, when it originated, 

and how it might encompass divergent economic systems as well as the social relations that 

constitute them. Internal to Marxist discourse on transition, the terms of thinking whether slavery 

can be capitalist, whether slave-masters can be capitalists (Eugene Genovese would say no),xii 

slaves can be proletariats (C.L.R. James and Sidney Mintz would say yes),xiii and what capitalism 

might actually be hinges on the centrality of wage-labor to the definition of capitalism. These 

famous debates have now calcified in counter-posing the national specificity of Maurice Dobb’s 

English lens of the transition from feudalism with the wider internationalism of Paul Sweezy.xiv 

Their polarizing theoretical tendencies each offer different synthesizing subjects (of capitalism) as 

objects (of analysis): despite their internal differences, the line from Dobb extends in 

characterizing the capitalist mode of production by the existence of wage-labor, while Sweezy, 

and world-system analysis that follows, identifies capitalism as production for the market. When 

slavery can be incorporated into capitalism, then, it is only because of a decision determining the 

content of capitalism—its production of surplus for circulation rather than, say, its characteristic 

of coercion.  
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Neither pole, however, centralizes the content of slavery, apart from the fact of its laboring; 

slavery is subsumed as one among a series of external, non-waged relationships that needs 

attention. For political economy, slavery exudes a problem of embeddedness: an anomaly or 

necessity or, in the words of Robert Miles, an “anomalous necessity,”xv it can affect capitalism, in 

that it can contribute to its wealth or, more radically perhaps, elements of its ideological 

reproduction, and it can be affected by capitalism, in that it can be made more or less a vehicle for 

accumulation and, when touched by “distortions” like race, an ideological wedge for class control, 

but its formation remains presumed as both derivative and static. Moreover, because capitalism is 

framed by our temporal imagination as the historical field in which the economy becomes or 

appears to be dominant, released from traditional political hierarchies in which labor was 

previously entrenched, capitalism is granted a certain priority. Its freedoms are made, however 

reluctantly, the source of the flourishing of wealth in goods and knowledges and the ground for a 

revolutionary future.xvi This reduction means, in effect, that the logical and historic relationship 

between the political and economic and between the spiritual and material is deployed from the 

perspective of shifts within capitalism, not slavery. It also means that it takes concerted effort to 

explore how exploitation is undergirded by expropriation,xvii how the value-form is produced by 

force, and how (to return to this chapter’s opening problematic) slavery could produce anything 

except the materiality to which it has been consigned. With a focus on what slavery produces for 

capitalism, not what produces slavery, comes the ricocheted return to the material assumption of 

its content—a domestic-economic configuration, as Aristotle long ago solidified, that without any 

natural or divine providence is usually maintained by the most material and direct of violence. 

Scott, in his admittedly brief overview, does not provide insight by way of intellectual 

history or theoretical analysis that could account for why an interpretation of slavery as material 
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productivity gained traction, nor how it can ever be differentiated from its opposite. Of course, his 

leveraging of such intellectual abstractions is more valuative and prescriptive than it is 

genealogical, deployed in celebration of Susan Buck-Morss’s Hegel and Haiti, a text that 

provocates for perception one: that racial slavery shaped European self-knowledge and that, more 

specifically, Hegel “knew about real slaves revolting successfully against real masters, and he 

elaborated his dialectic of lordship and bondage deliberately within this contemporary context.”xviii 

With the Haitian Revolution displacing the importance of the French, Buck-Morss explains that 

real slaves, not symbolic ones, should be conceived as the “linchpin” of Hegel’s highly contested 

and endlessly invoked dialectics. Buck-Morss’s historicization stands Hegel on his head in a 

gesture reminiscent, on the surface, of Marx, filling in the material world for what she considers 

Hegel’s willful abstraction from the activity of real slaves. For Buck-Morss, however, Marxist 

methodology does not actually constitute a model for thinking the relation between historical 

action and theory, at least not in this instance. Instead, she proceeds to explain, Marx followed 

Hegel in a process of abstraction that lifted slavery “from literal reference” to read it “once again 

as a metaphor—this time for the class struggle.”xix This abstracting procedure is made endemic to 

both materialists and idealists, in that slavery as metaphor is always occurring in thought against 

a really real process, the process of actually existing slaves and their domineering masters.  

Here we have to pull the breaks. Buck-Morss’s invocation of “real slaves” as a “literal 

reference” seems to relegate slavery to the field of pure actuality in a struggle untouched by the 

ruses of symbolic slavery. Hegel appropriated the activity of slaves because it was available for 

thought—Buck-Morss’s retracing of the archive shows that—even, paradoxically, as it couldn’t 

be thought (then or now).xx In this way, Buck-Morss produces a strain of the hypocrisy mode of 

analysis; the attachment between Hegel’s self-consciousness and the slave, as well as between the 
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metaphoric and actual slave, remains contingent and, ultimately, itself unthought, in a Marxist 

inversion that is not Marxist at all. For if “The actual and successful revolution of Caribbean slaves 

against their masters is the moment when the dialectical logic of recognition becomes visible as 

the thematics of world history…to put it in Hegelian language, the rational—freedom—becomes 

real,”xxi then, from Buck-Morss’s vantage, the rational still precedes the real. It is merely that the 

real can become a stage for developing the rational—a claim entirely consistent with Hegelian 

world history. There is, indeed, no reason why Hegel could not incorporate his dependency on this 

real world history in the development of his thought while simultaneously affirming and even 

performing the engulfment that Denise Ferreira da Silva considers characteristic of his 

Phenomenology of Spirit.xxii An alternate option persists: if Hegel’s “genius,” as David Brion 

Davis puts it, was “to endow lordship and bondage with such a rich resonance of meanings that 

the model could be applied to every form of physical and psychological domination,” then perhaps 

the abstraction of slavery could only persist because of its opposition to slavery in “fact.”xxiii As 

our last chapter attempted to argue, the very existence of “real slaves” is in every way embedded 

in how the symbolic structure of slavery played out in natural law and became available for 

appropriation for Hegel. This more constitutive insight into abstraction takes us further than a mere 

critique of the insufficiency of Hegelian abstraction. Already, we can say that Buck-Morss’s well-

documented proof that Hegel “knew” about Haiti leaves open the structure of that knowing in a 

way that can more fundamentally challenge the very metaphysical structure of Hegel’s oeuvre as 

well as its intellectual lineage.  

By aligning the spirituality of self-knowledge with internal necessity and the materiality of 

power and wealth with contingency, Scott’s own prioritization of the less perceptible builds from 

Buck-Morss to tarry with a version of nominalism that itself is at the center of the problem of anti-
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blackness and slavery. I seek to complicate this abstraction of an abstraction—Scott’s theoretical 

abstraction of Buck-Morss’s identification of Hegel’s ideologically insufficient abstraction—by 

thinking through the schema of the ideal and the real as a “real abstraction,” in the tradition of 

Marx but recalibrated under the sign of slavery. Marx, and here I don’t quite want to leave behind 

his methodology, shows us that the presumed separation sequestering the material and economic, 

on the one hand, and the social-symbolic and political-juridical, on the other, cannot be sustained: 

social individuation, qualified by its economic rationality, equality, and private proprietorship 

expands with the consistent, common systems of calculation reproducing capitalist exchange.xxiv 

While informed by Marx’s convergence between mind and matter—turning from Hegel to 

elaborate what Raya Dunayevskaya has condensed as “the most idealistic of all materialistic 

philosophy,”xxv Alberto Toscano has dubbed a “materialism without matter,”xxvi and Chris Arthur 

a “spectral objectivity”xxvii—this chapter argues, however, that the theoretical split between 

slavery’s ideational and material production cannot be resolved by Marx. If, as Dunayevskaya 

contends, Hegel’s failure stemmed from his commitment to “trace the logical movement, not of 

the worker, but of the intellectual,”xxviii then Marx’s commitment not to the slave but to the 

worker—and to labor as an analytic frame—is what generates his ideological and methodological 

limits. When Marx turns the slave of Hegel’s self-consciousness on its head, he finds the worker, 

not the problematic of slavery.  

I follow Frank B. Wilderson III to propose that “Work is not an organic principle for the 

slave.”xxix Being that labor for Marx is 1) the primary activity of historical subjects; 2) the 

historically distinct form of social mediation under capitalism; and 3) the grounds for revolutionary 

unfettering, this proposal already moves away from the method and aim of historical materialism. 

Following radical currents in Black Studies and extending my reading of Aristotle, I will expand 
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the frame from capitalism, and even racism, to anti-blackness in order to position the slave’s 

production as neither ideas nor material goods, but the appearance of the distinction between the 

two. If it seems easier to admit and even, at key turns, celebrate the material foundation of the slave 

trade without conceding its traffic in ideas and if, similarly, it is du jour to charge scholars with 

being too materially invested (profit-hungry) or theoretically impoverished (insufficiently 

abstract), it is not only because of the difficulty of thinking the material and ideal together and not 

only because any distinction between the two are always already collapsing but more 

fundamentally because the very construction of slavery (as a historically bankrupt, economic 

system whose origin and aim are profit and whose continuance is predicated on direct force) 

mediates the difference. Indeed, I propose that the theoretical split over the material and ideal labor 

of the slave (couched in Afro-pessimism as the difference between slavery’s political and libidinal 

economies)xxx is itself a fall-out from the theoretical extrication of slavery from capitalism. This is 

a fairly complex argument requiring engagement with the problematic of disciplines (political or 

economic), historical transition (slavery and capitalism), metaphysics (non-being and being), and 

the intricacies and, ultimately, insufficiencies of methodology (history and structure). Slavery’s 

condensation to “direct slavery,” that is, is a real abstraction, the hypostatization of the ideal from 

the real being the slave’s arche-production, anti-blackness ever mediating the yawning chasm 

between the two.  

 

A New Dress 

I will begin by returning to “The Political Slave” to chart a speculative trajectory from domination 

by the tyrant to domination by capital. It is not difficult to reconstruct how natural law could be an 

important resource for and reflection of the emergent dynamics of colonialism and capitalism, or 
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“colonial capitalism.”xxxi At its most direct, natural law was bent towards furthering all scales of 

self-interest. Grotius’s exegesis on free trade was a veritable manifesto, a forthright intervention 

on and in behalf of political interests whose protectionism aligns with the contradictory elements 

of capitalist formation. Hobbes, meanwhile, in recognizing the equality of man and the limits of 

his natural world, resolved universal competition in a manner that also elaborated an international 

political economy. This involved making manifest internal protocols encouraging the extension of 

political problems to the new world because, as he puts it, “there is no territory under the dominion 

of one commonwealth (except it be of very vast extent) that produceth all things needful for the 

maintenance and motion of the whole body.”xxxii Further, in articulating how commonwealths 

make up the deficit “by importation of that which may be had abroad, either by exchange, or by 

just war, or by labour,” Hobbes not only made an argument consistent with mercantile balance of 

trade; in a significant move for the development of political economy, he pinpointed that “a man’s 

labour also is a commodity exchangeable for benefit, as well as any other thing.”xxxiii Likewise, 

Locke’s proto-labor theory of value helped explain why “numbers of men are to be preferred to 

largenesse of dominions,” why, even without bountiful land and natural resources, a country could 

still thrive and that “the property of labor should be able to overbalance the community of 

land.”xxxiv Consequently, Locke argues that if “labour makes the far greatest part of the value of 

things…we enjoy in this World,” it is because it can be sold; labor, rephrased through Marx, is the 

source not only of use-value but of exchange-value.xxxv  

In its move from mercantilism, then, natural law does more than merely spell out shifts in 

the world order, it designates new subjects that precipitate the realization of these shifts. 

Importantly, the capacity to alienate oneself from labor requires a foundational, even metaphysical, 

instantiation of property as property in “self,” heralding the fundamentally distinctive concept of 
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the individual, divorced from social relations, that C.B. Macpherson contentiously dubbed 

“possessive individualism.”xxxvi Through natural law, the non-black subject achieved what in 

political theory has been christened “negative freedom”—the freedom from intolerable arbitrary 

rule and feudal ties, which also means the freedom from prosecution, the freedom from slavery, 

and the freedom, ultimately, from blackness. To be free from blackness as an internal property, in 

other words, was to be free to be anti-black—it solidified positive freedom through a unifying 

ethos: to name, hunt, patrol, police, discriminate, kill, all in the name of self-defense or, more 

simply, self. In natural law, and liberalism by extension, blackness sits at the place of a complex 

production of causality that achieves freedom in positing a threat, the threat of unfreedom. If the 

state’s role is condensed into one of facilitating the defense of freedom—the freedom of life, the 

freedom of property, and the freedom to name, police, and protect—its purpose is also to project 

and induce encroaching unfreedom. The problem, identified by historical actors while perplexing 

political economists and coloring the pages of labor historians since, is that this newest phase of 

human liberation did not equal substantive freedom and was nothing like total liberation for its 

intended (non-black) subjects. The promise of progress to self-employment met historical limits 

with an increase in manufacturing and immigration (the latter problem only increased animosity 

towards the British and their displaced paupers)xxxvii and, driven by economic necessity to sell their 

labor, exposed the various ways that this freedom was underneath one of compulsion.xxxviii  

Given that the classical ideal of the virtuous, selfless citizen contrasted dramatically with 

the exploitation endemic to an acquisitive, self-interested social reality, the damning consequences 

for lower-class workers were ameliorated by a unification of public virtue with abstract gestures 

that fronted equality of opportunity.xxxix This new self-determined subject of sovereignty took 

theoretical shape most explicitly when Grotius naturalized the right to defend oneself and to 
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possess property. Its contradictions climaxed when Locke’s edifice of private property (as a 

mixture of labor and land) presupposed ownership in oneself to forward a new sort of theological 

claim.xl By emphasizing the sui juris status of self-ownership, labor was assimilated into a form of 

property-ownership—the choice to exercise judgment already, of course, at stake in Locke. 

Locke’s slide from the inalienable property of the self to the alienable property of labor and his 

corresponding swerve from theological nominalism to realist empiricism recaptured the subject in 

a logic of economic servitude explicitly denied by the political injunction against it in the Two 

Treatises.xli Because personhood was articulated as the root by which nature is improved, it could 

sublate the emergence of property and accumulation into the workings of divine manifestation. 

From this premise Locke was able to provide an explanation for the origins of inequality, an 

empirical fact so seemingly at odds with natural law’s intuitive equality. Locke first established a 

distinction between the mere fact of producing a product and the actual processes by which that 

that product becomes one’s property: the “taking of this or that part” of the commons, the 

beginning of property, “does not depend on the express consent of all the Commoners.”xlii 

Property-owners could nonetheless proceed, in the absence of consent, with unlimited rights to 

improve and fulfill God’s larger purpose, provided their efforts did not result in spoilage. Money, 

in particular, entered the sphere of exchange by enabling, through tacit consent, a medium of 

circulation that would forestall waste.xliii In this way, it could be considered both rational and 

providential to accumulate capital; the increasing inequality of wealth necessitates the protection 

of civil society.  

The structure of these suppositions, building from labor to property, wealth, and divine 

order justified the continuous contractual alienation of labor as a social fact that favors the 

“Industrious and Rational.”xliv Anticipating the increasing industrialization of Europe, Locke 
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encouraged enclosures and the more general dispossession of paupers from social safety ties, 

theorizing that work was the means by which rationality was exercised.xlv Wage labor could be 

made to confirm with free labor if it could demonstrate and model moral purpose—discipline, 

ambition, industry, thrift.xlvi And because “the accumulation of stock must, in the nature of things, 

be previous to the division of labour,”xlvii political economy could eventually secularize divine 

provenance in the form of the spontaneous invisible hand. Its pre-political differentiation of have 

and have-nots could attach to an evolutionary account of biology, as in Friedrich Hayek where the 

factor of chance selects individuals endowed with rational capacity.xlviii Thus was born was Du 

Bois termed “The American Assumption” “that wealth is mainly the result of its owner’s effort 

and that any average worker can by thrift become a capitalist.”xlix The revolutionary economy’s 

network of free exchange represented a liberation from the aristocratic ties and monopolistic 

constraints of the mother country.l While British monarchism maintained hereditary forms of 

hierarchy, American liberal-republicanism conceived of itself as distributing gains according to 

individual merit: indentured servants were being released from their ascriptive ties and labor 

ceased to primarily perpetuate social hierarchies. With hard work, it was promised that one would 

eventually realize the Jeffersonian Yeoman ideal.li It has not gone unnoticed by critical eyes that 

the expropriation of this labor resembles Locke’s expropriation of land from native Americans.lii 

There is a structural and historical connection between the dispossession of land and labor that 

offered both a similar ideology of advancement: Locke’s liberalism, as the last chapter insinuated, 

could include both Native Americans and laborers in its vision of freedom.liii  

The biologization of individual capacity is not, however, the first appearance of the specter 

of race; its constitution, as our last chapter articulated, has its lineage long before. As the political 

rhetoric of freedom became increasingly charged with unfreedom, a new metaphor took on 
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accelerating momentum: “wage slavery.”liv The positive, unifying features of neo-Republicanism, 

enshrined in the American constitution and exchanged globally, ended up internalizing a version 

of the violent antagonism of its gestation, repeating the Hobbesian dilemma anew: political 

freedom became encrusted with the contractual version of slavery. “Wage slavery” became a 

watchword for international antagonisms, its utility and evocativeness spreading throughout 

militant English and American antebellum labor organizers. Anglo-American tensions were 

elaborated vis-à-vis this charge—not only mobilized by British chartists to expose working 

conditions but, in a transference of anxieties, counterposed by Americans as a fundamentally 

British problem, uniting Northerners and Southerners alike in defending racial slavery as a defense 

of America.lv The union brought by America’s foundational anti-black civil society of course 

generated its own internal fissures, what labor leader George McNeill in 1877 as “an inevitable 

and irresistible conflict between the wage-system of labor and the republican system of 

government.”lvi The disjuncture between free labor and artisanal republicanism found in American 

labor movements conflicted with abolitionists on precisely this problem.lvii While labor 

movements like the National Reform Association tended to heighten the analogy between wage 

labor and slavery (claims that wage labor was the “very essence of slavery”lviii were ubiquitous), 

abolitionists like William Lloyd Garrison, Wendell Phillips and William Jay rejected such 

analogies as “an abuse of language,”lix (as someone “who either cannot discern, or willingly 

attempts to confound, the distinction between Slavery and Poverty…shows ignorance of the first 

elements of natural morality”),lx by proposing a largely voluntarist version of freedom that hinged 

on the provision of consent to contract.lxi  

While the British and American working class seized upon a similar metaphor not to justify 

but to explain the severity of their own condition, they did not (and, continuing into the present 
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tense, do not), begin with the historical conditions of racial slavery, instead focusing their analysis 

on enclosures that could encompass the expropriation of Native American land but not the 

expropriation of African capacity writ-large.lxii This disjuncture puts a strain on the deployment of 

the “wage slave” metaphor, which actually first gained traction in the US through the phrase “white 

slavery.”lxiii Insofar as labor requires the capacity for self-determination, the relative comportment 

to and acquiescence in the moral imperative to work is itself a mediation of racial difference. Much 

like my previous chapter, wage slavery may empirically resemble other forms of bondage but the 

greater this proximity, the greater its containment and deferral. In this way, it appears that, as Du 

Bois writes, “the old difficulties and paradoxes appeared in new dress.”lxiv  

 

Abstract Labor 

Marx, defender of Radical Republicanism and sympathizer of abolitionism, represents the 

culmination of this critical spirit, re-expressing and intensifying its fault lines.lxv From The German 

Ideology to The Poverty of Philosophy to The Economic Manuscripts of 1844 to Capital, his 

critique of bourgeoisie ideology and abstract idealism has telescoped the coercion implicit in the 

formal category of freedom. Repeated in various iterations, becoming arguably more sophisticated 

as his work became more reflexive, the basic premise echoes, because it was informed by, Anglo-

American labor organizers. In short, liberal voluntarism, where “no one seized hold of another’s 

property by force,” is but a “surface process, beneath which, however, in the depths, entirely 

different processes go on, in which this apparent individual equality and liberty disappear.”lxvi But 

when Marx lifts off from the world those like Locke, Hegel, and Smith struggle to represent—the 

realm of freedom that is civil society—he does not merely set out to uncover the subjection and 

violence hiding beneath juridical freedom and equality.  
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Marx is certainly interested in exposing the historicity of violence lurking behind a logic 

of bourgeois accumulation that conveniently takes its own position as universal. Economic 

categories, he writes, “bear a historical imprint”: wrested from “the idyllic reigns from time 

immemorial,” this history is “written in the annals of mankind in letters of blood and fire.”lxvii The 

opposition characteristic of capitalist production—that between the owners of money and the 

owners of “nothing but their own labour-power”—is not universal but, rather, violently social. 

Prolonged and uneven expropriations and enclosures divorce people from their means of 

production and the conditions of their realization. The imposition of value, moreover, is backed 

by an existential imperative: sell your labor or be crushed, decimated, destroyed. Its reproduction, 

and this is his stunning intervention still being untangled by theorists of subjectivity, “produces 

not only commodities, not only surplus-value, but it also produces and reproduces the capital-

relation itself; on the one hand the capitalist, on the other the wage-labourer.”lxviii 

Both vulgar economists and classical political economists in the liberal tradition build from 

“the imagined concrete” of their Robinson Crusoe-styled myths “towards ever thinner 

abstractions” which, culminating in “a chaotic conception of the whole,” fail to discover what 

should be rudimentary: the source of wealth.lxix Locke can stand in as a particular example of how 

liberalism, Marx’s more expansive target, fetishizes the concrete, uncritically naturalizing 

phenomena such as labor or private ownership.lxx His liberal logic throws up the state as a mere 

instrument of law, an external regulator of imbalances brought about by broken contracts among 

naturally free and consenting property-owners.lxxi In facilitating the fiction of freedom, private 

property, and equality, the state can pose as an abstract arbiter of justice unencumbered by the 

biases of the feudal past. By claiming that “Locke’s view is all the more important because it was 

the classical expression of bourgeois society’s ideas of right as against feudal society, and 
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moreover his philosophy served as the basis for all the ideas of the whole of subsequent English 

political economy,”lxxii Marx means not only that Locke’s ideas were utilized by political actants 

and economists—rather, they announce and reflect certain tensions internal to an emergent 

capitalist totality. That is, seemingly befuddled or political economists are not merely constrained 

by problems of thought, they are also determinately expressing what they attempt to analyze.lxxiii 

Marx argues that when capitalist mythology crafts the past of so-called primitive 

accumulation in order to legitimate the fallenness of some, it plays “approximately the same role 

in political economy as original sin does in theology:” the laboring poor become the Adam that bit 

the apple.lxxiv But this is a complicated theodicy. Does Marxist metaphysics go beyond the 

secularization thesis, to become more than a diviner for a newly repeating religious imaginary? 

His section on commodity fetishism—on the “metaphysical subtleties and theological niceties” of 

the commodity form—has been conceived as an implicit working out of how social relations of 

domination get imputed to the realm of natural necessity beyond the simple charge of “false 

consciousness.”lxxv When Marx opens Capital with the simple appearance of the commodity—not 

as a transhistorically abstract, useful object, but as the most historically general expression of 

capitalism’s characteristic social form—it is not to reveal the hidden truth behind appearances.lxxvi 

The task of research, as Marx writes in the Second Postscript to Capital, is instead “to appropriate 

the material in detail, to analyse its different forms of development and to track down their inner 

connection.”lxxvii Only then, with a sense of the structural and the abstract in hand, can “the real 

movement be appropriately presented.” This presentation, contrary to its historical and empirical 

mode of inquiry, works to relativize what came before it, “rising from the abstract to the concrete” 

and reflexively demonstrating the opening simplicity of the commodity as presupposed by the 

network of capitalist relations.lxxviii Instead of merely idealizing his way out of social relations, 
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Marx’s theorization of the relationship between specific forms of social interdependence and forms 

of thought attempts to move from “the actual, given relations of life,” to “the forms in which these 

have been apotheosized,” by illustrating what specific aspect of given relations has primed some 

specific theoretical articulation within political economy, including his own.lxxix  

Labor, under the sign of freedom and property, represents a liberation from domination and 

violence.lxxx The logic of transition leaps ahead of itself, over an excess it requires but cannot 

rhetorically manage except by condensing the present into ahistorical and asocial exchange. Its 

erasure of violent expropriation presupposes both the existence of surplus populations and the 

social reality of labor itself and is what naturalizes “this race of peculiar commodity-owners.”lxxxi 

But against empiricist abstractions, which in proceeding from senses to concepts retains the 

presupposition of the discrete individual,  Marx interrogates a logic of capital that is not 

perceptible, but supersensible.lxxxii Abstract labor is abstract because of the concrete practice of 

exchange: “Not only the category, labour, but labour in reality has here become the means of 

creating wealth in general, and has ceased to be organically linked with particular individuals in 

any specific form.”lxxxiii Exchange proceeds only by negating use-value into an abstract substance, 

value, without any content of its own. Although “not an atom of matter” enters into value, it posits 

its presuppositions by valuing labor not as determinate activity but in its capacity for negation: 

opposing one another in commodity-exchange, what is exchanged is the objectification of labor as 

value, abstracted from labor’s heterogeneity and the particularity of the object labor produces.lxxxiv 

It is equalization that renders the concrete (use-value) into an ideal representation, which is more 

than “merely the mental product” of laborers.  

Such “spectral objectivity” becomes the social synthesis that generates the theoretical terms 

driving its own reproduction. lxxxv For when abstract bourgeois morality, exemplified early in 
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natural law, divorces itself from the analysis of its own concrete historical structures of inequality 

and injustice, it is expressing what appears to be a socially valid relationship: a representation of 

the economy and recognized and reenacted by economists and owners of commodities alike. With 

this value-form of domination, modern relations actually “appear as what they are,” that is, as 

independent things or forces autonomous of individuals—money and labor and commodities—

even as labor only appears stripped of sociability and estranged from its activity because of a social 

process of individuation and alienation.lxxxvi Because the oppositions we encounter between the 

individual and society, matter and mind, are for Marx real, historically constituted abstractions, 

not just dreamed up in a philosopher’s head but hypostatized by and for determinate social 

formations, then it is only at a certain stage that the individual appears as such. Only under certain 

conditions would the framework that links Locke’s empiricism to an abstract state and subject 

even be possible.lxxxvii 

Subverting the transhistoricism of labor, the mystification of exchange-value, and the 

supposed immediacy of use-value, Marx has given us much to consider: a version of epistemology 

and a methodological procedure that incorporates history without counterpoising it to nature, 

reconfigures appearances into absent presences, challenges economic theodicy and the political 

animal (his sixth thesis on Feuerbach situates human essence not as an “abstraction inherent in 

each single individual” but instead “in its reality…is the ensemble of social relations”), and situates 

itself in its own production.lxxxviii By investigating the manner in which abstractions are “caught 

up in the social whole,” Marx complicates (if not resolves, as some may claim) the 

realism/nominalism divide that has been haunting this dissertation and is able to relativize the 

secular liberal worldview that grants itself the position of transcendental reason.lxxxix  
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But if labor undergoes a transmutation of such qualitative scale that the mode of production 

(the production of knowledge and objects) shifts accordingly, what happens to slavery? Can 

slavery also (or differently) ascend to the status of a category that challenges the metaphysical 

binding of the ideal and the material, freedom and necessity? For historian Walter Johnson, slavery 

remains the “unthought” of political economy—the “historical and conceptual backdrop for the 

main event”: capitalism.xc But it is altogether unclear what the theoretical occlusion of slavery 

might mean, given that it has also been said, with much truth, that “Karl Marx recognized the 

capitalist nature of American slavery long before American historians.”xci It is certainly not the 

case that Marx merely did not think slavery. A study akin to Buck-Morss’s revision of Hegel—

one attentive to the various political and intellectual milieus shaping his world-view—would 

reveal that the problem of slavery litters Marx’s numerous articles and correspondencesxcii and 

appears in every chapter of Capital v1 (even if relegated to rhetoric and marginalia).xciii Marx’s 

engagement with the abolitionist cause and his study of the American Civil War, “the one great 

event of contemporary history,”xciv studs his journalistic pursuits, even serving as an example of 

the relationship between crisis and revolution.xcv  

Historically, indeed, Marx’s capitalism has a scope that cannot but be global: he pinpoints 

“the first sporadic traces of capitalist production as early as the fourteenth or fifteenth centuries in 

certain towns of the Mediterranean”;xcvi situates Italy circa the fifteenth century as, historically, 

the earliest development of capitalist production;xcvii designates the violent, “man-stealing” Dutch 

as the “model capitalist nation of the seventeenth century,”xcviii and, more broadly and famously 

still, postulates that 

the discovery of gold and silver in America, the extirpation, enslavement and entombment 

in mines of the indigenous population of that continent, the beginnings of the conquest and 

plunder of India, and the conversion of Africa into a preserve for the commercial hunting 

of blackskins, are all things which characterize the dawn of the era of capitalist production. 
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These idyllic proceedings are the chief moments of primitive accumulation. Hard on their 

heels follows the commercial war of the European nations, which has the globe as its 

battlefield.xcix   

In a letter to Pavel Annenkov, dated 1846, Marx draws these lines even more emphatically:  

Freedom and slavery constitute an antagonism…We are not dealing with indirect slavery, 

the slavery of the proletariat, but with direct slavery, the slavery of the black races in 

Surinam, in Brazil, in the southern states of North America. Direct slavery is as much the 

pivot of our industrialism today as machinery, credit, etc. Without slavery, no cotton; 

without cotton no modern industry. Slavery has given their value to the colonies; the 

colonies have created world trade; world trade is the necessary condition of large-scale 

machine industry. Before the traffic in Negroes began the colonies supplied the Old World 

with very few products and made no visible change in the face of the earth. Thus slavery 

is an economic category of the highest importance.c 

But because his theoretical account of capitalism’s historical origins in so-called primitive 

accumulation only figures in at the close of his dense text, with pre-conditions that seem to be 

more about materially kick-starting capitalism, the question remains as to how and to what extent 

they are taken up in Marx’s abstract forms. How might Das Capital be read if the site of production 

is situated not in the industrial factory but in the plantations spanning the Atlantic, or more 

radically, the slave-ships, or more radically still, the modes of capture prior to the corraling 

mechanisms at the littoral, in which bodies were abstracted and exteriorized from a receding 

interior? To ask the question from another angle, how might the sustenance of capitalism and the 

form of capitalist critique be challenged when primitive accumulation is tied, not first to the 

enclosure of the commons, but to the continuous violent capture of slaves?  

As Marx is fairly explicit about his methodology in his mature works, beginning with the 

general commodity form as it appears to us as commonplace, only to unfurl from this general 

scene something of immense complexity, it is necessary to take care to grasp not only what he says 

about slavery, but how (methodologically) and when (in the order of presentation) he does so. The 

remaining sections will move slowly from slavery in the context of Marx’s philosophical 

abstractions to the historical context of abolition, from the abstract to the concrete, to explore how 
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Marx and prominent Marxist interpretations reduplicate and reinforce the inclusive exclusion of 

the “wage slavery” metaphor. Critically deploying Marx’s method of presentation, I chart a reading 

of “abstract slavery” as the logical and historical presupposition of abstract labor’s absent 

presence.  

 

Chains and Threads 

Internal to Marxism, the position of slavery vis-à-vis capitalism takes shape along vectors of 

commensurability and incommensurability that adjudicate the historical-logical relations between 

1) modes of production and 2) forms of exploitation. In an evocative passage of Capital, Marx 

appears to collapse the two: “The Roman slave was held by chains; the wage laborer is bound to 

his owner by invisible threads.”ci By distilling modes of labor extraction through forms of 

domination, a conceptual confrontation is set between the direct subordination of slaves and serfs 

of the peasant economy and the mystification of exchange relations (and the abstraction of and 

alienation of one’s labor) for the wage-slave under capitalism. On the one hand is excessive, 

spectacular, and bloody feudal violence; on the other, the quotidian mechanisms of “silent 

compulsion.”cii But it is not easy to make an aphorism of this quote, appearing in a discussion of 

how workers, as “instruments of production who are possessed of consciousness,” are compelled 

to reproduce themselves under capitalism. Read as either a logical opposition (personalistic chains 

versus invisible threads) or a historical development (chains subsumed by threads), the route by 

which direct domination is or is not subsumed by impersonal relations of dependence in the 

expanded reproduction of capital, and the problem of how forms of domination characteristic of 

slavery and capitalism may historically and theoretically inter-articulate, is incredibly complex, 

especially internal to Marx’s method and mode of presentation.  
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A basic contrast between freedom and dependence may be clear for theorists of classical 

republicanism: “The man that cannot live upon his own must be a servant; but he that can live 

upon his own may be a freeman.”ciii Slavery triangulates this contrast because as Locke puts it, 

although a “Free-man makes himself a Servant to another, by selling him for a certain time,” this 

servant should not, under the neo-republican ideology of liberalism, be considered the same as the 

slave. civ Indeed, while “Master and Servant are Names as old as History,” they are “given to those 

of far different condition.” What is granted to the master by the wage-laborer is only “a Temporary 

Power…and no greater, than what is contained in the Contract between ‘em.”cv Like Locke, Marx 

observes that under capitalism, the capacity to labor is never completely alienated, but rented. If, 

on the other hand, “the proprietor of labor-power…were to sell it in a lump, once and for all, he 

would be selling himself, converting himself from a free man into a slave, from an owner of a 

commodity into a commodity.”cvi Of course, Marx is quite distinct from Locke in that the 

appearance of a contract is a historically new relation, of such significance that the limit of time 

expended, and the freedom of expression it potentially affords, has lasting implications for the 

subjectivity and futurity of the laborer, informing even our critical tools of apprehension. The 

question is whether, for Marx, this significant status could cut both ways. If, as Sandro Mezzadra 

memorably diagnoses, “the ghost of slavery” is thought to be inscribed “within the very structure 

of ‘free’ wage labor,” the status of this inscription, this haunting, is doubled.cvii Does labor 

represent a partial liberation from slavery (progress) or an internal intensification of it (stasis)? 

Does slavery’s ghostliness accent that its structure is past or present, different or same?  

As a logically oppositional relation, the metaphor of the “wage slave” can dramatize an 

apparent truth—the proximity of formal freedom and its apparent opposite. The wage-laborer is 

conditioned by a double freedom, a positive freedom to “dispose of his labor-power as his own 
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commodity” and a negative freedom from dependency, “having no other commodity for sale.”cviii 

Although free wage-labor is often celebrated as an advancement on “unfree labor,” “free” labor 

does not necessarily mean an absence of coercion. As contingent positions emergent from 

protracted legal and social struggles, “free” and “unfree” might be seen as united through a 

continuum of coercion, where “‘free’ simply meant dispossessed, divorced from the means of 

production.”cix Indeed, as Mark Neocleous puts it, for Marx, “The ‘freeing’ of the peasantry into 

wage labour is the forcing of the peasantry into wage slavery; liberation is subjugation.”cx The 

logical distinction between labor and slavery is poised to reveal a more abiding commensurability, 

albeit one that carries ambiguous rhetorical and structural weight insofar as it also deems slavery 

of less theoretical interest. This ambiguity of attention has fostered equally ambiguous 

interpretations. David Graeber, for instance, has resituated the marked resemblance between the 

violent capture of the “sheer capacity to work” under slavery and the sale of wage-labor as a 

function of the time of the contract.cxi Although the morning commute and the Middle Passage 

“structurally…seem to play exactly the same role,” the difference is that “What is accomplished 

once, and violently and catastrophically, in one variant, is repeated with endless mind-numbing 

drudgery in the other.”cxii Graeber, however, declines to elaborate on the substance of these 

parallels, cautioning that “when I say one mode of production is a transformation of the other, I 

am talking about the permutation of logical terms. It doesn’t necessarily imply that one grew out 

of the other, or even that there was any historical connection at all.”cxiii  

Graeber’s theoretical refusal should be understood as a strategic agnosticism of one of the 

most readily identifiable and recurrently disputed feature of Marx’s sketch of capitalism: its 

teleology. Because Marx identifies bourgeois society (and English manufacture in particular)cxiv 

as the “most developed and complex,” his slice of the present is granted immanent potential to 
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reveal something of the “ruins” of “vanished social formations,” if only in contradictory, stunted, 

or vacated form.cxv While this backwards view might be only illustrative, Marx’s epochal sketch 

of capitalist reproduction takes on evolutionary hues, as when he posits the capitalist social relation 

as “a result of a past historical development, the product of many economic revolutions, of the 

extinction of a whole series of older formations of social production.”cxvi With this language of 

extinction, slavery, as a “relation of domination,”cxvii seemingly falls out of the totality, a mere 

relic in the realm of limitless accumulation. In its priority to capitalism, slavery becomes posited 

as a consequence of the reduction of laborers to a natural condition of production. Unlike human 

actors distinguishable by the will of their praxis, the slave is classified “along with other natural 

beings, such as cattle, as an accessory of the earth.”cxviii  

When Marx does address how slavery gets “drawn into the whirlpool of an international 

market dominated by the capitalistic mode of production,” the basic premise and problem of 

slavery remains static, even ahistorical.cxix In Theories of Surplus Value, for instance, plantations 

are conceived as only formally capitalist in their mode of production: although commercial, 

speculative and global “from the start,” for Marx, “slavery of Negroes precludes free wage labor,” 

and thus any incipient capitalist orientation on the part of slave holders and merchants “has not 

arisen out of slavery but is grafted onto it.”cxx The difference is that when slaves become compelled 

to produce commodities, instead of products for immediate consumption, and when, that is, “the 

business in which slaves are used is conducted by capitalists,” the “civilized horrors of over-work” 

can become “grafted” onto slavery, and the slave can suffer problems proximate to those 

confronted by the wage-laborer.cxxi This is not because of any historical shift in the system of 

slavery itself but because of an external process induced when temporalities collide and slaves are 

subjected, for the first and only time, to the mercy of capitalists. As Marx writes in the Grundrisse, 
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“The fact that we now not only call the plantation owners in America capitalists, but that they are 

capitalists, is based on their existence as anomalies within a world market based on free labor.”cxxii 

As anomalies, the slave can become a commodity and a “direct instrument of production,” but 

nonetheless retains their approximation to nature.cxxiii The substantive difference between labor 

and slavery is instead presupposed by the degree of mystification, and hence historical movement, 

one has towards the conditions of one’s own labor.  

Marx’s naturalization of the slave condition is, as Cedric Robinson has pointed out, not all 

that different from Aristotle.cxxiv It is as if no time has passed between the “genius” of Antiquity 

and the great critic of capitalist modernity. But even though Marx’s laborers may resemble the 

freedoms of Aristotle’s citizens vis-à-vis slaves, capitalism is unique in how it effects mystification 

as the social reality of freedom and equality through exchange and for its own perpetual future. If 

“the production of capitalists and wage labourers is…a chief product of capital’s realization 

process,”cxxv Marx’s appropriation of masters and “natural slaves” remains non- (and even anti-) 

productive with regards to capitalism. The form of exploitation of slavery remains theorized as a 

residual or resistant core (and this distinction, given the concerns of post-colonial studies and 

world-systems theory does matter),cxxvi tethered to the personal domination of individuals amidst 

the contrasting formal freedom of capitalism, and only ideologically impinging on relations of 

production. Indeed, Marx could only appropriate natural slavery because of the anti-black 

abstraction of slavery, the realization of the philosophical speculation of the natural slave, has 

given us the forms of freedom on which Robinson’s oppositional freedom still relies. 

Marx is also not far from Patterson’s “social death.” Patterson, remember, distills slavery 

as an external “socio-political structure,” insisting that though it may be possible to “arrive at a 

typology of orders of slavery,” slavery should instead generally be defined as an “order of power.” 
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More definitively, Patterson writes, “in twelve years of diligent searching I have not found a slave 

mode of production. It does not exist.”cxxvii In this way, Patterson skirts the opposition of modes 

of production: for Patterson, slave labor is inessential to slave status, as “in a great many slave-

holding societies masters were not interested in what their slaves produced.”cxxviii Patterson then 

can abstract from history to identify similar combinations of capitalism and slavery in the United 

States, Brazil, the Caribbean, late Rome, seventeenth-century Iraq, ad infinitum. As the inverse of 

Marx, Patterson’s social death is secured through the abstract opposition between the (political) 

master-slave relation and that of the (economic) capitalist-wage laborer.  

Meanwhile, Patterson’s early argument for the centrality of “American slave capitalisms” 

demonstrates how the displacement of slavery from the question of labor will necessarily also 

involve some elaboration of their inter-articulation.cxxix For him, capitalism, “exclusively a product 

of the modern world,” can be conceived as having (at least) two variants: free and slave, which are 

“historically and structurally tied.”cxxx The predominance of force, both “precondition and 

continuous part” of the slave relation in Slavery and Social Death, registers only as a “vital 

precondition” of wage labor. Indeed, his approach to slavery turns on an interpretation of Marx 

that identifies two such “idioms of power”—the “personalistic” and the “materialistic”—whose 

ordering, in the last instance, relegates the place of slavery in the wider world to the outside of 

capitalism.cxxxi Patterson’s generalized “social death,” averse to thinking of slavery as anything but 

“personalistic” at its core, subordinates the complexities of political economy to those of what 

Afro-pessimism describes as a “libidinal economy,” wrenching slavery from the capitalist 

totality’s purportedly more sophisticated ideological ruses. Following Eric Williams, Patterson 

specifies in this essay that the slave trade can act as a “sociopolitical multiplier” and can be 

importantly “preconditional and catalytic”; yet, ultimately, for Patterson slavery is “in no way 
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constitutive” of capitalism.cxxxii If, to follow Williams further, the slave trade “provided one of the 

main streams of the accumulation of capital in England which financed the Industrial Revolution,” 

cxxxiii that does not necessarily mean that the slave relation was essentially a matter of accumulation, 

only that it was appropriated to that end.cxxxiv Although Marx would obviously dispute the excision 

of a slave mode of production, in key moments his slavery/capitalism conjunction remarkably 

echoes Patterson’s “American slave capitalisms,” both in terms of its degree of differentiation and 

its character of articulation.cxxxv  

A critical encounter between social death and abstract labor, slavery and capitalism, has 

been forestalled, however, by conflicting approaches towards the problem of abstraction. On the 

one hand are Marxists who want to redeem Marx’s abstractions and, consequently, his totality; on 

the other are post-colonial and critical race scholars who reject the theoretically validity and 

political purchase of “abstraction” altogether. Robinson, celebrated theorist of (one version of) the 

black radical tradition, pathologizes Marx’s drive “to achieve the scientific elegance and 

interpretive economy demanded by theory” as synonymous with its consignment of “race, gender, 

culture and history to the dustbin,” lobbed into the “imagined abyss signified by pre-capitalist, 

non-capitalist and primitive accumulation.”cxxxvi In its place are calls to pluralize political economy 

by re-introducing historical particularities of difference—what Lisa Lowe abbreviates as “race, 

nation, geographical origin, and gender.”cxxxvii Slave historians, in particular, have sought to 

capture the Kopytoffian “commodity-as-process,” which Nicholas Rinehart contends can not only 

counteract “the static and normative paradigms buttressed by ‘social death,’ Marxian commodity 

fetish, or any other inadequate theoretical position,” but also would clarify that “the very word 

‘slavery’ itself” is “meaningless insofar as it attempts to describe abstractly what was historically 

a set of changing, disparate, and transitional circumstances and experiences.”cxxxviii On the surface, 
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this valorization of the concrete resembles early Marxism. Consider these fragments from “The 

German Ideology”: “In direct contrast to German philosophy, which descends from heaven to 

earth, here we ascend from earth to heaven;”cxxxix and “This method of approach…starts out from 

the real premises…Its premises are men, not in any fantastic isolation or abstract definition, but in 

their actual, empirically perceptible process of development under definite conditions.”cxl But if 

we are, as Rinehart contends, “condemn[ed] to the realm of pure abstraction, and thereby 

recklessly obscure, the material, embodied, and mundane processes of enslavement in the modern 

era,” it is because I propose, in a real sense, slavery has risen to the realm of pure abstraction 

insofar as it is a real abstraction.cxli What is needed is an encounter that could historicize Patterson’s 

social death as a more complex, not more concrete, abstraction preceding and priming the 

commodity form. 

 

The Unity of the Diverse 

If historians seek to abandon the abstract, critical Marxist interpretations have attempted to redeem 

it, or at least, to redeem those abstractions that shape Marxist totality. Animated by subaltern, 

postcolonial, and feminist studies, this redemption approaches the capitalist totality—“the 

concentration of many determinations, hence unity of the diverse”—cxlii through two broad 

repositionings of unity and difference. The first programmatic, which I will call the expansionist 

thesis, expands the totality, challenging the implicit Marxist supersessionist reading of history by 

introducing alternate moments in Marx—overlapping historical examples, tertiary texts, 

ambiguous language, residues of difference—to stretch the conceits of his abstractions. The second 

sufficiency thesis maintains faith in the totality, reinterpreting Marx’s theoretical presentation to 
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argue that Marxist categories already include historical differences like slavery, and that what is 

required is a modification of our understanding of Marx.  

The expansionist thesis grapples with the apparent “non-correspondence”cxliii between 

abstractions and history in an attempt to maintain the possibility of a unified analytic, one that can 

1) avoid collapsing relations of production and forms of exploitation (such that either slavery, 

serfdom, or wage-labor could be taken to characterize complex epochal processes), and 2) 

determinatively ground the complex ways in which the world market is historically reproduced 

through both wage and non-wage relations of production.cxliv Unlike vulgar Marxism, which would 

reduce slavery, feudalism, and capitalism to modes of supersession, attendant to their content, 

Jarius Banaji contends that “deployments of labour, the organisation and control of the labour-

process, ‘correlates’ with historical relations of production in complex ways.”cxlv Dale Tomich’s 

rethinking of totality similarly turns on a refrain—that of “unevenness, asymmetry and tension,” a 

heterogeneous layering of the interrelations of the world economy, inducing perspective on the 

multiplicity of modes of production under capitalism.cxlvi In conversation with the critique 

unleashed by Black Marxism’s analytic “racial capitalism,” critics of Eurocentrism more broadly, 

from Alexander Anievas and Kerem Nı̇şancioğlu to Kevin Anderson to Dipesh Chakrabarty, seek 

to avoid the spatial and temporal “tunneling” that takes Europe as the capitalist origin, in order to 

move from a unilinear to “multilinear” account, or to “may once again be imagined as radically 

heterogeneous.”cxlvii 

Take another of Marx’s much debated fragments, which may seem to give credence to the 

withering away of old forms of slavery via primitive accumulation: “The veiled slavery of the 

wageworkers in Europe needed, for its pedestal, slavery pure and simple in the new world.”cxlviii 

The archaeo-teleological schema at work here, incorporating “slavery pure and simple” as a 
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necessary historico-theoretical moment for “veiled slavery,” most obviously makes the wage 

laborer the concrete and historically developed form of the model of simple slavery. Walter 

Johnson suggests that the passage immediately preceding this infamous image might challenge a 

straight-forward teleological interpretation. Marx writes, “Whilst the cotton industry introduced 

child-slavery in England, it gave in the United States a stimulus to the transformation of the earlier, 

more or less patriarchal slavery, into a system of commercial exploitation.”cxlix For Johnson this 

“whilst” provides an opening for a structural account of the “dynamic simultaneity” of the Atlantic 

economy, by bringing attention to the way that, for Marx, capital was global at its inception and 

could not but include slavery in its orbit.cl 

In addition to this creative hermeneutic, a variety of other salvic reading methods have 

been employed to make theory responsive to history. Tomich argues that capitalism is not additive, 

but integrative (interestingly, following closely the conceptual premises of intersectionality), and, 

in his reading necessitates the Benjaminian “going against the grain” of Marx’s presentation to 

recover those “historical contingencies and disturbing accidents” left out of Marx’s process of 

abstraction.cli He claims that his insights follow more closely from the Grundrisse’s “unity of 

production, distribution, exchange, and consumption” than Capital’s “wage-centered totality.”clii 

Banaji also advises looking at Capital askance: in continuing to trouble the valorization of free 

labor, Banaji argues that “free labour, so-called, cannot be an essential moment of capital, not if 

the self-expansion of value is intrinsically indifferent to the forms in which it dominates labour.”cliii 

Kevin Anderson, meanwhile, has led the recent charge to broaden what is considered canonical 

Marx, and turns to sources like Marx’s 1879–82 excerpt notebooks, as well as newspaper articles, 

letters, and lesser known editions and translations of Capital.cliv  
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While these calls for differential unity incorporate alternate space-times and open counter-

trends of explicit un-freedom internal to the Marxist tradition, capitalism’s tendency toward 

universalizing wage-labor remains relatively undisputed, at least in avowed Marxist discourse. As 

Anderson elaborates, “Marx was not a philosopher of difference in the postmodernist sense, for 

the critique of a single overarching entity, capital, was at the center of his entire intellectual 

enterprise.”clv This centrality certainly leaves the dynamics of a correlation or inter-articulation (as 

well as Marx’s representational linkage between logic and history) continuously up for dispute, 

such that interventions on its behalf are a perennial necessity.clvi If slavery did transform from the 

“more or less patriarchal” to a “system of commercial exploitation,” Marx certainly doesn’t seem 

to give us much insight into the significance of the transformation. Even when Marx attempts to 

theorize the two together as a global process, writing “As long as the English cotton manufactures 

depended on slave-grown cotton, it could be truthfully asserted that they rested on a twofold 

slavery, the indirect slavery of the white man in England and the direct slavery of the black men 

on the other side of the Atlantic,” indirect slavery remains the target proposition in the linkage.clvii 

The empirical and hermeneutic inclusion of scenes of difference secures a desire for redemption 

that operates by expanding Marx’s framework, but does not fundamentally alter it. Anievas and 

Nı̇şancioğlu’s recent “spatial widening of our analytical imaginary,”clviii for instance, reconstructs 

a complex Atlantic amalgam in which plantation economies were the catalyst for the industrial 

revolution—the source of surplus goods and the outlet for surplus population that, in turn, 

hardened forms of market dependence and accentuated the exploitation of the European laboring 

poor. Yet their new combination of “English capital, American land and African slavery” does not 

represent a reimagining of each term, as racism remains a “class relation,” an afterthought to the 

real subsumption of Africa as one point of a triangle of interlocking dependence.clix  
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In tension and often overlapping with active projects to re-think the unthought of capitalism 

(the expansionist thesis) are more emphatic Marxist currents that insist, in one way or another, that 

slavery, colonialism, and difference writ large have already been sufficiently thought, at least by 

Marx. At the heart of this “sufficiency thesis” is the problem of Marx’s mode of presentation in 

Capital. Remember, Marx gives primacy to logical form only insofar as it can be shown that this 

logical form is an aggregate practice given by the social history of capitalism: “the concrete is 

concrete because it is the concentration of many determinations, hence the unity of the diverse.”clx 

If supplemental material is necessary for a genealogist like Anderson to argue that Marx’s “notions 

of capital and class…were open and broad enough to encompass the particularities of nationalism, 

race, and ethnicity,”clxi for a theorist like David Harvey, this flexibility should instead be seen as a 

built-in feature of Marx’s presentation, a “tribute to his genius”: “Not only could he communicate 

a universal message, but he could do so in a multitude of voices that engaged different people’s 

attention.”clxii As such, Marx’s abstractions may yet be critically capacious containers for locating 

different modes of production and forms of domination. The failure would lie not with Marx or 

his limited historical scope, but rather with the reader who needs to be more adequately grounded 

in Marxist methodology. It is important to note that while more historically sensitive proponents 

of this sufficiency thesis range from being pessimistic to agnostic on the intentionality of Marx’s 

inclusion—David Blaney and Naeem Inayatullah, for instance, expose the gaps in the history and 

structure of “labor” to incorporate differenceclxiii—they nonetheless affirm the explanatory power 

and gravitas of the Marxist method for disclosing the frame of the totality.  

The key critical edge for the bulk of sufficiency theorizing comes with the introduction of 

primitive accumulation at the end of Capital first volume, meant to then be re-integrated backward 

into an understanding of its early, abstract premises.clxiv Because Marx’s logical unfolding does 
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not map onto its historical one—instead mimicking capitalist representation in a critical project of 

undoing—his logic, it is argued, can include and embed difference. The being of capitalism, to 

draw from Chakrabarty, can encode the historical process of its “becoming.”clxv Lucia Pradella is 

a sophisticated and innovative defender of Marx in this regard, taking aim at parochial readings 

that would reduce “the world of commerce” to “one nation” (such as Brenner and even Harvey), 

and argues that Marx’s first abstraction—the commodity—presupposes global relations of 

production in a totality capacious enough for “analyzing the multiplicity of states…as a totality, 

and not as a sum of national units.”clxvi Even at its most ahistorical, historical realities have been 

accounted for, as one astute commentator puts it, but they merely “disappeared into Marx’s system 

as the work of a tailor disappears into a finished coat.”clxvii And Marx’s finished coat, as Nicole 

Pepperell’s work has brilliantly shown, gives signs of its own construction: like a play within a 

play, analysis of Capital’s literary techniques—its “subtle gestures,” its “voicing and tone, 

characters, dramatic structure, and plot”—call attention to how “the artificiality of the performance 

playing out in the main text, destabilising and relativising the claims that the main text puts 

forward.”clxviii To continue the tailor metaphor, Capital’s seams and lining, while finished, don’t 

merely display construction, technique, and process, its mimicry of social taste and style exposes 

the threads for its own unravelling. By opening the section on “so-called primitive accumulation” 

with “original sin,” Marx can then be read as ironically cuing us to the possibility that this origin 

story relays more accurately the origin story that capitalism tells to itself, in its replication of an a-

historical reading of human nature.clxix  

This broadening of primitive accumulation rewrites the significance and character of 

violence as not only the transition to but reproduction of capitalism, harkening back to Rosa 

Luxemburg’s famous argument that “Force is the only solution open to capital; the accumulation 
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of capital, seen as an historical process, employs force as a permanent weapon, not only at its 

genesis, but further on down to the present day.”clxx Marx may seem to disagree when he situates 

“direct extra-economic force” in the form of the power of the state and law at the “historical genesis 

of capitalist production” and dismisses the direct force under capitalism as only expelled in 

“exceptional” instances.clxxi But given that capitalism’s normal functioning is compelled to prop 

up the separation of the laborer from his means, every moment of accumulation might be 

considered as the continuous reproduction of processes of primitive accumulation.clxxii Marx’s 

“Force is the midwife of every old society which is pregnant with a new one. It is itself an economic 

power,”clxxiii would be a signal of the continuity of this determinant and constituent force.clxxiv 

Because racial subjects represent “dependent subjects of expropriation,” according to Nancy 

Fraser, they can assume the role of revealing the force that is also behind “free subjects of 

exploitation.”clxxv  

Recuperating Marx in these ways means, however, downplaying his insistence on the 

historical distinctiveness of labor, the radical shift in the totality induced by increasing degrees of 

mystification toward labor’s conditions of possibility.clxxvi While Marx undoubtedly does theorize 

the transparent violence in the State’s concentrated executive function, especially as a mechanistic 

engine for transition, capitalism’s characteristic form of violence is situated immanently with 

regards to its processes of reproduction. Insofar as commodity-producing labor expresses a social 

facticity of abstraction—real and not merely thought—it exerts an impersonal imperative 

generated not by intersubjective domination but, as Moishe Postone puts it, “the domination of 

people by abstract social structures that people themselves constitute.”clxxvii More than just 

constitutive of the capitalist epoch, this immanent violence, what Postone calls “abstract 

domination,” is formative of capitalism’s mode of mediation itself, and the key to commodity 
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fetishism. The commodity-form’s immaterial abstractions, arising out of aggregate material and 

concrete practices, are strikingly written not as the effect of direct (physical or moral) coercion, 

unshakeable tradition, or conscious intent. Rather than being mediated by objective and overt 

social relations, in Marx’s theory, labor under capitalism is objectified in and as social relationality, 

becoming the unrecognized presupposition by which society mediates itself.  

It is, moreover, irreducible to class struggle. There need be no sinister Mr. Money-bags, 

out to expropriate the surplus, property, and means of production from the meek, for regardless of 

any malevolent or benevolent intent, the “immanent laws of capitalist production” confront even 

“the individual capitalist as a coercive force external to him.”clxxviii That is to say, even the capitalist 

and political economist become alienated and objectified by the tautological demands of value.clxxix 

From the standpoint of abstract domination, where modes of production are theoretically presented 

as themselves producing forms of violence, primitive accumulation might be more 

comprehensively grasped as, in Jason Read’s figuration, itself a “transformation of the form of 

violence.”clxxx As such, direct force cannot be considered the primary target of critique, else we 

misapprehend capitalism’s ground.clxxxi  

Again, we repeat the oscillation between commensurability and incommensurability. On 

the one hand, this transformation may be thought of as telic. Marx does overwhelmingly situate 

abstract violence at the end of a progression, where primitive accumulation marks the passage of 

violence from direct relations of domination to those maintained by overt mechanisms of law and, 

finally, to the abstract domination of labor that Marx, in some moments, associated with “the 

normal European level.”clxxxii And, especially with slavery, Marx overlays particular inhabitations 

of violence with relations of production, despite the disarticulation the likes of Banaji might like 

to induce. In the Grundrisse, he has wage labor arising “out of the dissolution of slavery and 
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serfdom,”clxxxiii implying that any continuation of slavery into capitalism would be merely the 

result of a stubborn persistence on slavery’s part—an “anomaly opposite the bourgeois system 

itself.”clxxxiv In this dissolution, the oppressive and enabling capacities of abstraction are rendered 

the conservation and generalization of direct violence. The “external relations” of independent 

producers, Marx insists, are “very far from being an abolition of ‘relations of dependence’; they 

are rather the dissolution of these relations into a general form; they are merely the elaboration and 

emergence of the general foundation of the relations of personal dependence.”clxxxv He continues 

in a very crystallizing fashion: “individuals are now ruled by abstractions, whereas earlier they 

depended on one another.” Abstract domination, in this theorization, at least, is very neatly the 

dialectical synthesis after which every Hegelian dreams. Only a comprehension of abstract 

domination could secure the grounds for its overcoming. 

A more Marxist spin on this synthesis might situate abstract domination as a 

hypostatization internal to capitalism’s mode of representation. In this light, Marx’s complex 

compendium of backward glances at capitalism’s “pre-history” would do more than merely 

rhetorically or historically clarify the terms of capitalism’s revolutionary upheaval: they 

performatively reenact it. After all, as Chakrabarty writes, “Becoming” is “not simply the 

calendrical or chronological past that precedes capital but the past that the category retrospectively 

posits.”clxxxvi What this retroactive causality means becomes more apparent when returning to what 

has been referred to as the “immaculate conception” of abstract labor, born out of immense 

historical violence, but posited as an apparently natural, ahistorical commodity.clxxxvii If labor 

power becomes a commodity, capitalism cannot expose the production of this commodity—the 

dramatic interventions of force and discipline at its genesis that, external to the smooth functioning 

promised by exchange, have to be foreclosed for its continuation—else it expose the violence at 
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its origin.  Instead, it crafts a past whose presuppositions naturalize accumulation in order to 

rationalize the present. Meanwhile, Marx contends that “accumulation merely presents as a 

continuous process what in primitive accumulation appears as a distinct historical process.”clxxxviii 

In other words, “history constructs the logic with which history is understood.”clxxxix It is not only, 

as Werner Bonefeld clarifies, that Marx generalizes primitive accumulation as “the presupposition 

of capital and the result of its reproduction” and, thus, “the social constitution of capitalist social 

relations”cxc: the continuation of these social relations would seem to be a fetish itself, and abstract 

domination, its mode of functioning—a “domination over thought itself.”cxci 

 

Into a Finished Coat? 

After a preponderance of Marx’s explicit statements on difference, we seem to swing back to 

continuity. While the unique theoretical challenges represented by capitalism’s materialistic and 

mystifying abstract domination are simplified in the brute force—the “gratuitous violence”—of 

slavery, it is nevertheless the case that celebrating this emptying as freedom and maintaining an 

absolute distinction between free and unfree labor in effect valorizes the fiction of possessive 

individualism in particular, and subjectivity in general, under the banner of liberal ideology.cxcii 

Thought historically, abstract domination might work as a reverse magnet for the domination of 

slavery because capitalism itself enjoins it. It shines a spotlight on hierarchy and domination to 

stage its own relative progress. “The abstraction, or idea,” Marx seems to confirm, “is nothing 

more than the theoretical expression of those material relations which are their lord and 

master.”cxciii The most charitable reading of the finished coat of Capital could from these premises 

comprehend the conjuring of violent, abject, backwards, mute slavery within a (critical) capitalist 

representation as a means to both capture the indirect tyranny experienced by the wage slave and 
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express the coevalness of force with the complex realization of capitalism’s forms. If this is Marx’s 

point, we would then be required to situate almost every citation of slavery as a parodic voicing of 

capital’s own positionality, with as many self-referential asides, literary allusions, and cheeky 

footnotes to tip us off to its theatricality as elaborately as with capital. We would have to rethink 

the supersessionist inheritance of “extinction,” “dissolution,” “pedestal,” and “grafting” to lean 

more heavily on the “whilst,” to not only substitute “the dawn” for “the pivot,” but to rethink 

“threads” and “chains,” “veiled slavery” and “slavery pure and simple.”  

As a problem of the social and the subject, racial slavery could sit at a nexus mediating 

what is historically new about capitalism—its “fungible flux.”cxciv Most immediately, we could 

extend Marx’s blueprint to natural law, whose ambiguous use of slavery, at turns reliant on 

conquest and trade, reflects mercantilist debates on the limits of terrestrial wealth. If wealth is zero-

sum, then international relations would be but a competition to acquire a piece of the pie. If it isn’t, 

then wealth is potentially infinite, and slaves, whose origins come not from winning a territorial 

dispute, but from trade and trade’s reproductive capacities, could represent this potential: chattel 

as “self-augmenting capital.”cxcv In this sense, then, we might say that racial slavery represents the 

shift from preoccupations with wealth in land to preoccupations in wealth in trade, such that wealth 

rests in its self-valorization. This very preliminary reading, however, is not induced by critical cues 

on Marx’s part. Marx does empirically provide examples of the coexistence of abstract and 

concrete domination, and free and unfree labor, as well as of concrete domination being used as a 

political tool, especially against workers’ rebellions. But unlike Immanuel Wallerstein who calls 

the plantation the “original factory,” Sidney Mintz who argues for the large-scale and capital-

intensive force of the plantation as the “synthesis of factory and field,” and Sylvia Wynter who 

insists on the secret of capitalism “not in the factory but in the plantation,” Marx maintains that 
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labor, under the sign of industrial production and manufacture, is the representative “unity of the 

diverse”—the most expansive concretization of capitalist reproduction and the grounds for 

capitalist revolution.cxcvi And although the presence of wage labour may not define capitalism—

after all, both slavery and wage labor preceded capitalism, only to be rearticulated by it—the main 

achievement of Capital is nonetheless to define how the social relationship between capital and 

wage labor is crucial in making a distinct form of abstract labor that produces and posits capital. 

Slaves remain empirical protrusions and formal flourishes to the logic of capital; they are not 

theorized as part of this social relationship. 

We can say, for now, that Marx recognizes trans-Atlantic slavery’s ostensive “capitalist 

nature” as a historical particular, important for the development of capital and the theoretical 

means by which it is reproduced, yet ultimately inessential to his critical presentation of capitalist 

totality. Even though an immanent critique can be made to recuperate Marx from some of the 

errors of evolutionism, slavery’s modes of subjection are not the Marxist premise from which to 

re-think the condition of production of knowledge and social life, of mind and matter, of freedom 

and possibility. Capitalism, the “full flower of the African slave trade,” that, in the words of Du 

Bois, “made the investment in human flesh the first experiment in organized modern capitalism; 

which indeed made capitalism possible,”cxcvii does not take slavery as its measure. Slavery’s 

relations of domination are theoretically abstracted out of the capitalist totality, and contingently 

reinserted as mute and inert forms, even though the purveyors of personal domination—masters, 

purportedly—are recognized in their transformation into those capitalists who, in Marx’s 

articulation, are themselves sufferers of abstract domination. Indeed, in the second volume of 

Capital, Marx again affirms that the slave market “retains an element of natural economy” and 

“receives supplies of the commodity labour-power from war, piracy, etc., and this pillage is not 
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mediated by a process of circulation, but is rather the appropriation in kind of other people’s 

labour-power by direct physical compulsion.”cxcviii The difference that noted historiographers have 

identified in the slave market, where slaves were being produced for circulation on the market in 

a complicated causal relationship to their blackness, is explicitly disavowed, its qualitative 

difference repressed, even when the dilemma of the “African slave trade” is tentatively broached.  

A large determinant of this repression is that Marx never theorizes race as a productive 

force. Revealing is the key fragment found in Marx’s “Wage Labor and Capital,” where Marx 

Marx parrots Pierre-Joseph Proudhon to write “What is a Negro slave? A man of the black race. 

The one explanation is as good as the other.”cxcix His critique of Proudhon’s tautology does not 

fare much better, as Marx continues: “A Negro is a Negro. He becomes a slave only in certain 

relationships.”cc Blackness is naturalized apart from the economy, and slaveness is contingent on 

broader relations of production. Marx’s grafting method is incongruous with his major 

methodological innovation—real abstraction—which insists on submitting labor, money, and 

value to a dynamic realization of their practical truth. Incorporating both slavery and race into this 

engine of abstraction would be a spanner in its works. By naturalizing, and thus neutralizing, the 

power of racial slavery, I am arguing that capitalism’s disavowal of its own conditions of 

production is theoretically carried over into Marxism, insofar as, to be a little glib, Marx is himself 

a product of capitalism and immanent to its standpoint. Or, as Hortense Spillers suggests with 

respect to Freud, Marx “could not ‘see’ his own connection to the ‘race’/culture orbit, or could not 

theorize it, because the place of their elision marked the vantage point from which he spoke.”cci 

Because Marx’s method expresses the political ontology of the human, it is one-sided: slavery, as 

a real abstraction, goes behind Marx and Marxists’ backs.  
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The endemic reading of race as exogenous to the modern landscape—a super-structural 

justification for economic subjection, a tool implemented to complicate any incipient unity of 

laborers—continues to be shot through Marxism, even its critical race variants, to the present 

day.ccii In one attempt to correct Marx, and situate race at capitalism’s cellular level, John Preston’s 

version of the expansionist thesis returns to Postone’s “abstract domination” to propose what he 

calls a “new form of racism—abstract racial domination—which is based upon race as part of the 

social relations of capitalism as a form of capital rather than as a peculiarity or property of labour 

(racialisation or a racial project) as in concrete racial domination (the subordination of one racial 

group by another).”cciii His proposal is compelling, especially in identifying what he calls racial 

slavery’s “infinite extension,” the process where branding skin as black racialises all other bodies, 

an insight especially key to helping situate how the suffering of the free laborer (and, consequently, 

the capitalist) cannot be understood without the perspective of race.cciv However, Preston still 

assumes that the paradigm is capitalism, albeit in a revised version: race is “a form of capital.” But 

if Marx constitutively unthinks racial slavery, then the problem of racial slavery cannot simply be 

integrated into the theorization of capitalism without the entire constellations of the abstract and 

concrete undergoing a dramatic modification.  

Nor can Marx’s powerful critique be destabilized merely at the level of what Marx calls 

his mode of “inquiry,” as with Robinson’s substitution of the Anglo proletariat for the Atlantic 

maroon, without also intervening at the abstraction engendered by Marx’s dialectical “mode of 

presentation.”ccv Because Robinson 1) positions “racial capitalism” as a problem of the 

appropriation and extraction of black labor power and 2) reduces race to an “epistemology” for the 

“rationale and cultural mechanisms of domination,” his rejection of Marx’s abstractions all too 

easily translates into their redemption.ccvi With race as a ruse approximate to the pseudo-Marxist 
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sense of ideology as “false consciousness,” Robinson can assert that the black radical tradition has 

increasingly made strides in rendering the problem of race “more transparent,” acquiring 

awareness and clarity with “each historical moment.”ccvii But in his progressive enthusiasm, 

Robinson misses that “transparency” and “history” are part and parcel of anti-black violence. 

While Robinson does identify that “racialism,” both material and ideal, “insinuated not only 

medieval, feudal, and capitalist social structures, forms of property, and modes of production, but 

as well the very values and traditions of consciousness through which the peoples of these ages 

came to understand their worlds and their experiences,” the traditions of consciousness to which 

he alludes do not challenge the formal predicates of consciousness itself.ccviii  

Despite approaching the depth of the structure of anti-blackness, the new differential unity 

of “Black Marxism” delivers an oppositional consciousness whose immanent outside 

(“Africanity”), predicated on a stagial ordering of history, invested in sovereignty, and 

proselytizing an arc of redemption, keeps Marx’s abstract premises intact. Instead of the corrective 

of the concrete, I argue that we need, to repeat Marx, to re-diagnose the “general illumination,” 

that which “bathes all the other colours and modifies their particularity.”ccix 

 

Labour in White Skin 

The limits of the Marxist totality and the efficacy of a re-diagnosis can be tested through an 

examination of Capital’s lengthy chapter on the struggle over the working day. With its relatively 

unusual preponderance of historical details, “The Working Day” exposes the dynamic between the 

elevation of working class consciousness and the intensification of capital. Marx warns that capital 

tends to threaten the very life of the labor it needs to extract: “in its blind and measureless drive, 

its insatiable appetite for surplus labour, capital oversteps not only the moral but even the merely 
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physical limits of the working day.”ccx His awareness of the necroeconomic trajectory of value is 

double-edged, an expression of capital’s “living contradiction.”ccxi If the wage contract conceals 

exploitation and if abstract labor imposes an alienation from the collective conditions of social life, 

capital’s invasion of the very life of the worker can potentially pierce the veil of abstract 

domination. The struggle over the working day, and its exposition of the constructedness of the 

freedom to contract, mobilizes a class consciousness aware of its own position “not as an object, 

but as activity; not as itself value, but as the living source of value.”ccxii Working class reflective 

activity can thus hold the potential to reanimate their spectral erasure and to revolutionize the 

social life that was made bare: “[w]hen the worker co-operates in a planned way with others, he 

strips off the fetters of his individuality, and develops the capabilities of his species.”ccxiii Indeed, 

a weighty portion of Marxist critique proceeds through a notion of an objective, developmental 

dynamic—an eschatology—targeting those contradictions in relations of production that also hold 

what Nicole Pepperell calls “tacit potentials generated by the forces of production.”ccxiv Although 

this telos, which Marx characterizes as “the negation of the negation,”ccxv has been criticized as all 

too Hegelian, the chapter on the working day continues to garner praise because its dialectics 

evolved through grounded attention to “the voice of the worker.”ccxvi 

Such attention derives in part from an aberrance in Marx’s method. “The Working Day” 

was a late edition to Capital, itself informed and inspired by contemporaneous political events—

namely, the historical emancipation of slaves in the United States, the growth of the First 

International, and the wider intercourse between British labor and the American North.ccxvii Given 

this historical and textual interlay, several readers have gone so far as to suggest that it was in the 

international abolitionist movement, more than (as is so often supposed) the restricted Tory-

Radical critique filtered through Engels, that Marx’s analysis of wage labor and its rhetorical twin, 
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“wage slavery,” fundamentally took shape.ccxviii The abolitionist origin story synthesizes the 

sufficiency and expansionist theses, as slavery can only be supposed to suffuse Marxist categories 

through an expansion of our canonical understanding of Marx, à la Anderson. Evidence of Marx’s 

interest in slavery can be found first in his role in the 1850s as a noted correspondent for the 

abolitionist newspaper The New York Daily Tribune, and such interest spills into his private 

research notebooks which includes, among other references, excerpts and notes on British 

abolitionist Thomas Buxton.ccxix Andrew Zimmerman, editor of the most recent volume on Marx’s 

Civil War writings, argues that this body of work represents not just extraneous historical material; 

it “reveal[s] the co-evolution of Marxism and the American Civil War.”ccxx Given that “The 

Working Day” chapter was appended to an already largely formed speculative method after 

significant events in the Civil War, there is reason to think that his method not only already 

included elements of Robinson’s historiographical corrective but may yet evolve to expose a new 

“general illumination” given the incorporation of shifting historical particulars. Marxism may need 

yet again “to appropriate the material in detail, to analyse its different forms of development and 

to track down their inner connection,” for, as Marx claims, “[o]nly after this work has been done 

can the real movement be appropriately presented.”ccxxi 

The Civil War is key because, alongside the Paris Commune, it provided an instructive 

model of a variant of primitive accumulation—what Pradella calls “competitive accumulation”—

that critically paired revolution and crisis.ccxxii The global reverberation of the war undermined the 

role of cotton in the international division of labor, threatening Britain with “the greatest economic 

catastrophe,” and catapulted US industrialization to advance far beyond Marx’s previous 

assessment that “[i]n its present form (1866) the United States must still be considered a European 

colony.”ccxxiii Relatively unencumbered by the contradictory compositions of capital and 
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machinery in the more developed England, the US blend of state intervention, protectionism, and 

industrial stimulus seized new technologies and “brought a very rapid centralization of capital. 

The great republic has therefore ceased to be the promised land for emigrating workers. Capitalist 

production advances there with gigantic strides.”ccxxiv Its consolidation as a capitalist stronghold 

nonetheless coincided with its position as a source of class consciousness, represented in the 

founding of the National Labor Union in 1866 and memorialized in the struggle for a shorter 

working day.ccxxv Marx explains the global transformative effects of the Civil War on the First 

International in his 1867 preface: “Just as the in the eighteenth century the American War of 

Independence sounded the tocsin for the European middle class, so in the nineteenth century the 

American Civil War did the same for the European working class.”ccxxvi This claim, in particular, 

has been used to internationalize what is usually thought of as Marx’s restricted British vision and, 

when put in conversation with his broader sentiments on slavery and labor, is made to elaborate 

an internally differentiated and intersectional internationalism.ccxxvii Note, however, that the Civil 

War is positioned primarily as a teaching tool for a non-black working class, with slavery as a drag 

on the (contradictory) advancement of both competitive accumulation and working class 

consciousness. For this paradigm, abolition, I will explain, can inform English workers but only if 

it moves the slave from the problematic of blackness and to the position of the worker and potential 

revolutionary subject. 

 The analysis of time in “The Working Day” already set the stage for one means of 

historicizing the logical link between capitalism and slavery: remember that Marx positioned a 

fundamental difference between labor and slavery through the formal freedom and conditional 

temporality of the labor contract. The fight for the working day begins with the infringement of 

this freedom, which Marx compares with the historical instance of racial slavery:  
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If labor is prolonged beyond a certain period—or labor capacity is valorized to more than 

a certain extent—labor capacity will be temporarily or definitively destroyed, instead of 

being preserved...This is still at this moment the case in Cuba, where after 12 hours in the 

fields the Negroes have a further two hours of manufacturing labor to perform in 

connection with the preparation of sugar or tobacco.ccxxviii  

With capitalism set to engulf the very life of the laborer it simultaneously enshrines in freedom, 

Marx reinvokes the rhetorical register of wage slavery, except that this time, the threat of such a 

reduction is not merely theoretical, it is an imminent encroachment of forces that would appear to 

reduce the worker to a contemporary slave. Marx recognizes the contradictory potential of this 

reduction in his newspaper articles: workers were inclined to consider their position a comparative 

advantage over slavery—“while before the Negro, mastered and sold without his concurrence, [the 

worker] boasted it the highest prerogative of the white-skinned labourer to sell himself and choose 

his own master.”ccxxix In an earlier dispatch, Marx centers this racial celebration of choice in the 

South and proceeds to project this cultural region into the past, by encouraging the comparison of 

those he refers to as the “many millions of so-called poor whites” with “the Roman plebeians in 

the period of Rome’s extreme decline.”ccxxx Southern slaveowners maintained their minority 

position by promising freedom in an ideological deflection which ultimately culminated in “not a 

war of defense, but a war of conquest, a war of conquest for the extension and perpetuation of 

slavery.”ccxxxi As the exhaustion of land was one of the prime problems of Southern slavery, the 

necessary “acquisition of new Territories” was held as a carrot, an incentive making it possible to 

“square the interests of these poor whites with those of the slaveholders, to give their restless thirst 

for action a harmless direction and to tame them with the prospect of one day becoming 

slaveholders themselves.”ccxxxii A year later, Marx observes how this dynamic filters into the 

consciousness of the freeworker of the North, who “sees in the Negro a dangerous competitor” 

and comes to “hate the Negro second only to the slaveowner. For them he is the symbol of slavery 

and the debasement of the working class, and the Democratic press threatens them daily with an 
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inundation of their territories by the ‘nigger.’”ccxxxiii Workers, then, were not only threatened by 

the potential reduction to the status of the slave, they were threatened both by the potential 

liberation of slaves (the end of slavery) and the liberation of slavery from its geographical limits 

(the continuation of slavery).  

However, at this level of analysis, they were not as a whole constituted by slaves. Though 

the raw materials of Southern slavery can be a stimulus to Northern commodity production, it 

remained theorized along the lines of an economic “pedestal.” It is because poor whites, especially 

poor Southern whites, are only formally subsumed by capital that they can be said to bear more 

resemblance to Roman plebeians than to capitalist subjects primed with revolutionary potential. In 

inducing an illusory freedom from comparison, instead of a fetishistic relation to freedom, 

slavery’s ideological intercourse only incidentally contributes to capitalism’s reproduction and 

does not form the internal dynamic of emergent capitalist markets. Southern slavery did retard the 

progress of freedom, as with Marx’s heralded quip that “In the United States of America, every 

independent workers’ movement was paralyzed as long as slavery disfigured a part of the republic. 

Labour in a white skin cannot emancipate itself where it is branded in the black skin.”ccxxxiv It is 

important to differentiate this dialectic of impediments and emancipation from Patterson’s idealist 

conception in which 

The [slave] relation, even while promoting capitalism, undermined its major ideological 

rationalization: the indirect [power relation] expressed in the notion of a free wage labor 

force. The use of personally dominated individuals for the production and reproduction of 

wealth exposed the reality behind the so-called free labor. The laborer came to see his work 

for others for what it really was—alienation from the means of production and exploitation 

by the employer. Faced with the stark reality of personal power exercised over slaves, the 

worker could easily see that his much-vaunted freedom to change employers was simply a 

meaningless freedom to change masters.ccxxxv  

From a Marxist perspective, Patterson can pose slavery as self-evidentially a threat to so-called 

free labor only because he underestimates the “real” objective domination of capitalism. What is 
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a promise for Patterson is for Marx a profound problem: when direct slavery becomes absorbed 

by the capitalist superstructure, only collective praxis, not any transparent reflection into the slave 

relation, could stimulate consciousness of waged domination.  

It is in this vein that Marx celebrates abolition, and abolitionists, as a social precipitate for 

the wage struggle. Marx’s Tribune writings venerated the “iron character…and purest conviction” 

of abolitionists like Wendell Phillips, William Lloyd Garrison and Gerrit Smith—peculiar praise 

given that abolitionists tended towards liberalism at best.ccxxxvi Abolitionist acceptance of capitalist 

freedom became a key feature of Gilded Age jurisprudence, retracting the radical potentials of 

Reconstruction around the constitutional “unrestricted right of every man to the fruits of his 

labor,”ccxxxvii a limit from a more broadly defined republicanism of productive property to mere 

ownership of self. Because abolitionists saw capitalism as the most important step towards black 

liberation, the prime boon for emancipated slaves was that “labor is no longer the badge of his 

servitude, and the consummation of his misery: it is the evidence of his liberty…For the first time 

in his life, he is a party to a contract.”ccxxxviii It may seem strange that Marx would endorse such 

reformist moralism as more than hypocrisy or masked class interest. After all, Marx chides those 

liberals who “overflowed with moral indignation at the preposterous notion of making a man work 

for nothing” but who could not perceive the domination of waged work.ccxxxix While Genovese has 

famously positioned Marx’s Civil War writing as a sign of “the retreat of Marx, Engels, and too 

many Marxists into liberalism,”ccxl other commentators take a more consistent Marxist vein, 

arguing, rightly so, that Marx can sympathize with the abolitionist failure to penetrate the veil of 

wage slavery because his method is able to recognize in them the “immanent dynamic that restricts 

vision in capitalist society,” being themselves beholden to the beguiling commodity fetish.ccxli  
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If no such sympathy was extended, however, to the misapprehensions of the slave-holders, 

it is because slaveholders’ techniques represented outdated modes of coercion: “Alongside the 

modern evils, we are oppressed by a whole series of inherited evils, arising from the passive 

survival of archaic and outmoded modes of production, with their accompanying train of 

anachronistic social and political relations. We suffer not only from the living, but from the dead. 

Le mort saisit le vif! [‘The dead man clutches onto the living!’].”ccxlii From this grafting 

perspective, the white skin of abolitionists and workers alike could not move past the ideological 

wedge of slavery, its dead weight, to recognize the domination implicit in the “freedom” of the 

market, the contract, and labor until slavery was abolished. Meanwhile, the paralysis of “labor in 

a white skin” continues to be invoked as an indication of Marx’s early insights on class and race 

and a precursor to Du Bois’s wages of whiteness—for August H. Nimtz Jr., for instance, Marx 

should be taken as a beacon of inter-racial class solidarity for advising that the liberation of white 

workers “from the exploitation of capital couldn’t be accomplished at the expense or denial of the 

fullest equality for fellow workers of a different skin color.”ccxliii But the promise of abolition is 

that it can clarify a truth about labor, not slavery or slave experience or those of “different skin 

color”; it can lead to a revolution which means first a revolutionizing of working conditions by 

workers. Unlike Du Bois, who insisted on a general strike that would reveal slaves as revolutionary 

agents, when Marx speaks of slave revolution, agency is given to the North which “has a last card 

up its sleeve in the shape of a slave revolution.”ccxliv Slaves cannot be actors precisely because 

despite appearing to face an oppression similar to that faced by the wage laborer, slaves remain a 

token of what was once a visible oppression but has now become invisible. As value, they cannot 

produce the means for their overcoming. 
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Indeed, Marx’s prioritization of capitalism can only proceed from a “chains versus threads” 

style that pits a purely slave-based society against one dominated by the capital relation. One the 

one hand, the abolition of slave-holders can and does abolish the domination characteristic of 

slavery; on the other, the abolition of capitalists would not do away with the abstract domination 

of capital. The abolition of a slavery that persists internal to capitalism presupposes the 

transformation from slave to worker. Because capitalist self-valorization is not intrinsically 

constituted by factors like race or gender (as real subsumption will reveal that abstract labor is, in 

Ellen Wood’s vantage, structurally indifferent to differences of identity),ccxlv abolition is its 

potential equalizer, capable of overcoming the paralysis of ideological deflections of equality to 

pass into a recognition of labor itself (not contingent experiences of exploitation and 

discrimination) as the problem.ccxlvi Only with the distortions of race removed, the argument 

implies, could class consciousness cohere to focus on a critique of the value-form, to return to a 

mobilization of species-being instead of the regression of species spectrality. And this is precisely 

the prophetic vision that immediately follows the famed quote about the emancipation of labor in 

white skin: “a new life immediately arose from the death of slavery. The first fruit of the American 

Civil War was the eight hours’ agitation, which ran from the Atlantic to the Pacific, from New 

England to California, with the seven-league boots of the locomotive.”ccxlvii But Marx 

underestimates the “death of slavery.” He has, more to the point, no account of its afterlife because 

he has no account of its life.  

First, Marx elides the deeper sense in which class consciousness grew through the 

firmament of pro-slavery. Slaveholders were formative voices in the critique of free labor.ccxlviii In 

a quote that echoes Marx almost too closely, the famous proslavery ideologue George Fitzhugh 

proposed in his 1857 Cannibals All! Or Slaves without Masters that “Capital exercises a more 
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perfect compulsion over free laborers than human masters over slaves; for free laborers must at all 

times work or starve, and slaves are supported whether they work or not.”ccxlix The Northern laborer 

was positioned as a “slave of the community,” subject to the indifferent whims of the market, 

instead of those of one individual master. And while free laborers have less freedom, dignity, 

protection, care, and rights, slaves, Fitzhugh argued, enjoy more actual practical liberty, ampler 

allowance, and constant protection. A footnote in Capital mocks a similar defense in the Times of 

London: “‘Very many of us think,’ says a leading article of 2 July 1863, ‘that, while we work our 

own young women to death, using the scourge of starvation, instead of the crack of the whip, as 

the instrument of compulsion, we have scarcely a right to hound on fire and slaughter against 

families who were born slaveowners, and who, at least, feed their slaves well, and work them 

lightly.’”ccl While Marx would likely situate Fitzhugh’s position as mere deflection, akin to the 

rhetoric of an ancient Roman politician, Fitzhugh’s logic is the synthesis that could unite the 

radically egalitarian gesture of neo-Republicanism with the hierarchy of the Republicanism of the 

past. Ever the exemplary firebrand, Fitzhugh broke with a liberal emphasis on rights to reassert 

the supremacy of a generalized slavery, with a newfound gesture to “slavery in the abstract”: 

“Whatever rights he has are subordinate to the good of the whole and he has never ceded rights to 

it, for he was born its slave, and had no rights to cede.”ccli In Republican sentiment, subordination 

was ambiguously embraced for its potential to express the organic truth of natural hierarchy, and 

in this fundamental respect, slaveholders may seem to resemble the promise of ancient days.cclii 

But this announcement of abstract slavery, the specter of the general possibility that everyone be 

subordinated to slavery, was historically and logically new. The possibility of total slavery is the 

inverse of natural slavery: natural slavery was raised under the old Republic to protect the general 

encroachment of slavery and stand in for unexplained problems of difference and degree, but now 
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that natural slavery was a priori configured as black, abstract slavery can be posed with all the 

safeguards that would keep the hierarchy intact.  

Thinking through how “property in slaves becomes a metaphor for rights of all kinds, as 

the idea of estates in persons grounds liberal rights of self-ownership,” Brenna Bhandar 

convincingly describes how the commodification incumbent from racial slavery entailed securing 

property no longer through possession or occupation, use or memory, but “on a concept of 

ownership as a relation, based on an expectation of being able to use the property as one 

wishes.”ccliii It is in this sense that Fitzhugh’s critique, though pitting abolitionists on the side of 

free labor proponents against slaveholders and unionists, also joined them. Abolitionists, like 

liberals, wanted to free space to recognize the potential of this relational capacity while the more 

militant movement (grouped loosely under the banner of Radical Republicanism) sought to revive 

the real structures in which this expectation could actually be activated. These moves were united 

in the reinvigoration of sovereignty through the belief in human potential—that fulsome life and 

liberty are within our grasp, if not for the looming reduction to a bygone form of coercion. They 

accept, that is, the logics of natural law as well as its aporias. The same can be said of slaveholders. 

Slaveholders and non-slaveholders are united not because all could potentially be reduced to 

general slaves; rather, all were elevated to a freedom of expectation. As such, this confluence was 

uniquely post-racial in all directions—liberals who claimed the slave could move beyond slavery 

without addressing its structural and substantive dimensions, southern apologists who sought to 

protect slavery even in its most abstract form, and radicals who organized to overturn labor—

linked by a certain enunciation of personhood whose wellspring remains the tradition of anti-

blackness.  
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It is only if we conceive slavery as a form of labor attendant to its mode of exploitation that 

1865 can appear as a moment more emancipatory than Du Bois’s succinct “The slave went free; 

stood a brief moment in the sun; then moved back into slavery.”ccliv It is only if the problem is 

labor that when Fitzhugh prophesizes “One set of ideas will govern and control after awhile the 

civilized world. Slavery will every where be abolished or every where be re-instituted” we can 

celebrate the achievement of the former instead of the ascendency of the latter.cclv For Marx, of 

course, the abolition of slavery is an empirical fact whose outcome generalized labor and 

stimulated labor-consciousness.cclvi In his journalist voice, Marx does recognize an alternate 

history à la Fitzhugh in which what would take place is “not a dissolution of the Union, but a 

reorganization of it, a reorganization on the basis of slavery, under the recognized control of the 

slaveholding oligarchy.”cclvii But his reorganization rejects the specificity of blackness. If the slave 

system were to “infect the whole Union” then, Marx claims: 

In the northern states, where Negro slavery is unworkable in practice, the white working 

class would be gradually depressed to the level of helotry. This would be in accord with 

the loudly proclaimed principle that only certain races are capable of freedom, and that as 

in the South the real labor is the lot of the Negro, so in the North it is the lot of the German 

and the Irishman, or their direct descendants.cclviii  

Marx here repeats a logic of race as super-structural exclusion. But if, as Du Bois contended, 

southern slaveholders “died as a class” in the Civil War, “decimated,” submerged in “bitter 

disappointment and frustration,” disappearing as a separate aristocracy, imperceptibly submerged 

into the ranks of poor whites, the violence of Reconstruction reveals not merely the fallen status 

of planters thrust into the degraded position of workers, but the inversion of expectation in which 

slaves could potentially upend abstract slavery and undermine the non-black union of political, 

economic, and libidinal capacity.cclix The paramilitary violence of Reconstruction, “its lynching 

and mob law, its murders and cruelty, its insensibility to the finer things of civilization,”cclx was an 

exercise in and reassertion of such capacity. The abstraction of slavery, not that of labor, can better 
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account for the fault lines that followed the period. In turn, Marx’s misunderstanding of slavery 

only accumulates in late-capital: his analysis of “real subsumption” carries his faith in abolition 

into the intensification of abstract labor as that which is bare, without quality, and without race. 

 

Real Subsumption and The Abstract Slave 

Not all Marxist interpretations celebrate the working day as the emergent site for a revolutionary 

proletariat. As Marx explains, capital’s reduction of workers to bare life almost exhausts its source 

of self-valorization, revealing limits to absolute surplus value. Capital instead becomes reinvested 

in spurring sources of relative surplus value.cclxi The unintended industrialization and machination 

resultant from this dynamic means, for value-form thinkers like Postone, that laborers’ collective 

self-awareness of themselves as owners of commodities instead becomes a “powerful force in the 

democratization and humanization of capitalism.”cclxii As Jason Read characterizes the two-fold 

generalized subsumption of subjectivity: in production, work becomes not the labor of a craftsman, 

but labor that “engages the knowledge and desire of humanity in general”; in consumption, the 

world is reduced “to what can be possessed, owned, viewed in the comfort of one’s home,” thus 

generating “a massive privatisation of desire.”cclxiii The antagonism generative at the heart of real 

subsumption means that liberation from capital might require not a liberation of laborers but a 

liberation from labor, the abolition of alienated necessity. An abolition of this order can be 

critically confronted most when capital becomes interested less in appropriating the abstract labor 

of the commons and instead in “directly appropriat[ing] the singularity and commonality of 

existence.”cclxiv Within this accelerated dialectic, the hope remains that the utopian promises of the 

commons can be realized in the struggle to reorganize capital’s “transindividual production of 

subjectivity” into a “positive condition for new freedoms and a new sociality.”cclxv The category 
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of “real subsumption,” by extending the spectral value-form into the very essence of the laborer, 

can reveal counterfactual potential insofar as “its ceaseless revolutionizing of the conditions of 

production…exposes the produced nature of sociality as such.”cclxvi 

Late capital’s appropriation of existence may seem to point to the fundamental truth of the 

“wage slave” analytic, with the wage slave no longer signaling a concealed form of past 

domination and instead evolving into a new and intensified slavery that ensnares everyone in its 

invisible threads. Indeed, Marx writes that “In contrast to the slave, [the wage-laborer’s] labour 

becomes more intensive, since the slave works only under the spur of external fear but not for his 

existence which is guaranteed even though it does not belong to him. The free worker, however, 

is impelled by his wants.”cclxvii The doubly-free worker not only labors for their existence, their 

self-determination produces the wealth that dominates their existence and culminates in what 

Deleuze and Guattari call their “machinic enslavement.”cclxviii Indeed, for Marx this existential 

thrust is immeasurably more effective than overt power because the “consciousness (or better: the 

idea) of free self-determination, of liberty, makes a much better worker of one than of the 

other.”cclxix And Marx grounds the transformation of the labor process and the laborer to the 

mechanical transformations consequent from the Civil War—the “galloping pace of improvements 

in machinery, and the corresponding displacement of manual labor”cclxx are what reduce the laborer 

to objectification and experimentation: “Experimenta in corpore vili [Experiments on a worthless 

body], like those of anatomists on frogs, were actually being made here.”cclxxi 

Even critically minded historians of race and slavery repeat elements of this alignment. 

Stephanie Smallwood marks a moment when Marx unites capitalism and the slave trade—“Mutato 

nomine de fabula narratur (The name is changed, but the tale is told of you!)”cclxxii—as one of 

“analytical slippage,” given his predominant tendency towards differentiation. Because of a 
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historical failure in perception, Marx is led away from what Smallwood deems “an obvious 

interpretive conclusion: that slave-trading was analogous to the capitalist labor market because it 

gave birth to the capitalist mode of production.”cclxxiii By “birth,” Smallwood also implies death. 

At the threshold of life and death, the bare life of the capitalist subject builds on processes 

resembling what was first accomplished on the slave ships, “a watershed,” as Smallwood details 

in Saltwater Slavery, “in what would become an enduring project in the modern Western world: 

probing the limits up to which it is possible to discipline the body without extinguishing the life 

within”cclxxiv However, this shared genealogy, which correctly positions slavery as a historical root 

for the constitution of capitalist ontology, does not excuse a collapse that would make the slave 

either the interpretative analogue, secret truth, or intensive future of the labor. What Smallwood 

does not quite arrive at theoretically is how abstract labor’s potentiality—its “transindividual 

production of subjectivity”—is in structural, historical, and reproductive tension with what 

Smallwood elsewhere quite effectively exposes as the “anomalous intimacy” of the slave’s social 

death.cclxxv  

First, autopoesis as the “production of the one producing—a production of 

subjectivity,”cclxxvi is not a product of late capitalism, as Read would have it. Sylvia Wynter’s 

sociogenic principle puts the production of subjectivity at the very heart of the problem of 

modernity: “the goal of our mode of production is not to produce for human beings in general, it’s 

to provide the material conditions of existence for the production and reproduction of our present 

conception of being human.”cclxxvii When Wynter writes that the “expropriation of the means of 

production by the bourgeoisie is only a means of its more total purpose—the expropriation of the 

means of socialization, and thereby, of the expropriation of the means of the constitution of social 

reality,” this means of socialization does not socialize equally.cclxxviii For the slave, the 
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appropriation of existence has always already passed: the global totality after which capitalism 

strives (but never can reach in its continuous self-valorization) is already prefigured, and made 

tactically available as their flesh, in the real signifying strategies of anti-blackness. Nor does the 

joint expropriation of the means of socialization indicate, as Nancy Fraser contends, that the 

financialization of labor reorients the divide between the exploitable and expropriatable into a 

continuum where, although “people of color are still disproportionately represented at the 

expropriative end of the spectrum,” a range of problems converge in the “formally free but acutely 

vulnerable” hybrid figure at the center.cclxxix This figuration returns slavery to a freedom-less past. 

With slavery conceptualized as pre-capitalist—in the sense that it relies on brute, personalistic 

force, not the abstract and immaterial exploitation implied in exchange—and with the social form 

of violence being a productive spur for subjectivities, the slave can only generate for the social 

whole desire for a negative measure of freedom, a freedom incommensurate with the mystification 

of capitalism.  

What we have been thinking here, however, following a critical strand in black studies, is 

how the freedom for self-mastery may itself be what the slave is compelled to produce for the 

collectivity of capitalist subjects. In what Saidiya Hartman calls a “racist optics,” black flesh 

signifies simultaneously “the source of opacity, the denial of black humanity, and the effacement 

of sentience integral to the wanton use of the captive body”; the mode of abstractness and 

immateriality reveals that “the figurative capacities of blackness and the fungibility of the 

commodity are directly linked.”cclxxx Denise Ferreira da Silva suggests that we might follow the 

passage on the fetishism of commodities to examine the “exchange value” of race; that is, its 

productive power and not merely a hue on a continuum.cclxxxi In Marxist terms, the force present 

and continuously identifiable as slavery’s characteristic feature participates in labor’s 
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simultaneous homogenization and differentiation. This force may be conceived, as Lindon Barrett 

puts it in his work on the “increasingly intricate and arresting” problem of value for slavery and 

its apparent abolition, as an excess both produced by and reproducing a logic that constitutes the 

outside to the circuit of capital.cclxxxii Postulating a “twofold action or structure, a presentation and 

representation of value,” the objective non-contingency of the value-form “reserves for itself an 

Other—a negative resource.”cclxxxiii Though value condeses itself in certain privileged elements 

(such as abstract labor), the “mysterious genesis of this privilege is effaced,”cclxxxiv and the 

promiscuous bursting forth of “value as force” becomes an unthinkable third term.cclxxxv Value 

immanently creates a boundary between itself and violence. As a formlessness un-impeded by 

specific social formations, value can “invest itself everywhere and in everything, so that even 

inside itself—insofar as value has an inside and an outside—value is ceaselessly in 

operation.”cclxxxvi Put differently, the division we’ve encountered between personal brutalism and 

abstract domination depends on the position value posits for itself in dissimulating its secretion.  

Barrett here seems to still privilege a Marxist mode of value, such that “the concept of 

racial blackness…can be understood as a powerful analogy of the complex of commodity 

fetishism,” but black studies suggests more than mere homologies between blackness and 

fetishism, or race and class generically speaking, that would retain the conceptual apparatus of the 

latter.cclxxxvii If, as Wynter maintains, “the nigger-breaking model of exploitation reveals this 

strategy, lays bare the mechanism of domination,” it is revelatory on the level on genesis and 

structure not simply analogy, for the Black/white code “is the central inscription and division that 

generates all the other hierarchies.”cclxxxviii The need to produce labor, as if it always existed and 

was always exchangeable, is achieved in a writing of history that naturalizes slavery as “the 

singular commodification of human existence”cclxxxix before it is able to naturalize labor as the 
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commodification of one’s labor power. Under Marxism, slaves do not confront their phantasmatic 

objective conditions (form), as in the case of commodity fetishism, and instead remain in a unity 

with those conditions (force). While the wage-laborer is dominated by his own spectral production 

of value, bound by metaphorical chains to his alienation, and is joined by the capitalist in the 

production of value and erasure of their materiality, as a gratuitous, fungible outside to this 

production, the racial slave cannot produce value and fails to spiritualize matter altogether. The 

failure of slaves to produce value is directly linked with the ontological figuration and fungibility 

of blackness, serving as an explanation of racist difference (its precondition) and a justification for 

the continuation of anti-black violence (its effect).  

It is here that the “great civilizing influence of capital”ccxc makes its mark, for the liberatory 

potential of form need first engage the power of labor that encourages self-determination, the 

production of freedom and liberty that abstract labor holds out as a powerful measure but that the 

abstract slave produces. Although Marx removes the subject from the source of ideality, and 

reintroduces the possibility that representation and subjectivity are the effects of specific social 

histories, Marx retains, as Silva notes, the “transparency thesis”—resolving the “a priori Law of 

Material Production (the necessity that moves history)” into the “a posteriori Life of Freedom (the 

social conditions emerging ‘after’ history, i.e. communism).”ccxci The transparent and self-

determined “I” that lurks behind labor sublates slavery into determinate negativity for its future. 

For the laborer, that is, freedom would mean the emancipation from the force of form, in a 

synthesis that bodes a new becoming. For the slave, however, freedom only intensifies the form 

of force, the inertia of their non-being. The logic of the wage slave is an emblem of this 

antagonism—the distance between being and non-being—which is nothing but the problem of 

anti-blackness.  
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Value, then, fetishizes its occluded originary moment through the boundary between then 

and now, black and non-black, force and form and makes impossible their resolution, for making 

(socially, historically, theoretically) proximate the first two sets of oppositions reveals how the 

last—force and form—is always already collapsed by the excess that binds them. Although the 

visible distinction between black and non-black appears to have little to do with form or value, 

the othering of slavery as a system of production writes itself through a compound fiction—on the 

one hand, pre-posing and signifying (thus stabilizing) slavery’s racial schema, and on the other, as 

in most Marxism, sketching a metanarrative of the subsumption of the personalistic violence of 

slavery by the materialistic promise of value, such that the black/non-black distinction is 

anticipated as no longer substantively operative in political economy, though the fact of race 

(insofar as its biological underpinnings are reified in Marx), remains and may exercise occasional 

ideological and empirical distortion. Anti-blackness is the excess that throws up racial slavery in 

order to, as Sylvester Johnson contends, effect “a revolution in European materiality.”ccxcii  

In this respect, blacks were not meant to be laborers, but rather the force that gives form to 

value. Thus, when the slave enters the market for the first time, as a Black Worker freely 

exchanging his commodity as labor-power, he brings the force of slavery with him. The formal 

subsumption of slavery into capitalism will never become real subsumption, insofar as the “the 

reshaping of all social relationships according to the dictates of capital”ccxciii precedes, for racial 

blackness, the formal subsumption presented by slavery’s abolition. Empirical examinations of 

history may want to relegate this interplay to an imaginary representation or false consciousness, 

as if “enslavers wrongly perceived persons as things,” or they may want to “repatriate the human” 

and return us to the scene preceding the formal subsumption of slaves to workers—the formal 

subsumption of humans to slaves.ccxciv If the formal subsumption of humans to slaves was never 
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“real” subsumption, if slaves, that is, retained their humanness despite their slaveness or, more 

dramatically still, if capitalism was “built upon” the (disavowed) truth of slave humanity,ccxcv then 

this unsubsumed humanness could be leveraged for the possibility of postbellum racial progress. 

But slavery does not, as historian Rinehart assumes, become “yet more heinous” as it 

becomes “less unthinkable.”ccxcvi It becomes truly abstract as unthinkability, reproduced by every 

attempt to think its material and embodied dimensions. The “set of competing claims made for and 

against” the “binary opposition between person and thing,” the attempt to try to theoretically, 

politically, or historically realign the slave to the human is not an oscillation that demonstrates the 

originary truth of slavery, it is the effect of its materialization.ccxcvii The real subsumption of slavery 

and all social relationships by anti-blackness is the very condition of possibility for the formal 

subsumption of capital; there is no outside to this conflux, it is the unthought condition of thought, 

our empirical presupposition. David Marriott’s ordering here is instructive: “…it was because the 

condition of the black slave was that of a zero sum that s/he could be so decadently stripped of 

human being and turned into a commodity.”ccxcviii It is as this zero-sum that the slave labors not 

only in the production of commodities, not only as a commodity, but in the further circulation of 

labor-power insofar as the slave regulates between non-waged work and wage labor, past and 

present, nature and history, expropriation and exploitation, force and form, nothingness and 

species-being. The abolition of slavery does not change the stasis of black non-being—its objective 

concretization of slavery in the past does not propel slaves into the future, it “perfects” abstract 

slavery in making truly opaque the workings of anti-blackness. As Anthony Paul Farley has 

written, “white-over-black,” the colorline, is slavery, such that “the movement from slavery to 

segregation to neosegregation is the movement of slavery perfecting itself.”ccxcix Slavery’s 

perfection, its telos towards an absolutely divisive, demonstrative power, proceeds in the erasure 
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of its own conditions of possibility—the density sustaining the verb “to be” in the logic “white-

over-black is slavery” disappears, such that slavery no longer appears as slavery, violence becomes 

infinite, and murder so quotidian that it is the very force that makes the world spin. 

If there is any counter-factual potential in uncovering this production, we do not find it in 

either Marx’s commodity-form, Patterson’s social death, Aristotle’s natural slave, or the 

historian’s commodity-as-process, as they can only relegate race to the logic of “use value,” the 

most apparent general sense which the “most disparate epochs of production…have in 

common.”ccc Perhaps this is all race is—an infinite extension that itself “intervenes to determine 

the economic category.”ccci But with this reading, Marxism cannot position, for instance, the 

continuity that leads Wynter to assert “The ghettoes and prisons of today’s North America are the 

new forms of the plantation archipelago.”cccii For Marxist methodology, the union of slave with 

worker would expose and heighten generic forms of abstract domination, including the 

intervention of legal-form analysis in which the state-backed imposition of property relations 

unites the abstract laborer with the abstract criminal. If the state-form actually follows from the 

commodity-form, as Marxists legal theorists propose, the problem of punishment crystallizes in 

natural law as a medium for equalization: incarceration can rectify imbalances and disturbances in 

social wealth by imagining abstract freedom through abstract labor time.ccciii On this basis, 

Marxism is rife with the sort of analyses that identify the Thirteenth Amendment’s prison-slavery 

imposition as the state protection of capital, purportedly uniting the post-racial slave and worker 

in the project of their joint liberation.ccciv Incarceration as we know it would be, as with the struggle 

over the working day, an objective example of abstract labor’s capacity to capture existence.  

A reading of the “abstract slave” clarifies that the post-emancipation debt of the black 

worker/criminal is not just the residual effect of congealed historical barriers to access, like 
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segregation in housing and healthcare, or subjective bias, like racial profiling, such that the only 

difference between the abstract laborer and the black laborer would be the historically specific 

accumulation of interlocking exclusions. Rather, a more fundamental political ontological 

forcefield—anti-blackness—frames labor and blackness as antagonistic, such that only the 

(rehabilitated) non-black criminal can transcend his abstract criminality to become the 

(revolutionized) productive laborer capable of then transcending abstract labor. Although non-

black citizens could “blacken” themselves by threatening the peace and property of the republic, 

their punishment ultimately reinvigorates it, reasserting the sanctity of property through the 

possibility of redemption and the reclamation of possession in the self proper to labor. The generic 

post-Reconstruction criminal, like the logic of the wage slave, reinscribes the objective capacity 

for freedom, the anti-blackness of capital. Its credit is black debt; both are equalized and 

commodified but by incommensurate circuits. The slave in Hartman’s formulation can only relate 

to itself as self through an a priori criminal possession: as in the case of “stealing away,” “The 

relation of the enslaved to the self is possible only by way of wrongful possession or possession 

without right or permission.”cccv This negative relation is never brought into a dialectical operation 

of sublation that could render it present for itself and with others. Abstract freedom is perfected 

through abstract slavery. As such, the struggles within civil society for a commons, a 

transindividual subjectivity, are zones whose animating possibility denies the force of their own 

race-making and cannot extend to include black subjects.  

 

Conclusion  

None of this can be easily re-synthesized by Marxist method, logic, or historicity alone. With anti-

blackness equated with any number of discriminatory, prejudicial formations (religious 
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intolerance, xenophobia, etc.) as but one form of super-structural false consciousness, Marx’s 

totality, and the potential for the transformation of that totality, is not capacious enough to 

understand the processes that generate and subsume the slave. In effect, I have been implying, 

neither can he comprehend the processes of capitalism or the plight of the laborer. A critique of 

capitalism offers insight into the “recursive logic” of property and self-possession,cccvi but 

forecloses these insights by foreclosing the slave. In Wilderson’s words:  

 one could say that slavery — the ‘accumulation’ of black bodies regardless of their utility 

 as labourers through an idiom of despotic power (Patterson) — is closer to capital’s 

 primal desire than is waged oppression — the ‘exploitation’ of unraced bodies (Marx, 

 Lenin, Gramsci) that labour through an idiom of rational/symbolic (the wage) power: A 

 relation of terror as opposed to a relation of hegemony.cccvii  

The despotic terror of slavery is capitalism’s (repressed) form, which capitalism unthinks to stage 

its temporal progression and mystify, not only exploitation, but the immanent violence of 

“rational/symbolic power.” But this repression is not merely illusory, it is real: the violence of 

abstract domination participates in sealing the past from the present by projecting force to the past, 

to the state, to the exception, to externality, to mute affectable bodies. It is in this way that the most 

immaterial of violences is the most material. Abstract domination is the internal effect of the 

excessive mediation of anti-blackness, its present, not its past. Its future locks the laborer in a 

mystifying transparency, doomed to reconstitute a species-being whose becoming forever wavers 

internally between freedom and domination, individuality and collectivity, being and non-being, 

as more and more abstract and immaterial forms of each expand and are realized anew. 

Meanwhile, abstract domination, the ontological ground for capitalist revolution, becomes 

the fetish that occludes its own condition of production. When slavery’s constitutive violence is 

concealed, and the fantasies around which it coalesces are presented as empirical fact, the collapse 

of force and form is mystified, slavery appears as personalistic, and race alternates in appearance 

between contingent effect and congenital defect, making the biological reification of race the 
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flipside to the incidental ideological distortion of an immanent power for which no one is culpable 

and from which everyone can be saved. Insofar as the abstract slave doesn’t merely substitute but 

rather enfolds the speculative totality of one frame (the global capitalism of Marx) into another 

(the anti-blackness of racial slavery), the theoretical adumbrations within—the inherited questions 

of abstraction, value, materiality, and freedom—begin to shift, rearrange, mutate, or explode.cccviii 

And such an exercise, to put it mildly, points to unresolved contradictions within Marxism itself, 

within discourses always already bearing the trace of what they are not. For an immanent critique 

of immanent critique points not to the positivist difference of the abstract slave but its negativity, 

not the fullness of Robinson’s Africanity and the imperative to “preserve the collective being, the 

ontological totality” but, following another of Robinson’s conclusions, “the consciousness that 

there remains nothing to which it may return.”cccix In the gap between the displacement of the 

capitalist totality with anti-blackness and the displacement of totality itself, the abstract slave 

elaborates a black radical tradition whose refusal of the world might just take up “nothing” as its 

aim.cccx  
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